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INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF ANCESTRAL STRESS, ENVIRONMENTAL 

ENRICHMENT AND THE CONCEPT OF ALLOSTATIC LOAD 

 

ABSTRACT 

 The stress that our ancestors experienced resonates with us in their stories, and 

memoires, but does it affect our health?  In this thesis, the impact of ancestral stress on 

offspring was investigated. We hypothesized that ancestral stress has a significant impact 

on the development of the stress response, neuromorphology, and behaviour. Moreover, 

as stress is multi-systematic in its effects, this study examined the use of a new 

stratification tool termed the cumulative animal allostatic load index (CAALM). In 

addition, we tested the influence of postnatal enriched environment (EE) on ancestral 

stress-induced deficits. Lastly, we investigated a “two-hit hypothesis” of maternal stress 

and inflammation on offspring development. Overall, results indicate that ancestral stress 

is transferred across generations and increases allostatic load, and EE reverses detrimental 

effects. Moreover, inflammation exacerbates the effect of stress. Altogether, our results 

shed light on the influence of maternal and ancestral health on offspring development and 

the benefit of EE. 
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1.1 General Introduction  

 From early on, we are dependent on our mothers for vital nourishment, protection 

and overall care. Based on recent research, we are becoming more aware that what a 

mother consumes and what experiences she is exposed to can affect the developing child 

in utero with consequences that potentially last into old age. For example, it is common 

knowledge that consuming alcohol during pregnancy can lead to the development of Fetal 

Alcohol Spectrum disorder, and that smoking causes atypical brain development and 

altered temperament in offspring. 

From a vast array of studies conducted in animals and humans, we have recognized 

that the stress a mother endures during pregnancy can also affect the offspring. The term 

stress can be used to describe any physical or psychological challenge that threatens, or 

has the potential to threaten the natural regulatory capacity of an organism (Koolhaas et 

al., 2011). To a pregnant mother, stress can present itself in a multitude of ways including 

financial burdens, psychosocial stress, emotional stress, and physical stress or trauma. 

With the surmounting and ever increasing amount of research being conducted, it is 

apparent that the prenatal stress (PS) caused by maternal adverse experience may be an 

extremely influential factor in development; however, it may be overlooked because its 

causes and consequences are so variable. 

The mechanisms of transfer and the effects of PS on the brain and behaviour in the 

offspring (first generation) are well documented and have been studied for the past 50+ 

years. However, less is known about the mechanism by which exposure to PS affects 

development and pathologies in the subsequent generations (second filial (F2), F3 and 

beyond). Or in other words, the effects of stress that our grandmothers endured and how 

they have been passed on to our generation are still being investigated.  
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The overall goals of this thesis are to investigate the heritable effects of ancestral 

prenatal stress on the F3 generation. Moreover, because the effects of PS are frequently 

associated with adverse health outcomes, a therapy known to mitigate the consequences 

of PS, enriched environment (EE) will be investigated for efficacy in ancestrally stressed 

offspring. Furthermore, because the effects of PS may not be as concrete as those seen 

from prenatal alcohol or nicotine exposure, a new method of quantifying the cumulative 

and often antagonistic effects of stress is introduced as a new translational tool to predict 

adverse health outcomes. Lastly, the cumulative and synergistic burden of psychological 

maternal stress, in combination with another stressor, such as inflammation, will be 

examined. Accomplishing these goals may prove critically important to the discovery of 

biomarkers that allow prediction and prevention of major complex diseases, and may lead 

to advances in personalized medicine.To elucidate the background of this thesis, the 

following will introduce the concepts of prenatal programming by maternal and ancestral 

stress, environmental enrichment and allostatic load.  

 

1.2 Perinatal Programming by Stress 

 To date, there have been four main mechanisms of programming of the fetal and 

newborn stress response documented in the literature. These include; 1) prenatal 

programming due to alterations to the fetal milieu, or the transfer of maternal stress 

hormones or alterations of fetal hormones, 2) postnatal programming due to altered 

maternal behaviour, 3) epigenetic inheritance and 4) paternal influence in the transfer of 

stress. As this thesis focuses on maternal stress, the first three mechanisms will be 

discussed below and are illustrated in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1. The transfer of stress from mother to pup and the regulation of the changes 

seen in pups. Illustration represents Stress is transferred through an altered fetal milieu, 

differences or absences in maternal care, and through epigenetic regulation. Epigenetic 

regulation, through DNA methylation, histone modification and miRNA expression, 

cause the changes in gene expression which help to regulate the phenotype in the pups 

(i.e., increased corticosteroid levels, programming of HPA axis, that are also affected by 

maternal care and altered fetal milieu). 

 

1.2.1 Alterations to the Fetal Milieu  

 The experience of stress by the pregnant mother activates the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis to initiate the release of stress hormones, such as cortisol in 

humans or corticosterone in rats, which may enter the fetal circulation (Migeon et al., 

1956). In homeostatic conditions, the placenta moderates the fetal exposure to maternal 

circulating levels of glucocorticoids (GCs) (Cottrell and Seckl, 2009). Thus, GC levels 

are significantly lower in fetus than in the mother. This is due to the regulatory effects of 
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the placental enzyme 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (11 β-HSD2), which 

breaks down GCs and provides a protective barrier for the fetus. Consequently, this 

barrier allows only 10-20% of maternal GCs to reach the fetus (Glover et al., 2009). 

However, when the homeostatic conditions are challenged through maternal stress, 

excessive GCs levels may saturate this protective barrier and gain access across the 

placenta (Benediktsson et al., 1997). In addition to the saturation of the protective barrier 

which decreases its effectiveness, experimental data has also shown that placental 11 β-

HSD2 activity in prenatally stressed offspring is also reduced (Harris and Seckl, 2011). 

If basal levels of 11 β-HSD2 in placenta are altered, the fetus will be exposed to 

excess corticosteroids. When comparing levels of cortisol in paired maternal and fetal 

plasma samples, researchers have shown that fetal concentrations of cortisol are linearly 

related to maternal concentrations (Gitau et al., 1998, Gitau et al., 2001b) indicating a 

transfer of HPA programming (Bosch et al., 2007, Glover et al., 2009). Thus, chronic 

stress may cause prolonged elevation in plasma cortisol in both the maternal and fetal 

circulation (Takahashi, 1998).  

 

1.2.2 Alterations in Maternal Behaviour 

 Once the offspring is born, the external environment becomes the primary stressor, 

with the ability to cause alterations in the offspring which can be transferred to multiple 

generations. At this point, the offspring is most dependent on maternal care, and any 

alterations in this variable will impact the development of the offspring. It is well 

established that maternal stress and the quality of maternal care (Meaney, 2001, 

Champagne et al., 2003a, Champagne et al., 2003c, Smit-Rigter et al., 2009, Champagne, 

2011, Ward et al., 2013) influence offspring development, behaviour and stress responses 
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(Champagne and Meaney, 2006, Galea and Brummelte, 2008). These consequences can 

last to adulthood and therefore have been shown to be programmed transgenerationally, 

impacting multiple generations (Ward et al., 2013). The extent of maternal care is 

influenced by stressors endured during pregnancy as well as stressors which may present 

postnatally. In animals, maternal care refers to feeding, licking and grooming (LG), 

nesting and overall availability to the offspring. In humans, maternal behaviour refers to 

the overall maternal mood, care and availability of resources given to the offspring.   

 The quality and frequency of maternal care is closely associated with maternal 

stress and mood. Approximately 20-30% of women experience peripartum mood 

disorders, ranging from mild to more severe postpartum depression within the first six 

weeks postpartum (Ehlert et al., 1990, Halbreich and Karkun, 2006). Multiple animal 

studies have demonstrated that stress during pregnancy affects maternal mood and 

therefore maternal behaviour postpartum (Ehlert et al., 1990, Meaney, 2001, Champagne 

et al., 2003a, Smit-Rigter et al., 2009). Animal models of maternal behaviour most often 

study LG behaviours (licking and grooming of the pups), and arched back feeding 

behaviours (active feeding). LG occurs synchronously while the dam nurses the offspring 

with arched back behaviour. Dams who show low licking and grooming behaviours tend 

to have a more passive feeding posture (laying on side or on top of pups during nursing). 

Importantly, LG forms the basis for tactile stimulation for the offspring, which is 

vital for the development of offspring physiology and central nervous system 

(Champagne and Meaney, 2006). In prenatally stressed dams, LG behaviours are shown 

less frequently (Champagne and Meaney, 2006). The lack of tactile stimulation causes 

drastic alterations to the pup brain, including a decrease in glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) 
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in the hippocampus (HPC) and alterations to oxytocin receptors (Champagne et al., 2001) 

compared to rats who receive high LG behaviour.  

Adult offspring born to mothers that exhibited low LG behaviours, show increased 

behavioural and endocrine responses to stress by comparison with the offspring of high 

LG mothers (Caldji et al., 1998). This indicates that alterations in maternal licking and 

grooming are associated with modifications in offspring stress response (Champagne and 

Meaney, 2007, Ho and Burggren, 2010). Hence, changes in adult offspring behaviour will 

then be transferred to the next generation, indicating a generational impact due to 

maternal behaviour. Moreover, the concept of LG behavioural studies in animals was 

recently studied in the human population through a self-report study, where maternal 

stroking over the first weeks of life modified physiological and behavioral outcomes in 

infancy (Sharp et al., 2012). Although it is clearly demonstrated that maternal behaviour 

itself causes alterations in the offspring’s behavioural traits and their stress responses, it is 

proposed that these changes are determined and guided by epigenetic mechanisms 

(Francis et al., 1999). 

 

1.2.3. Epigenetics  

 Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene expression that occur without 

alteration of the DNA sequence (Babenko et al., 2012). Such changes can be brought on 

by prenatal experiences, during postnatal development and aging, or be passed on from 

the parent to offspring (Meaney and Szyf, 2005, Franklin et al., 2010). Epigenetic 

processes readily respond to environmental conditions and so allow rapid modifications to 

an adverse environment, such as stress (Zucchi. et al., 2010). Transfer of stress through 

epigenetic regulation can occur through multiple events such as DNA cytosine 
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methylation, histone modifications, and microRNA (miRNA) regulation, with the latter 

being most relevant to this thesis. MiRNA regulation occurs by binding to the 3’ end of 

gene transcripts (Campbell, 2005). Depending on various factors, the miRNA-protein 

complex then either degrades the target messenger RNA (mRNA) or blocks its translation 

(Campbell, 2005). miRNA does not require perfect complementarity to their targets, and 

therefore, each miRNA can potentially regulate thousands of different mRNAs (Babenko 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, miRNA detection is valuable as they may be used as 

biomarkers to predict disease, and may be used for future therapeutic purposes.   

 The majority of the mechanisms of stress transfer from parent to offspring have an 

influence on the offspring’s epigenome. It is apparent that the mechanisms through which 

stress contributes across generations will likely involve a complex interaction between the 

genes and the environment (Meaney, 2010, Dunn et al., 2011c). For example, the transfer 

of multigenerational stress may induce epigenome alterations through an interaction 

between the altered fetal milieu, maternal behaviour and resulting epigenetic 

programming of the embryo (Meaney, 2010, Dunn et al., 2011c). 

  

1.3 Behavioural, Morphological and Molecular Changes Associated With PS 

 The programming by prenatal stress causes a multitude of detrimental effects in the 

offspring, including dysregulation of the HPA axis and stress response, altered 

neuromorphology, and subsequent changes in behaviour. Specifically, molecular markers 

of synaptic plasticity, neuronal development, growth and early programming in the HPC 

and cortex are downregulated due to PS (Koo et al., 2003, Lui et al., 2011b, Peng et al., 

2011, Li et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2012a). Markers of synaptic plasticity altered due to PS 

include neural cell adhesion molecule, synaptophysin, N-Methyl-D-aspartate receptor, 
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B1-integrin and Tissue plasminogen activator. Each molecule plays a pivotal role in 

synaptic efficacy, growth, neuronal development, regeneration, and plasticity (Nakamura 

et al., 1999, Koo et al., 2003). Markers of neurogenesis and neuronal growth altered due 

to PS include 5-Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), BDNF and Growth-associated protein 43 

(GAP-43). These molecules act as mitotic markers during development (Kolb et al., 

1999), regulate dendritic and axonal morphology (Levine et al., 1995, Thoenen, 1995, 

Schinder and Poo, 2000) and act as a marker for structural and functional changes in 

neuronal populations (Chao and McEwen, 1994, Gauthier-Campbell et al., 2004). These 

molecular changes due to PS lead to overall morphological changes which include 

decreased dendritic area and perimeter, reduced spine density, and diminished number of 

granular cells in the HPC and prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Mychasiuk et al., 2012). 

 The molecular and morphological changes associated with prenatal stress manifest 

in a plethora of behavioural abnormalities and are thought to contribute to multiple 

psychopathologies. PS has an anxiogenic effect with increased emotionality (Laviola et 

al., 2004, Pascual et al., 2015, Zubedat et al., 2015), along with reduced age-typical rough 

and tumble play (Laviola et al., 2004). Likewise, PS increases addictive behaviour (Yang 

et al., 2006) and causes impaired cognition (Koo et al., 2003, Yang et al., 2007, Lui et al., 

2011b, Li et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2012a, c) and attention (Zubedat et al., 2015).  

In motor-learning tasks, PS animals show superior performance, indicating that PS 

may also lead to adaptive mechanisms thought to help in overall survival (Ulupinar et al., 

2015, Zubedat et al., 2015). This indicates that not all consequences of stress are negative 

and may be beneficial and adaptive to an adverse environment; however the chronic 

exposure of stress prenatally seems to cause mostly detrimental consequences. Although 

these deficits have been thoroughly studied in the F1 generation, the effect of stress 
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across multiple generations is still in its infancy, and it is unknown whether stress across 

multiple generations will lead to similar outcomes.  

 

1.4 The Next Generations: Transgenerational and Multigenerational Stress   

 Previous research from our laboratory has shown that the consequences of prenatal 

stress cause a wide range of metabolic, cardiovascular and behavioural disorders that may 

last into adulthood, and may be passed on to future generations (Zucchi. et al., 2013, Yao 

et al., 2014). Central models of generational stress include transgenerational and 

multigenerational models, and it is important to differentiate between the two.  

 Transgenerational inheritance of stress has become a popular topic, and is defined 

as stress transmitted through the germ line in the absence of direct exposure (Skinner et 

al., 2011). This indicates an involvement in germ line transmission between generations 

without direct exposure to the environmental factor (Skinner, 2008). Therefore, in studies 

involving gestational exposure to stress in the female lineage, the F3 or great-grand 

offspring must be investigated as the F2 and F1 generations were directly exposed 

(Skinner, 2008, Zucchi et al., 2013). The F3 generation is therefore necessary to 

investigate true transgenerational inheritance (Figure 1.2). There is limited evidence of 

the true epigenetic transfer of stress signatures transgenerationally that propagate to the 

F3 and even the F4 generation. A previous study investigated maternal separation and 

restraint stress in F0 mice and found that stress across generations caused social anxiety 

and altered cognition in adult F2 and F3 offspring (Franklin et al., 2010). Moreover, the 

defects were associated with impaired serotonergic signaling and serotonin levels. Using 

gestational restraint and swim stress, Yao and colleagues (2014) more recently showed 

that prenatal stress is transferred across generations and results in a higher risk of preterm 
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birth in the F2 generation and low offspring body weight and altered developmental 

trajectories in the F3 generation. Our laboratory has also confirmed similar effects lasting 

to the F4 generation (Ambeskovic et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 1.2. Illustration of the prenatal transgenerational inheritance in the maternal 

lineage. This diagram shows that stress in the F0 dam directly affects the female F1 

offspring and its germline (F2). Therefore, the F3 generation is the first generation that 

would show true transgenerational inheritance in the absence of direct stress. 

 

 In comparison to transgenerational stress, multigenerational stress affects every 

consecutive generation through direct transfer. Multigenerational stress is defined here as 

an exposure that directly influences multiple generations, i.e. exposure to the pregnant 

female in each generation. By investigating the cumulative effect of multigenerational 

stress by directly stressing pregnant dams in each generation one can investigate the 

effect of cumulative recurring stress.  This model is novel and is currently only used by 

our laboratory in order to mimic generations of individuals living in continuously 

stressful conditions. 
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Our data show that the effects of multigenerational stress differ from those of 

transgenerational stress, and also differ across sex and lifespan (Ambeskovic, 2013, 

Erickson et al., 2014, McCreary et al., 2015). Specifically, multigenerational stress 

(restraint and swim stress) results in motor activity profiles in males that are normal 

during the peak sexual reproductive age, but differ during development and aging, the 

most vulnerable periods in life (Erickson et al., 2014). From an experiment conducted 

during my Master’s thesis, it was shown that each additional generation of PS 

incrementally elevates HPA axis activation, anxiety-like and aversive behaviours in adult 

female offspring (McCreary et al.,2015). Moreover, these changes are accompanied by 

reduced neural density and altered gene expression related to the regulation of neuronal 

maturation, arborization and synaptic plasticity (McCreary et al., 2015). Overall, current 

studies emphasize that recurrent stress across generations may cumulatively increase 

stress vulnerability and the risk of adverse health effects through perinatal programming. 

 

1.4.1 Significance of Animal Models of Ancestral Stress   

 The implications in examining models of ancestral stress are plentiful, however 

mechanisms are still poorly understood as research in this area is in the early stages. 

Research which investigates ancestral stress will help to understand evolutionary origins 

of adaptive and maladaptive responses to stress, and the clinical and etiological 

significance of ancestral stress in disease due to poverty, famine or natural disaster. 

Complex disease etiology in particular is still poorly understood; understanding the 

mechanisms of transgenerational programming of complex diseases offers the potential 

for ground-breaking strategies of disease prediction and treatment. 
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 Evolutionary theory predicts that constant stress over successive generations can 

shape those who survive (Nacci et al., 2002). Theoretically, adapted genotypes may 

become predominant in populations subject to multigenerational stress (Nacci et al., 

2002). For example, one team of researchers hypothesized that long-term, 

multigenerational stress would produce populations that were adapted and/or resilient to 

toxic conditions through shifts in life history and/or physiological response traits (Nacci 

et al., 2002). They found that a species of fish multigenerationally exposed to 

environmental contaminants produced a toxin-adapted population, although the 

mechanisms were not discussed (Nacci et al., 2002). However, they also found that while 

adapted populations could persist and cope with the toxic environmental stressor, long-

term consequences may include increased vulnerabilities. The latter may include  

increased sensitivity to newly introduced contaminants, as well as disturbances in 

ecosystem function (Nacci et al., 2002). 

 In terms of clinical or etiological significance, the investigation of generational 

stress may help to understand disease manifestations later in life, and prevalence of 

disease which arises without genetic determinism. A plethora of external environmental 

factors, such as stress, can alter epigenetic components that are passed on 

transgenerationally and therefore heighten or lessen stress resilience, and subsequently  

the risk of disease (Babenko et al., 2012, Zeybel et al., 2012, Zucchi. et al., 2013, Skinner, 

2014). 

Generational transfer of stress through epigenetic mechanisms may provide vital 

insights to many psychiatric and neurological disorders such as bipolar disorder, 

schizophrenia, autism, depression, early onset Alzheimer’s, and inflammatory conditions 

(Gardiner et al., 2012, Matrisciano et al., 2012, Zucchi et al., 2014, Metz et al., 2015d), all 
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of which seem to be affected in part by PS. Other epidemics, such as obesity, diabetes and 

cardiovascular disease (Matthews and Phillips, 2012) may also be linked to ancestral 

stress. In areas of poverty or famine, where populations are chronically or repeatedly 

exposed to stress, models of multigenerational stress may help explain the profound 

impact on health and disease across generations and early prediction of disease risk. 

 

1.5 Enriched Environment  

 Based on the evidence that consequences of PS can propagate across multiple 

generations, treatments to prevent or reverse the detrimental effects of PS are of 

significant interest. Environmental enrichment is one treatment which has shown promise 

in reversing the effects of PS. Enriched environment (EE; used interchangeable with 

environmental enrichment) is a non-invasive treatment that produces robust changes in 

neuronal morphology and behaviour. EE was first studied in the 1940’s by Donald O. 

Hebb when he brought rats to his home and had his children play with them, essentially 

“enriching” their environment. He noted that rats reared as pets in his house performed 

better on memory tasks compared to rats reared in standard conditions (Hebb, 1947). 

Further study by Hebb’s team found that laboratory dogs that were treated as pets are 

superior in problem-solving than those reared in simple or deprived environments (Clarke 

et al., 1951). In addition, the authors suggested that social behaviour and motivation 

appeared increased in the enriched dogs (Clarke et al., 1951). 

Since Hebb’s first experiments there has been extensive research about how EE 

affects the brain and behaviour. EE provides animals with enhanced social, motor, 

cognitive and sensory stimulation (Kolb and Metz, 2003). The combination of these 

factors is thought to produce many anatomical, molecular, and behavioural alterations in 
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animals. In general, neuroanatomical studies have revealed increased cortical weight, 

cortical thickness and more complex dendritic organization in EE rats (Rosenzweig et al., 

1962, Bennett et al., 1964, Jung and Herms, 2014). Molecular studies have shown that EE 

raises expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which is involved in 

plasticity in the HPC and cortex (Falkenberg et al., 1992). 

EE has been used in an attempt to reverse many neurological disorders, such as 

stroke and Parkinson’s disease (Jadavji et al., 2006, Knieling et al., 2009), but studies 

addressing PS are somewhat limited. EE after PS is unique due to its attempt to reverse 

deficits that were primarily induced in utero. From the literature review conducted (see 

Appendix B), it was concluded that EE is able to reverse behavioural deficits, along with 

morphological and molecular deficits. However, lacking are studies which investigate the 

usefulness of enrichment in animals that were generationally stressed along with studies 

investigating epigenetic mechanisms of EE mediation.   

 

1.6 Allostasis and Allostatic Load  

 Stress is unlike any other pathological condition, as it triggers non-specific and non-

linear responses that are unique to each individual (Selye, 1984). Moreover, the response 

to stress impacts multiple physiological systems and leads to variable and complex 

symptomology. The range of symptoms and deficits may be due to individual stress 

response, along with the multiple systems trying to cope with the stress. In order to better 

understand the mechanisms of stress-associated outcomes, the concept of allostatic load 

and allostasis has been introduced (Sterling and Eyer, 1989). “Allostasis” is defined as the 

ability to achieve stability through change (Sterling and Eyer, 1989) as opposed to the 

more common term homeostasis, or the body’s ability to maintain equilibrium (Cannon, 
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1932). Stress causes the body to react via allostasis by triggering multiple and often 

opposing physiological systems including the immune system, metabolic system and the 

neuroendocrine system. 

 The concept of allostatic load (AL) was created based on the concept of allostasis in 

order to help understand the health outcomes of the cumulative stress and the resulting 

mediators of the stress effect. AL was first defined by McEwen and Stellar in 1993 as the 

cost of  chronic exposure to fluctuating or heightened neural or neuroendocrine response 

resulting from repeated or lasting environmental challenge (McEwen and Stellar, 1993). 

It is the cumulative burden of stress, which is expressed in the physiological 

dysregulation across numerous systems that are involved in regulating and coping with 

stress. The benefit of the biological concept of AL is that it incorporates several elements 

of stress pathophysiology in one comprehensive model (Nugent et al., 2015). The AL 

model includes many multi-systemic interactions including primary and secondary 

mediators of stress, and has been shown to have the predictive capacity to detect 

individuals at high risk of tertiary outcomes (Juster et al., 2010). 

 To aid in quantifying the cumulative effects of stress, Seeman and colleagues in 

1997 proposed operationalizing AL through the use of an allostatic load index (AI 

(Seeman et al., 1997)). AI is measured as the sum of dysregulated physiological 

biomarkers (Seeman et al., 1997) that in turn reflect a multi-systemic view of the 

physiological toll that is placed on the body to maintain allostasis. Studies have shown the 

usefulness and effectiveness of AI and have shown that it better predicts future health 

risks, especially high risk groups, than any biomarker individually (Seeman et al., 2001, 

Karlamangla et al., 2002). Essentially, the AI is a comprehensive model that better links 
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often contradictory effects while providing insights into how individuals differ in their 

vulnerability or risk to develop diseases or tertiary outcomes (McEwen, 2000a).   

 Although the concepts of allostasis and AL have been considered useful for animal 

studies of stress and disease (Tannenbaum et al., 2002, Korte and De Boer, 2003, Van der 

Meer et al., 2004, Korte et al., 2005), there is currently no cumulative measure of AL, or 

an AI available for animal models. An animal AI offers a unique potential to advance 

knowledge translation of biomarker research in personalized medicine approaches. 

 

1.7 Summary: Outline and Objectives  

 This thesis is composed of three experimental chapters and one conceptual 

application using experimental data presented in previous chapters. The present research 

is designed to aim at furthering the understanding of how maternal stress affects offspring 

directly and across multiple generations, and how EE can aid in reversing the effects of 

stress. Moreover, this thesis aims to introduce a novel method of measuring the effect of 

ancestral stress and how it could predict vulnerability or resilience to stress.  

 The first portion of this thesis will investigate the effects of transgenerational and 

multigenerational stress and the therapeutic efficacy of EE. The overall hypothesis is that 

both transgenerational and multigenerational stress will lead to an altered stress response 

as well as atypical behaviour. Moreover, we propose that ancestral stress will lead to 

altered neuronal morphology along with abnormal corticospinal tract fiber density. We 

propose that EE will mitigate the neuromorophological, neuroendocrine and behavioural 

consequences of ancestral stress. 

 The second portion will introduce a new method of measuring chronic stress known 

as AL. We hypothesize that the cumulative burden of ancestral stress will generate a 
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higher quantitative allostatic score compared to control animals; additionally enrichment 

will lead to decreased scores. Lastly, because the majority of psychopathologies are not 

linked to one individual origin and AL can be aggravated by more than one insult, the last 

experiment tested the hypothesis that stress combined with inflammation will cause more 

severe detrimental effects than stress alone. Thus, this experiment tested the concept of a 

two-hit hypothesis in which two stressors may synergistically enhance the risk of disease. 

Outlined below are the experiments by chapter. 

•Chapter 2: The first experiment outlines the effects of transgenerational and 

multigenerational stress on physiology and affective behaviour, and the 

reversal by EE; 

•Chapter 3: The second experiment outlines the effects of EE and ancestral stress 

on pyramidal neuronal morphology, corticospinal tract density using 

Biotinylated Dextran Amine, and motor skills outcome; 

•Chapter 4:  Aims to describe a new method of measuring ancestral stress using the 

concept of allostatic load; 

•Chapter 5: The third experiment investigates the synergistic effects of two 

prenatal stressors, stress and inflammation, on neuromorphological changes 

using in vivo magnetic resonance imaging; 

•Chapter 6: Summarizes the experimental findings and significance of this study. 
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Chapter 2 

Experiment 1: Enriched Environment as an Effective Therapy to Mitigate 

Transgenerationally Programmed Stress Sensitivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 has been submitted in its entirety.   
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2.1 Abstract 

 Prenatal stress (PS) can program stress hyper-responsiveness and is associated with 

impaired neurodevelopment and psychopathologies in later life. Here we report that PS 

generates a transgenerationally heritable physiological footprint and elevated stress 

sensitivity which can be mitigated by beneficial experiences in later life. 

 Dams of the parental F0 generation experienced late pregnancy psychosocial stress. 

Their pregnant daughters (F1) and grand-daughters (F2) were either stressed 

(multigenerational PS) or remained unstressed (transgenerational PS). Their male 

adolescent F3 offspring was exposed to either standard or enriched housing conditions. 

Endocrine and behavioural stress responses in F3 rats were determined in adulthood. 

 A family history of stress downregulated glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and 

prefrontal cortex neuronal density along with precocious development of anxiety-like 

behaviours in both multigenerational and transgenerational stress lineages. Deep 

sequencing of prefrontal cortex microRNA (miRNA) profiles in stressed lineages 

revealed altered regulation of pathways associated with brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

and signatures of schizophrenia, depression and neuroplasticity. Exposure to EE restored 

GR levels and reduced hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity across all 

groups. EE mitigated stress-induced anxiety-like behaviours in stressed lineages and 

normalized miRNA expression profiles.  

 Ancestral stress programs elevated stress sensitivity, affective behaviour and 

neuroplasticity through programming of the HPA-axis and epigenetic modifications 

involving miRNAs. Environmental enrichment serves as an effective intervention for 

stress programming. The identification of miRNAs that mediate the actions of EE may 

allow the development of new predictive biomarkers of disease and therapeutic targets. 
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2.2 Introduction 

 The prevalence of mental health and substance use disorders has increased by 

37.6% since 1990 (Whiteford et al., 2013). Dysregulation of the stress response represents 

a major risk factor for these disorders. Through programming of the stress response, 

prenatal stress has been shown to increase the risk of developmental disorders and 

psychopathologies in later life (Gitau et al., 2001a, Lupien et al., 2009). The main 

mechanism of developmental programming by prenatal stress involves altered 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis function and elevated stress responsiveness in 

the F1 generation (Harris and Seckl, 2011, Moisiadis and Matthews, 2014). More 

recently, early life stress was shown to not only influence the F1 offspring, but also future 

filial generations. Transgenerational programming by stress (F2-F3 generations) was 

shown to alter affective state and sensorimotor behaviour (Erickson et al., 2014), 

endocrine functions (Babb et al., 2014) and heritable changes in DNA methylation status 

and microRNA (miRNA) expression (Gapp et al., 2014, Yao et al., 2014). The 

understanding that stress is transferred transgenerationally to filial generations and is 

mainly uncontrollable, highlights the need to identify interventions that can reverse 

adverse effects of programming by ancestral stress.  

 Beneficial environmental and lifestyle changes are powerful, ecologically valid 

strategies to mitigate adverse programming by stress. For example, exposing rodents to an 

enriched environment (EE) with rich social and sensorimotor stimulation decreased 

anxiety-like behaviours in an elevated plus maze (Pena et al., 2006, Galani et al., 2007, 

Pena et al., 2009, Leshem and Schulkin, 2012), improved sensorimotor skills (Jadavji et 

al., 2006, Jadavji and Metz, 2009) and led to larger cell proliferation and neuronal density 

(van Praag et al., 2000) along with increased expression of brain-derived neurotrophic 
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factor (BDNF) (Koo et al., 2003, Cao et al., 2014a). In prenatally stressed F1 offspring, 

EE decreases anxiety-like and fear behaviours (Leshem and Schulkin, 2012), improves 

social behaviour (Morley-Fletcher et al., 2003), restores dendritic and synaptic 

morphology (Peng et al., 2011, Pascual et al., 2015) and rescues density of glucocorticoid 

receptors (Li et al., 2012). Here we aim to determine if EE represents an effective therapy 

for the endocrine and behavioural consequences of epigenetically inherited manifestations 

of transgenerational stress. 

 The present study was designed to (1) characterize transgenerational and 

multigenerational phenotypes and microRNA of stress response and affective behaviour 

and (2) to determine if environmental intervention by EE can mitigate the 

transgenerationally programmed phenotype of stress. To determine the impact of EE on 

transgenerational versus cumulative ancestral stress, the design used (1) a lineage of 

transgenerational prenatal stress in which the parental generation but not the F1-F3 

generations experienced stress, and (2) a lineage of multigenerational prenatal stress, in 

which each the parental and the offspring generations  experienced gestational stress 

(Zucchi et al., 2012, Ward et al., 2013, Erickson et al., 2014, Yao et al., 2014). The F3 

generation is of particular relevance because it is the first generation in the maternal 

lineage that is not directly exposed to prenatal stress and therefore changes can be 

considered truly programmed through epigenetic inheritance (Skinner, 2008). The focus 

on miRNA signatures in this study has relevance for the discovery of heritable predictive 

biomarkers of altered stress response. We hypothesized that ancestral stress alters HPA 

axis activity and affective behaviour in relation to specific miRNA signatures of stress, 

which then can be reversed by EE. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

 

2.3.1 Experimental Design 

 The study involved forty-eight adult male Long-Evans hooded rats, bred and 

housed at the Canadian Centre for Behavioural Neuroscience. Rats were F3 offspring 

born to one of the following three maternal lineages: non-stress controls (n = 16), 

transgenerational prenatal stress (TPS; n = 16), and multigenerational prenatal stress 

(MPS; n = 16). TPS rats were the F3 generation of a filial line in which only the F0 dams 

were stressed during gestation. MPS rats were the F3 generation of a filial line in which 

dams from each consecutive generation (F0, F1, F2) were gestationally stressed. Each F3 

group was gathered from 4 different litters (4 control, 4 TPS, 4 MPS), and animals in 

each litter were then split into standard or enriched housing conditions. 

At weaning, rats derived from the three lineages were assigned to either housing 

in standard cages, or housing in an enriched environment (EE). Thus, the following 

groups were tested: non-stress controls in standard (Control; n = 8) and EE (Control-EE; 

n = 8) housing conditions, TPS in standard (TPS; n = 8) and EE (TPS-EE; n = 8) housing, 

and MPS in standard (MPS; n = 8) and EE (MPS-EE; n = 8) housing. Figure 2.1 

illustrates the experimental design of the present study. 

The animals were housed under a 12 h light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:30 AM. 

The room temperature was maintained at 20
o
C with relative humidity at 30%. Body 

weight was regularly recorded as the rats aged. During adolescence (postnatal day (P) 21 

to P60), rats were assessed in the open field and elevated plus maze tasks. At 100 days 

old, corticosterone (CORT) measurements were taken and at 180 days old, animals were 

euthanized for tissue collection. All procedures were performed in accordance with the 
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guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and approved by the University of 

Lethbridge Animal Welfare Committee. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Animal model of transgenerational and multigenerational stress.  The 

animal model included a non-stress control lineage, a transgenerational stress lineage in 

which gestational stress only occurred in F0 dams, and a multigenerational stress lineage 

in which F0-F1-F2 dams were stressed during pregnancy. Males from four F3 litters per 

group were tested. Four male rats per litter were used; 2 animals from each litter were 

placed in a standard environment and 2 rats from each litter were placed in an enriched 

environment at the age of 35 days. 
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2.3.2 Prenatal Stress 

Pregnant dams were stressed by social isolation, which results in mild 

psychosocial stress (Hawkley et al., 2012). Each dam was housed alone and did not 

experience any direct contact with conspecifics from P90 until the weaning of her 

offspring. Control rats were housed in pairs until gestational day 21. 

 

2.3.3. Standard and Enriched Housing Conditions 

On P21, animals were weaned and assigned to two housing conditions. In the 

standard housing condition rats were housed in non-sibling pairs in Macrolon shoebox 

cages. From P21 to P35, the EE rats were housed in groups of four living in large 

Macrolon housing units. At P35, each group of four EE rats was moved to large circular 

housing units. In addition to the increased social interactions and space, the EE was 

equipped with multiple shelters and toys that were exchanged weekly. In addition to 

standard rat chow, EE rats were regularly provided with novel types of foods, including 

raw pasta, non-sweetened breakfast cereal, and seeds. In total, three identically arranged 

EE were used in the study, each housing all of the rats from a single stress treatment 

group. 

 

2.3.4 Behavioural Analyses 

 2.3.4.1 Open Field Task  

 The open field task represents a rather aversive environment that allows the 

quantification of motor activity, anxiety-like behaviours, and exploration of an open arena 

(Smith et al., 2008, Jadavji et al., 2011). In this study, the open field task was conducted 

using the VersaMax Legacy Open Field system (Omnitech Electronics, Inc., Dartmouth, 
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NS, Canada; Figure 2.5A), which measured an animal's activity for a period of 10 

minutes using an array of infrared sensors connected to a computer. Behavioural 

measures included total time spent moving during the test interval (Movement Time), the 

amount of time spent within the margins of the open field (Margin Time), and time spent 

rearing (Vertical Time).  

 2.3.4.2 Elevated Plus Maze  

 The elevated plus maze (Figure 2.5B) allows the assessment of anxiety-like 

behaviours in a novel, aversive environment (Lister, 1987). In this study, the elevated 

plus maze consisted of an opaque black Plexiglas maze suspended 50 cm above the 

ground. Two arms (50 cm x 10 cm) were enclosed by Plexiglas walls 40 cm high (“closed 

arms”) and two identically sized arms were without walls (“open arms”). Individual rats 

were placed in the center of the maze and allowed to explore freely for a period of five 

minutes. Behavioural measures included total time spent in the closed arms, open arms 

and at the end of open arms; number of entries into closed arms, open arms, and end of 

open arms; and latency to enter the closed arms as well as number of risk assessment 

behaviours (i.e. stretch-extend postures). 

 

2.3.5 Corticosterone Assay 

 Blood samples (0.6 ml) were collected from the lateral tail vein using a 23 gauge 

butterfly needle coated in heparin under 4% isoflurane anesthesia. Blood was transferred 

to centrifuge tubes and plasma was obtained by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for ten 

minutes at 4°C. The samples were stored at –80°C. Plasma CORT concentrations were 

determined by radioimmunoassay, ran in duplicates, using commercial kits (ELISA, 

Abcam Inc., ON, Canada).  
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2.3.6 Tissue Collection 

 At the age of 180 days rats were euthanized with an overdose of Euthanosol® 

(Merck, QC, Canada) and perfused transcardially with phosphate buffer solution (PBS ; 

approximately 200 ml) followed by a transcardial injection of approximately 200 ml of 

4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). Brains were extracted, stored in 

brain bottles containing 4% PFA and refrigerated for 24 h and then transferred to sucrose 

solution for at least three days. 

 

2.3.7 Histology 

 2.3.7.1 Immunohistochemistry 

 Brains were cut in coronal sections with a microtome at a thickness of 40 µm and 

12 series interval. Sections were stored in 0.01 M PBS with a 1:1000 concentration of 

sodium azide. The sections were washed in PBS (0.01 M, pH 7.6) for 3×10 min and pre-

treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 min to reduce endogenous peroxidase activity. 

Sections were then rinsed in 0.01 M PBS for 3x10 min prior to blocking with 10% horse 

normal serum (HNS) (catalog no. s-2000; Vector Laboratories, CA, USA) with 0.01 M 

PBS for 1 h. Next the sections were incubated in the GR antibody (3D5; mouse 

monoclonal antibody, catalog no. sc-56851; Vector Labs) for 24 h at room temperature on 

a belly dancer (Stovall Life Science Inc,, USA). GR (3D5) was diluted in 10% HNS/PBS 

solution (1:500) with 2% Triton X-100. After incubation, the sections were washed 4x8 

min in 0.01 M PBS and applied by biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (1:200) 

(catalog no. BA-2001; Vector Labs) for 24 h at room temperature. The sections were then 

washed again in 0.01 M PBS (4x8 min) and subsequently incubated with avidin-biotin-

peroxidase complex (ABC; Vectastain® Elite ABC Kits, catalog no. PK-6100; Vector 
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Labs) for 45 min at room temperature. Following 3 washes for 10 min each in 0.01M 

PBS, the sections were developed using 3’3-diaminobenzidine (DAB; DAB substrate Kit, 

catalog no. SK-4100; Vector Labs) for 30 sec. The sections were rinsed immediately for 

4x8 min after staining, and then mounted on slides and air-dried for overnight. After 

dehydration in ethanol and HemoDe, the sections were coverslipped for microscopic 

observation.   

 2.3.7.2 Unbiased Stereology 

 All stereological data were blindly collected by a single investigator using Stereo 

Investigator® (MicroBrightField Inc., 2013, Version 10). The density of glucocorticoid 

receptors (GRs) was calculated by dividing the cell numbers obtained with the optical 

fractionator by the volume of each interested region as calculated by Cavalieri’s principle 

(Garcia-Amado and Prensa, 2012). Briefly, an optical fractionator probe was used to 

estimate the populations of hippocampal GRs, including areas of CA1/2, dentate gyrus 

(DG) and CA3. Systematically, randomly positioned grids (150 µm x 150 µm) containing 

counting frames (80 µm x 80 µm) were superimposed on the areas of investigation. The 

counting frame contains a red exclusion line and a green inclusion line so that traversing 

along the Z-axis generates an optical or 3D dissector probe that counts the cells. A 120 

µm x 120 µm grid was randomly placed on each section containing each hippocampal 

areas and all crosses in which the upper right quadrant was overlaying the structure were 

counted in order to determine an unbiased volume estimate. The Gundersen coefficient of 

error for cell number and volume estimates was ranging from 0.02-0.04 and 0.01-0.03, 

respectively (Gundersen et al., 1999). 
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 2.3.7.3 Neural Density Analysis - Cytoarchitectonics 

 Every third series of sections was mounted and stained with cresyl violet to detect 

Nissl bodies. The slides were captured using a motorized Zeiss AxioImager M1 

microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) at 1X magnification. The quantitative 

cytoarchitectonic analyses in cresyl violet-stained sections corresponding to a region of 

interest (ROI) measuring 0.766 mm
2
 slices at Bregma level 3.70 (caudal prefrontal cortex; 

PFC) were performed with Image J V1.36  (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html). The 

“absolute grey level index” was ascertained as the measured parameter (Zilles et al., 

1980). A step tablet was used (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html) to calibrate the 

optical density in the 8-bit images. 

 2.3.7.4 Prefrontal Cortical Thickness 

 PFC thickness was measured on cresyl stained sections at Bregma level 3.70 mm 

using ImageJ software (NIH). Thickness coordinates were compared to Paxinos and 

Watson rat atlas (Paxinos, 1998) to determine location of measurement. The vertical 

(dorsoventral) distance was measured parallel to the midsagittal line, using the rhinal 

fissure endpoint to center the placement of the line. The horizontal (mediolateral) distance 

was measured perpendicular to the midsagittal line, crossing midway through the 

dorsoventral line (Spivey et al., 2009).  

 

2.3.8 microRNA Deep Sequencing 

 Deep sequencing of miRNA expression was performed with fresh PFC tissue using 

Illumina GAIIx genomic platform (Illumina, CA,USA). Briefly, base calling and 

demultiplexing was completed using CASAVA 1.8.1 software pipeline with default 

settings. Short read quality was examined using FastQC software. Adapters were trimmed 
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using cutadapt software (http://code.google.com/p/cutadapt/) with options specified to 

search for adapters anywhere in the read sequence and retain only sequences over 15 

nucleotides in length. Quality trimming was performed with Sanger quality score cutoff 

of 30. Over 92% were retained after trimming in each of the libraries. FastQC quality 

check was performed after trimming. MiRNA detection and counting was performed 

using standalone MicroRazerS 41 version 1.0 (Emde et al., 2010). Potential targets of 

selected miRNAs of interest were predicted using the 3'UTR available for Rat rn5 

(UCSC) genome. Target prediction was based on miRanda v.3.3a (Computational 

Biology Center of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, USA), an algorithm for 

finding genomic targets for microRNAs, with default options. Gene set enrichment 

analysis was performed using GOstats package v.2.34 (Bioconductor, MD, USA) as a 

way to identify significantly over-represented gene ontology categories and KEGG 

pathways.  

 

2.3.9 Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical computations were based on Statview software version 5.0 (SAS 

Institute, NC, USA). All behavioural measures were analyzed on a per-variable basis 

using a mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA). The between-group independent 

variables included stress treatment (non-stress controls, TPS, MPS) and housing (standard 

and EE). The within-group variable was time. Post-hoc comparisons were performed 

using Tukey HSD for between-enrichment group differences in groups, and independent 

sample t-tests for between-group differences for enrichment. Additionally, non-

parametric correlation was conducted to determine the relationship between the 

dependent variables. A p-value of less than 0.05 was chosen as the significance level. 

http://code.google.com/p/cutadapt/
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For miRNA analysis, raw count data underwent normalization and regularized log 

transformation using statistical routines implemented in the DESeq2 bioconductor 

package (Love et al., 2014) as described in the DESeq2 user manual. Pairwise 

comparisons between experimental groups were performed using DESeq2 with default 

settings applied to normalization and statistical testing. Small RNAs with false discovery 

rate adjusted p-values <0.1 were considered differentially expressed. 
 

 

2.4 Results 

 

2.4.1 Ancestral stress alters HPA axis activity and is reversed by EE 

 2.4.1.1 GR Receptor Density 

 A summary of the total hippocampal GR density in all areas is shown in Figure 

2.2B and measurements of all areas are shown in Figure 2.3. GR measurements included 

total markers and GR density of the DG, CA1-2, and CA3. In the CA1-2 areas of the 

hippocampus, there was a significant main effect of stress causing a decrease in total GR 

markers (F(2,34)=15.871, p<0.0001) and density (F(2,34)=10.96, p<0.001) and a 

significant effect of enriched environment causing an increase in total GR markers 

(F(1,34)=75.842, p<0.0001) and GR density (F(1,34)=36.11, p<0.0001). In the CA3 area 

of the hippocampus, there was a significant increase in total GR markers (F(2,34)=8.423, 

p=0.001) due to stress and a significant decrease of total markers (F(1,34)=92.016, 

p<0.0001) and GR density (F(1,34)=92.016, p<0.0001) due to enrichment.  
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 2.4.1.2 Corticosterone 

  Overall, animals that were ancestrally stressed had higher baseline CORT levels, 

although these results were not significant. However, enrichment significantly decreased 

the level of basal circulating CORT (F(1,42)=16.16, p<0.001) across all groups (Figure 

2.2C). Thus, CORT levels in enriched groups were at least on average 80% lower than in 

standard housing groups. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Enrichment therapy improves dysregulated hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal axis activity. A) Illustration of critical components of the HPA axis assessed 

in this study. (B) Both transgenerational (TPS) and multigenerational (MPS) stress 

reduced glucocorticoid receptor density in the hippocampus. Exposure to enriched 

environment increased glucocorticoid receptor density. (C) Circulating plasma 

corticosterone levels were reduced by enriched environment across all groups. 

Enrichment therapy thus improved HPA axis feedback regulation. Asterisks denote 

significances due to EE (*p<0.05, **p<0.01,***p<0.001); # denotes significant 

difference due to ancestral stress (
#
p<0.05). 
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2.4.2 Ancestral stress alters prefrontal cortex neuroanatomy and cell density 

 2.4.2.1 Mean Gray Value 

 A summary of stress and enrichment-associated changes in neural density in the 

PFC is shown in Figure 2.4C. The density of the ROI drawn on the coronal sections 

corresponding to the caudal PFC (Figure 2.4A, right) was significantly reduced in the 

TPS and MPS animals compared to controls (p<0.001). There was a significant main 

effect of stress on mean gray values (F(2,106)=37.456, p<0.0001) where stressed animals 

had lower values,  but there was no effect of enrichment.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Enrichment therapy improves stress-programmed glucocorticoid 

receptor density. Stereological analysis of total GR-positive cells counted and GR 

density in hippocampal CA1-CA2, CA3 and dentate gyrus areas in control, 

transgenerationally (TPS) and multigenerationally (MPS) stressed rats revealed that 

ancestral stress reduced GR density, especially in the CA1-CA2 regions. In the CA3, 

TPS and MPS had significantly more GR markers compared to controls. Enrichment 

increased total GR markers counted and GR density in most cases. Asterisks denote 

significances due to EE (*p<0.05, **p<0.01), # denotes significant difference due to 

stress (
#
p<0.05). 
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2.4.2.2 Cortical Thickness 

 Figure 2.4B summarizes the stress- and enrichment-associated changes in medial-

lateral cortical thickness in the PFC. There was a significant effect of stress on 

dorsoventral thickness (F(2,103)=8.701, p<0.001), indicating that stressed animals had 

diminished cortical thickness. There also was a significant effect of enrichment on 

dorsoventral thickness (F(1,103)=6.113, p<0.05). There was no significant effect of stress 

or enrichment on mediolateral thickness. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Ancestral stress reduced prefrontal cortex thickness. A) Image of a 

representative cresyl violet-stained coronal brain section corresponding to 3.70 mm 

relative to bregma illustrating the measurements of cortical thickness (DV: 

Dorsoventral, ML: Mediolateral, RF: Rhinal fissure, scale bar represents 2 mm). 

The right portion shows the gray scale 8-bit image used for mean gray value 

analysis. B) DV thickness and C) mean gray value were significantly decreased 

due to transgenerational and multigenerational stress, with no significant effect of 

enrichment therapy. PFC, prefrontal cortex. Asterisks denote significances 

(*p<0.05). 
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2.4.3 Ancestral stress leads to precocious hyperactivity and risk assessment behaviour 

which is mitigated by EE 

 2.4.3.1 Open Field 

 During development (P35 - P90), a statistically significant main effect of 

Enrichment was found in all variables, indicating that enriched housing rats displayed 

decreased Movement Time (Figure 2.5A; F(1,42)=19.45, p<0.001), Vertical Time  

(F(1,42)=18.45, p<0.001) and increased Margin Time (F(1,42)=15.25, p<0.001). The 

statistically significant effect of Age reflects an age-related increase in Movement Time 

(F(2,84)=15.28, p<0.001) and Vertical Time (F(2,84)=48.22, p<0.001), and an age-

related decrease in Margin Time (F(2,84)=48.06, p<0.001). The statistically significant 

interaction between Age*Environment indicates that enriched housing rats showed a 

greater age-related increase in Movement Time (F(2,84)=8.11, p<0.001) and Vertical 

Time (F(2,84)=9.70, p<0.001), as well as a greater age-related decrease in Margin Time 

(F(2,84)=10.68, p<0.001). Additional post-hoc comparisons revealed that enriched 

unstressed and MPS rats showed decreased activity in all behavioural measurements at 

the age of 60 and 100 days.  

  2.4.3.2 Elevated Plus Maze 

  During development (P35-P90), the time spent in the open arms revealed a 

significant main effect of Age, with older rats spending more time in the open arms than 

younger rats (F(1.49,62.58)=4.60, p<0.05). Additionally, a significant main effect of 

Enrichment in the number of closed arm entries indicates that enriched housing rats made 

fewer entries into the closed arms than standard housing rats (F(1,42)=7.12, p<0.05). 

Further pairwise comparisons revealed that, at P35, enrichment resulted in an increase in 

time spent in open arms in MPS rats (p<0.05); at P60 enrichment resulted in an increase 
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in time spent in the open arms among TPS and MPS rats (p<0.01); and, at P100, enriched 

TPS and MPS rats spent more time in the open arms (p<0.01). Risk assessment behaviour 

also showed a significant main effect of age, (Figure 2.5B; F(1,42)=19.182, p<0.0001) 

with older rats having more risk assessment behaviours. Further pairwise comparisons 

indicate that stressed animals had more risk assessment behaviours at P60 (p<0.05) 

compared to non-stressed. Pairwise comparisons also revealed that enrichment in the TPS 

(P60) and MPS (P100) groups showed significantly reduced risk assessment behaviours 

compared to the standard housing rats (p<0.05).  

 

 

Figure 2.5: Enrichment therapy mitigates precocious anxiety-like behaviours 

induced by ancestral stress. A) Photograph of a rat in the automated open field and 

total distance travelled measured at P35, P60 and P100 showing an increase in 

movement time due to ancestral stress and a decrease due to enrichment. B) 

Photograph of a rat in stretch-extend posture in the elevated plus maze observed to 

measure the time spent risk assessing, showing an increase in the time spent risk 

assessing due to ancestral stress, and a decrease due to enrichment. Note that 

transgenerational and multigenerational stress generated precocious anxiety-like 

behavioural traits, and enrichment therapy normalized the developmental trajectory 

of these behaviours. Asterisks denote significances due to EE (*p<0.05, **p<0.01), 

# denotes significant difference due to stress (
#
p<0.05). 
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2.4.4 Ancestral stress-induced changes in miRNA expression are reversed by EE 

 Deep sequencing revealed that 59 miRNAs (TPS: 30, MPS: 29) were differentially 

expressed in response to ancestral stress, and 29 miRNAs were differentially expressed in 

response to enriched environment (TPS-EE: 7, MPS-EE: 22). After adjusting p-values 

using the Benjamini and Hochberg correction (Benjamini et al., 2001), miRNAs of 

interest that were significantly differently expressed included miR-182, miR-10a-5p and 

miR-124-3p (FDR p<0.05). Other miRNAs of interest that approached significance 

included miR-3553, miR-24-3p, miR-219a-5p, miR-411-5p (upregulated due to stress) 

and miR-3577 (downregulated due to stress).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Trans- and multigenerational stress program miRNA expression 

profiles related to psychopathologies, which are reversed by enrichment therapy. 

Fold changes of the miRNAs of interest in TPS and MPS rats in reference to controls. 

Note that ancestral stress led to up- or down-regulation of miRNA expression, 

respectively, and enrichment returned these changes to normal levels. Asterisks denote 

significances (FDR adjusted; *p<0.05). 
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 Importantly, exposure to an enriched environment reversed the effect of ancestral 

stress of all miRNA changes by either upregulating or downregulating their expression, 

respectively. Fold changes of the miRNAs of interest differentially expressed in the 

animals housed in the enriched environment compared to standard housing controls are 

summarized in Figure 2.6. Target prediction and hypergeometric test found pertinent 

biochemical pathways for miR-182 including neurotrophin signaling (Figure 2.7) and 

axon guidance (Figure S1). These data show that miR-182 directly regulates BDNF and 

neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) expression and is involved in axonal guidance mechanisms 

particularly involving netrin, semaphorin, and ephrin (Figure S1). The main small RNAs 

that were differentially regulated by EE and stress are summarized in Table S1.  

 

2.5 Discussion 

 Ancestral exposure to a stressful environment contributes to altered stress response 

and raises the risk of neuropsychiatric disease. Our results show that experience of stress 

during pregnancy in the great-grandmother leads to higher stress sensitivity, i.e., by 

reduced negative feedback capacity of the HPA axis, and cortical atrophy in association 

with an altered response to novel and aversive environments. In particular, ancestral stress 

in the F3 generation led to precocious onset of motor hyperactivity and risk assessment 

behaviours in response to a novel environment. A similar phenotype resulted from 

exposure to multigenerational stress. Therapeutic exposure to an environmental 

enrichment drastically mitigated the stress sensitive phenotype induced by ancestral stress 

and improved HPA axis function across all groups. The results also provide evidence that 

transgenerational inheritance of altered stress response was linked to miRNAs, 
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particularly those involved in brain development and affective state. EE reversed the 

programming of miRNA signatures that was induced by ancestral stress. 

 

 

 

 Rats are highly social animals. Thus, the present study exposed pregnant rat dams to 

social isolation during pregnancy to induce psychological stress in a model of particular 

ecological validity for humans (Hawkley et al., 2012). The severity of the stress was 

Figure 2.7: Neurotrophin signaling pathway as target for environmentally-

regulated miR-182 expression. Predicted direct targets of mir-182 within major 

neurotrophin pathways are shown in red. The 3'UTRs of BDNF and NT-3 genes show 

up as high scoring targets in miR-182 binding prediction. The pathway suggests a 

mechanistic link between miRNA-mediated post-transcriptional regulation of BDNF 

and NT-3 and EE-associated behavioural and endocrine improvements. 
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comparable to an established semi-random stress procedure used in our earlier 

transgenerational studies (Erickson et al., 2014, Zucchi et al., 2014). 

Transgenerational programming by stress induce lasting modifications at multiple 

levels of HPA axis function. TPS and MPS both reduced the hippocampal density of GR, 

which resembles changes commonly seen in the prenatally stressed brain (Henry et al., 

1994, Maccari et al., 1995, Harris and Seckl, 2011), specifically in the CA1-CA2 and DG 

which are known to have particularly high GR density (Van Eekelen et al., 1988). The 

resulting impairment in negative feedback regulation of the HPA axis poses a risk for 

greater stress sensitivity (McEwen et al., 1986). Thus, a decrease in GR density may be 

accompanied by increased CORT levels. 

 Negative feedback regulation is also mediated by the PFC, which was found to be 

of reduced thickness in TPS and MPS animals. Neuromorphology in the PFC is 

susceptible to prenatal stress (Mychasiuk et al., 2012), thus providing a mechanism by 

which ancestral stress can modulate higher-order executive functions, sensory perception 

and social reasoning (Arnsten, 2009). Moreover, studies investigating the relationship 

between PFC regulation of HPA axis function have concluded that the PFC is part of a 

regulatory circuitry involved in the stress response (Kern et al., 2008). Reduced cortical 

thickness and diminished neural density, as induced by TPS and MPS, may therefore 

indicate weakened inhibitory regulation of HPA axis activity (Diorio et al., 1993, Sullivan 

and Gratton, 2002) and affective state (Wagner et al., 2012). Effective inhibition of the 

HPA axis is essential for stress resilience and cognitive aspects of stress coping, and 

disturbances in PFC morphology may in part explain  the present HPA dysfunction 

(Sullivan and Gratton, 2002). Since many neuropsychiatric diseases, such as anxiety and 

depressive disorders, share an association with both HPA axis dysregulation and PFC 
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abnormalities (for review see (Sullivan and Gratton, 2002)), current findings suggest that 

transgenerational programming by stress may present a causal mechanism for their 

clinical symptoms. 

 Programming of the developing brain and HPA axis by prenatal stress has 

consequences that extend into adulthood, which may result in changes in motor activity 

and affective behaviour (Holmes et al., 2006, Lupien et al., 2009, Harris and Seckl, 2011). 

In the present study, animals were assessed at the age of 30, 45, 60 and 90 days, thus 

covering the main stages of adolescent development. The longitudinal findings revealed 

that ancestral stress favors precocious onset of elevated motor activity and risk 

assessment behaviours in response to the novel and slightly aversive environments of 

open field and elevated plus maze. Both tests are standard assessment tools in the 

assessment of anxiety-like behaviour and response to novelty (Smith et al., 2008, Jadavji 

et al., 2011). The indication that ancestral stress (both TPS and MPS) enhances the 

vulnerability to hyperactive and anxiety-like behaviours agrees with findings made in 

prenatally stressed animals (Li et al., 2007, Metz, 2007, Field et al., 2008, Gatzke-Kopp, 

2011). Our results also validate those of other studies that found precocious development 

of fear-related behaviours in rat pups after maternal stress (Zuluaga et al., 2014) and 

CORT exposure (Moriceau et al., 2004). A possible mechanism is that stress-induced 

hormonal imbalance prior to pubescence may accelerate testicular development, thus 

increasing the brain’s exposure to androgens during development followed by decreased 

testosterone during adulthood (Pallares et al., 2013). The present findings concur with 

observations from the ‘Global Burden of Disease Study’ in 2010 which showed that 

behavioural disorders in boys become symptomatic at young ages (Whiteford et al., 

2013).  
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The formation of stress-induced precocious anxiety-related behavioural traits in 

the present study was reversed by exposure to EE during adolescence. EE in ancestrally 

stressed rats reduced motor hyperactivity and anxiety-like behaviours along with lowering 

HPA axis activity across all groups. Reduced HPA axis activity may directly translate to 

reduced anxiety-like behaviour (Belz et al., 2003). The present findings strongly suggest 

that multiple levels of HPA axis activity, and therefore lifelong stress sensitivity, are 

programmed by ancestral stress. These consequences of adverse HPA axis programming 

by maternal stress can be mitigated by early beneficial experiences in the filial 

generations. Although the present study used EE exposure during adolescence, data 

suggest that EE at any time in life is beneficial to promote brain health and behaviour. In 

animals, EE is effective to promote skilled motor function (Jadavji et al., 2006, Jadavji 

and Metz, 2009, Knieling et al., 2009), learning and memory (Falkenberg et al., 1992, 

Gibb et al., 2014) and affective behaviours (Galani et al., 2007). In humans, enriched 

early childhood experiences have been linked to improved motor and cognitive function 

during old age (Metzler et al., 2013), risk of inattentive and hyperactive/impulsive 

behaviours (Forns et al., 2012) and lowered risk of anger and fear (Sharp et al., 2012) in 

later life. The latter findings suggest a role for HPA axis function in mediating beneficial 

effects of EE. In addition, EE was shown to decrease CORT production, further 

supporting the claim that EE reduces stress-associated anxiety-related behaviour (Galani 

et al., 2007). The present study is the first to suggest that EE is able to reduce the impact 

of adverse transgenerational experiences with drastic benefits for HPA axis function and 

affective state. 

 The mechanisms through which ancestral stress determines HPA axis function and 

forms new behavioural traits involves a complex interaction between genes and 
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environment (Meaney, 2010, Dunn et al., 2011a). A central component of 

transgenerational inheritance is the transmission of epigenetic marks across generations, 

including changes in DNA methylation (Meaney and Szyf, 2005, Franklin et al., 2010) 

and differential expression of miRNAs (Gapp et al., 2014, Yao et al., 2014). MiRNAs are 

post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression with particular implications as 

biomarkers of mental health (Metz et al., 2015a). Indeed, miRNAs that were differentially 

expressed in the PFC of stressed rats are recognized biomarkers of mental health, 

including miR-10a-5p for depression (Wan et al., 2015), miR-219a-5p for schizophrenia 

(Kocerha et al., 2009) and miR-182 for fear memory, depression and synaptic plasticity  

(Griggs et al., 2013). The present data on miR-182 suggest that an underpinning 

mechanism is the regulation of axonal pathfinding and synaptic maintenance during 

development and maturation through altered expression of guidance and neurotrophic 

molecules. 

Recent findings have highlighted a central role of miR-182 in amygdala-

dependent memory formation by targeting key actin-regulating proteins during structural 

plasticity (Griggs et al., 2013). The latter study linked miR-182 upregulation to disruption 

of long-term fear memory (Griggs et al., 2013). Importantly, miR-182 overexpression 

was associated with depression-like behaviours and decreased BDNF expression in the 

hippocampus of stressed rats, and miR-182 silencing led to anti-depressant-like effects 

(Li et al., 2015). As shown by this study and others, miR-182 and miR-10a-5p directly 

target BDNF expression (Li et al., 2013, Prins et al., 2014), thus proposing a key 

mechanism for stress to induce affective behaviour changes. Notably, EE was most 

effective in multigenerationally stressed animals, as MPS rats showed three times the 

number of miRNAs differentially expressed compared to TPS, which possibly indicates 
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that the chronic nature of MPS causes more miRNA activation in order to alleviate the 

stress effects. The miRNA downregulation by EE suggests that improved HPA axis 

regulation, through miRNA regulation, restores cortical and hippocampal BDNF levels to 

support neuronal maintenance and neuroplasticity during brain maturation. Indeed, EE 

has been shown to influence behaviour and brain plasticity mainly through the action of 

BDNF (Zhu et al., 2006, Cao et al., 2014a). The present findings suggest a mechanistic 

link between enriched environmental conditions, improved behavioural and brain 

development involving miRNA regulation of gene expression. 

 Further studies have also associated miR-182 with the regulation of NT-3 

expression. In particular, enhanced neuroplasticity and improved learning and problem-

solving ability in EE-exposed rats was linked to higher NT-3 mRNA levels in the cerebral 

cortex (Ickes et al., 2000, Hu et al., 2013). However, compared to a large body of 

research focusing on EE-induced changes in BDNF expression, the regulation of NT-3 

received less attention. As shown in Figure 2.7, however, NT-3 and its potent effects on 

neuronal survival, differentiation, neurogenesis and synapse formation through interaction 

with the trkC and trkB receptors (Gomez-Palacio-Schjetnan and Escobar, 2013) is a likely 

candidate or EE-mediated neuroplasticity and behavioural change.  

 

2.6 Conclusions 

 By investigating the role of ancestral stress in HPA axis regulation, the present 

study is the first to develop an intervention strategy to mitigate transgenerationally 

programmed stress sensitivity. We showed that an ancestral history of stress leads to 

precocious developmental trajectories of anxiety-like behaviour during adolescence along 

with elevated HPA axis activity via miRNA-regulated pathways. We show that EE serves 
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as an effective therapy not only for phenotypic changes of affective state and potential 

mental health risks, but also for re-programming pathogenic pathways leading to these 

conditions.  

 The present data highlight that investigation of ancestral stress is critical to the 

understanding of disease manifestations later in life, and prevalence of disease which 

arises without genetic determinism. Environmental interventions and enriched life style 

may provide an effective means by which the consequences of adverse ancestral 

experiences can be mitigated at any time in life (Zucchi et al., 2014). It is reasonable to 

assume that an enriched early childhood environment or life style improvements at an 

older age may benefit families at risk for psychopathological disorders such as attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder, schizophrenia, anxiety, and depression. In addition, 

epigenetic regulation through miRNA pathways provides a possible biochemical basis for 

the large behavioral and morphological alterations generated by EE exposure during 

adolescence and in later life. The identification of miRNAs that mediate the actions of EE 

may allow the development of predictive biomarkers of disease and therapeutic targets. 
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Chapter 3 

Experiment 2: The Effects of Ancestral Stress and Enrichment on Corticospinal 

Tract Density, Pyramidal Morphology and Motor Performance in Rats 
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3.1 Abstract 

 An adverse fetal environment in utero has been associated with long-term 

alterations in brain structure and function, and a higher risk of neurological disorders in 

later life. In this study we investigated the effect of ancestral stress on neuronal 

morphology, corticospinal tract (CST) density as well as motor behaviour. Our hypothesis 

was that ancestral stress would cause a decrease in axonal density in the CST along with 

impaired dendritic complexity, which may lead to compromised motor performance. 

Animals were trained and tested in a skilled walking task and were then injected with a 

neural tract tracer, biotinylated dextran amine (BDA), into the motor cortex for 

anterograde tracing of the CST. Brains and spinal cords were extracted for tissue 

processing two weeks after BDA injection. The results revealed an overall decrease in 

axonal density in the CST and dendritic complexity in the parietal cortex. Furthermore, 

ancestral stress was associated with significant deficits in skilled walking, as indicated by 

reduced foot placement accuracy and inter-limb coordination. Therapeutic intervention by 

exposure to environmental enrichment was able to reverse the major neuromorphological 

consequences associated with ancestral stress and restored skilled walking ability. Thus, 

ancestral stress represents a significant impact on motor system development and 

movement ability, while intervention by enriched environment can be applied as a 

rehabilitation strategy to reduce the uncontrollable impact of ancestral stress and promote 

fine motor control. 
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3.2 Introduction 

 Central nervous system (CNS) development is a dynamic and complex process that 

begins in utero and continues prominently throughout infancy, adolescence, and even 

adulthood. The pre- and postnatal environment represents a significant impact to modify 

brain development and maturation (Lenroot and Giedd, 2008). Notably, environmental 

factors can both positively and negatively impact both brain structure and function 

through altering neuronal plasticity throughout our life (Kolb et al., 1998). Consequently, 

a hostile condition in utero, such as prenatal stress (PS), has been associated with long-

term alterations in neuronal structure and function and has been linked to susceptibility to 

neurological diseases in later life (Monk et al., 2012, Metz et al., 2015a). An ideal system 

to study the impact of stress is the motor system and associated pathways, since motor 

outputs are unambiguously testable and quantifiable (Metz et al., 2005, Jadavji et al., 

2011). The motor system includes the primary motor cortex and its main efferent 

projection, the corticospinal tract (CST). The corticospinal tract is the major descending 

white matter pathway controlling voluntary movement and is critically involved in skilled 

reaching and skilled walking (Metz and Whishaw, 2002, Farr et al., 2006, Hurd et al., 

2013). Little information is available however, that investigates the influence of stress on 

CST development and its function.  

 A few studies have found that an adverse environment in utero and in early life 

influences CST development and associated motor function. For example, preterm birth 

and low birth weight, both associated with PS (Vidal et al., 2014) and ancestral stress 

(Yao et al., 2014), may determine the developmental trajectory of the CST. Specifically, 

illness severity of the very preterm neonate along with pain-related stress exposure has 

been linked to slower microstructural development of the CST (Ranger et al., 2013, 
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Zwicker et al., 2013). Moreover, prenatal and postnatal malnutrition in the rat has been 

associated with neuronal loss, reduced brain weight, and a reduction of the conduction 

velocity along the corticospinal tract (Sima and Sourander, 1976, 1978, Quirk et al., 

1995).  

PS has been shown to modulate neuronal development in the frontal cortex (Shaw 

et al., 2008) and thus it may also potentially affect the motor cortex and subsequently 

alter motor control (Zucchi et al., 2014). In addition to the multitude of deficits 

accompanied with PS, there is emerging evidence that an adverse intrauterine 

environment or maternal stress during pregnancy impairs neuromotor behavioural 

development in rats and non-human primates (Spinillo et al., 1993, Patin et al., 2004, 

Grace et al., 2015).  PS  induced motor deficits include disabilities in fine motor skills 

(Ulupinar et al., 2015), reflexes (Patin et al., 2004) along with coordination and balance 

(Cao et al., 2014c).  

It seems reasonable to expect that remote ancestral stress may influence the 

corticospinal tract based on the prominent effects on motor development that were 

reported for PS. Previous studies have found that ancestral stress is passed on from the 

maternal lineage to subsequent generations through programming of the hypothalamic-

pituitary adrenal axis (HPA) and through epigenetic mechanisms (e.g. Chapter 2 and 

McCreary et al., 2015). Moreover, a recent transgenerational PS study (across four 

generations) found that PS compromised skilled movement in males but not females in 

both the skilled reaching and skilled walking task (Ambeskovic, 2013, Thesis). Defects in 

the CST and associated systems may be one mechanism to explain some of these 

impairments. Abnormalities of the CST have been linked to motor impairments 

(Thallmair et al., 1998), and gross and skilled movement impairments have been 
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associated with PS (Patin et al., 2004, Cao et al., 2014c). Thus, ancestral stress may, at 

least in part, alter motor control through influencing neuronal development and plasticity 

within the CST and motor cortex pathway. 

 Despite the fact that investigating the CST is one of the keys to appreciating the 

extent of the effects of PS, there has been no study of ancestral programming of motor 

function. Our previous experiment (Chapter 2) showed that transgenerational and 

multigenerational stress in the F3 generation causes a decrease in neuronal density and 

prefrontal cortical thickness. These data suggest that ancestral stress may also affect 

associated areas including the CST. Therefore, a history of ancestral stress may represent 

a powerful determinant of neuronal morphology, CST fiber density and ultimately motor 

performance. Moreover, we hypothesized that environmental enrichment, which has been 

shown to reverse neuromorphological deficits due to stress, will aid to reduce deficits 

caused be ancestral stress. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

 

3.3.1 Animals and Experimental Design   

For a description of animals and experimental design, see the Experimental Design 

section in Chapter 2. 

 

3.3.2 Skilled Walking Task  

3.3.2.1 Training and Testing 

Two weeks prior to BDA injection, animals were pretrained and tested in the 

ladder rung walking task (Metz and Whishaw, 2002, 2009). The ladder rung walking task 
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assesses both fore- and hind limb coordination and limb placement (Metz and Whishaw, 

2002). Rats were trained to cross a 1-m long horizontal ladder with metal rungs arranged 

at random distances, ranging from 1 to 5 cm. In each test session, the rung pattern was 

conserved for consistency. Rats were trained to cross the ladder and in each test session, 

rats were videotaped for further analysis. 

3.3.2.2 Skilled Walking Task Scoring 

 The skilled walking task rating system used was developed by Metz and 

Whishaw (2002) for qualitative analysis. Briefly, the rating system was based on seven 

categories of scores from 0-6 for limb placement on the rungs: (0) Total Miss: The limb 

misses the rung, interrupting walking pattern (fall) (1) Deep Slip: The limb is placed on 

the rung, but then slips off, interrupting walking pattern (fall) (2) Slight Slip: The limb is 

placed on the rung but then slips off, walking is uninterrupted (slight fall). (3) 

Replacement: The limb is placed on one rung, but rapidly is lifted and placed on another 

rung. (4) Correction: The limb is aimed at one rung, but prior to placement, is placed onto 

a different rung; alternatively, the limb was placed on a rung and then readjusted on that 

rung. (5) Partial placement: The limb is placed on the rung, with the wrist/digits of the 

forelimb, or heel/toes of the hind limb. (6) Correct placement: The middle portion of the 

limb is placed onto the rung, in one accurate motion. Foot fault scores were averaged 

across three five trials, and time needed to cross the length of the ladder was measured. 

The number of errors was recorded by calculating the mean number of errors (Score of 

0,1 or 2) per step, which was averaged over five trials.  

3.3.2.3 Video recording 

Skilled walking was recorded manually by using a Canon ZR50 MD camcorder 

set at a shutter speed of 1/500 s. During filming, additional light was supplied (Lowel-
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light Mtg Inc, New York, USA). Frame-by-frame analysis and scoring by a blind 

investigator was performed using a Sony GV-D1000 NTSC miniDV player. 

 

3.3.3 Anterograde Tract Tracing Using BDA 

 BDA is suitable for anterograde and retrograde neuronal pathway tracing. High 

molecular weight BDA (10 k) yields sensitive and detailed labeling of axons and 

terminals, while low molecular weight BDA (3 k) yields sensitive and detailed retrograde 

labeling of neuronal cell bodies (Reiner et al., 2000).  BDA can be visualized at the light 

microscopy or electron microscopy level and it can be combined with various other 

pathway tracing or immunohistochemical methods (Reiner et al, 2000). An example of 

the pathway traced in this study is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this study, BDA was 

injected in to the motor cortex, which travelled through the internal capsule and midbrain, 

decussated in the medulla and traced the CST in the spinal cord. 

 

3.3.4 Surgical Procedure for BDA Anterograde CST Tracing  

 Two weeks prior to euthanization, rats underwent anterograde tract tracing of the 

CST with BDA (n =5 rats/group, total of 30 animals). Under isoflurane anesthesia, rats 

were positioned in a stereotaxic frame. Using a Hamilton syringe, 1 ml of BDA (10%, 

10,000 MW; Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) was slowly (over 5 minutes) injected bilaterally 

into the forelimb areas of the motor cortex using the following coordinates based on 

Paxinos and Watson (1998): (1) 1 mm anterior and 2 mm lateral; (2) 1 mm anterior and -2 

mm lateral (in reference to Bregma). Injections were made 1.5 mm from the surface of 

the cortex. The syringe remained in place for another 3 min following the injection. The 
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area of incision was sutured, and the animal was left to recover overnight on a heating 

pad and monitored until recovery. 

Animals were euthanized as described below for tissue collection two weeks after 

the BDA injection. Previous protocols have indicated that the two-week interval between 

BDA labeling and animal euthanization is sufficient for anterograde labelling of the CST 

in cervical (C) and thoracic (T) regions (Veenman et al., 1992, Reiner et al., 2000). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Illustration of anterograde pathway tracing (red) of the corticospinal tract 

using injection of BDA into the motor cortex. 
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3.3.5 Tissue Processing 

 Two weeks following the BDA injections rats were euthanized with an overdose of 

Euthansol® (Merck, QC, Canada) and perfused transcardially with phosphate buffer 

solution (PBS; approximately 200 ml) followed by a transcardial injection of 

approximately 200 ml of 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). The 

spinal cords and brains were removed, post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA and then 

transferred to a 30% sucrose solution for 3 days. Brains were cut in coronal sections with 

a microtome at a thickness of 40 µm and 12 series interval. Sections were stored in 0.01 

M PBS with a 1:1000 concentration of sodium azide. Every third series of sections was 

mounted and stained with cresyl violet to detect Nissl bodies. Every 4
th

 series was 

processed with the ABC-DAB procedure as outlined below.  

 

 

Figure 3.2. A) Microtome used to section the spinal cord horizontally, B) Setup of 

spinal cord segments unsectioned (left) and sectioned (right) and C) division of 

sections that were used for analysis (in pink: area of interest, dorsal corticospinal 

tract). 
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 The spinal cord portion extending from cervical vertebrae C3 to thoracic vertebrae 

T7 (Figure 3.2B) was partially embedded in Tissue Tek (O.C.T Compound) and cut 

transversely on the microtome (Figure 3.2A). Transverse sections at 40 µm were chosen 

to illustrate fiber density along the CST. Slices were separated into three series, 

representing the most ventral, middle and dorsal portions of the spinal cord (Figure 3.2C). 

Analysis focused on the dorsal CST as the area of interest. The entire middle portion of 

the spinal cord was processed with ABC-DAB and 5 slices from both the most ventral 

and most dorsal portions were also processed. All sections that did not show any BDA 

visualization were stained with cresyl violet for general anatomy. The slides were 

captured using a motorized light microscope, Zeiss AxioImager M1 (Zeiss, Jena, 

Germany).   

 3.3.5.1 Immunohistochemistry 

  BDA staining was performed according to procedures previously published 

(Vavrek et al., 2006). Slides were stained using the free floating technique (Herzog and 

Brosamle, 1997). The slices were washed 3 times for 10 minutes in tris-buffered saline 

(TBS), pH 7.4, followed by  two 45 min washes with TBS containing 0.5% Triton X-100. 

Afterwards, the slides were incubated overnight with an avidin–biotin–peroxidase 

complex (ABC; ABC Elite, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) in TBS with 

30% Triton according to the instructions of the manufacturer.  The slices were then 

washed in TBS 3 times for 10 minutes. Subsequently, the 3.3'-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) 

reaction was performed using the Vector DAB kit (DAB substrate Kit, catalog no. SK-

4100; Vector Labs). The reaction was monitored and stopped by extensive washing in 

TBS. The slides were dehydrated with alcohol and cleared with HemoDe and then 

coverslipped in Permount (Fischer Scientific Ltd. Ottawa, ON, Canada). 
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3.3.6 Histological Analysis  

3.3.6.1 Integrated Density. Images were transformed to 8-bit images and adjusted 

for brightness and contrast (same threshold was applied across all images). The 

background was subtracted and the image was inverted and threshold was adjusted for 

optimal visualization of fibers. A square region of interest of the same area in each image 

was drawn. The integrated density (the average density over the area of interest) from 

three sections per animal was measured using ImageJ (V1.36, NIH), and an average 

integrated density was calculated. 

3.3.6.2 Analysis of Pyramidal Neuronal Morphology 

 BDA stains the entire neuron in a similar fashion to Golgi-Cox staining as shown 

in Supplemental Figure 2 (Gelfo et al., 2009). Therefore, BDA labelled neurons are 

suitable for a Sholl-type analysis. Neurons were selected if their labeling was uniform and 

basal dendritic arborizations were intact and visible (Leggio et al., 2005). In parietal 

cortrex layer III, three neurons were selected from each of the groups. Thus, the present 

research sampled 18 cells (Table 3.1). Neurons from layer III were selected because 

previous research has shown that they are particularly responsive to experience, such as 

stress and enriched environment (Kolb et al., 1998). 

For each neuron, the basal dendritic trees were examined using Sholl Analysis 

(Kolb et al., 1998). This procedure was based on virtually including the cell body in a set 

of concentric shells at a 10 µm interval. Each dendrite was manually traced (Figure 3.3A), 

and the image was imported into Image J for Sholl Analysis. Dendritic complexity was 

analyzed by counting the number of intersections at each 10 µm interval. 
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Table 3.1. Number of neurons per animal included in Sholl analysis. 

Rat Treatment Number of 

Neurons 

3 C 1 

7 C 1 

9 C 1 

8 CEE 1 

12 CEE 2 

19 TPS 1 

23 TPS 1 

29 TPS 1 

36 TPSEE 1 

30 TPSEE 2 

43 MPS 1 

45 MPS 2 

46 MPSEE 2 

44 MPSEE 1 

 

 

3.4 Results 

 

3.4.1 Enriched Environment Promotes Pyramidal Dendritic Complexity  

 Sholl analysis was performed on three neurons per group from the parietal cortex 

layer III, and data are shown in Figure 3.3B. There was no significant effect of ancestral 

stress on the number of intersections counted in the Sholl analysis. However, 

transgenerational prenatal stress (TPS) caused a decrease in dendritic length and 

arborisation, which approached significance (F(5,174)=1.922, p=0.0929). There was no 

significant effect of enrichment on the control or TPS groups. However, a significant 

effect of enrichment was found in the multigenerational prenatal stress (MPS) group 

(p<0.05) where EE promoted dendritic complexity.  
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3.4.2 Enichment Restores Reduced Corticospinal Tract Axonal Density Linked to 

Ancestral Stress 

 The spinal cord region from vertebrae C3 to T7 was sectioned horizontally and 

stained with cresyl violet for anatomical comparison, and with DAB for BDA 

visualization (Figure 3.4). Fiber density across all groups, measured by integrated density, 

is shown in Figure 3.5. There was a significant effect of treatment on integrated density 

(F(5,37)=5.433, p<0.001). Specifically, ancestral stress significantly decreased fiber 

density in both TPS (p<0.001) and MPS (p<0.05) groups. There was also a significant 

effect of enrichment in the MPS group (p<0.05), where enrichment increased fiber 

Figure 3.3. A) Illustrations of representative parietal cortex layer III pyramidal 

neurons from rats reared in standard (top) or enriched (bottom) conditions. B) 

Summary of the effects of TPS and MPS in standard and enriched conditions on the 

number of dendritic intersections measured from basal dendrites of rat parietal cortex 

layer III pyramidal neurons. All values represent the mean ± SEM. 
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density. Enrichment also increased fiber density in the TPS group although this result was 

not significant. 

 

 

 

 

3.4.3 Ancestral Stress Modulates Skilled Walking Ability  

 There were no significant differences in the skilled walking overall score however 

there were significant differences in the number of errors made. Figure 3.6 shows the 

number of errors made on each limb in the ancestrally stressed and enriched animals. The 

error rates in skilled walking revealed an effect of stress (F(1,42)=2.18, P<0.05) as TPS 

and MPS rats made on average more left forelimb (LFL) errors (TPS, p<0.05). 

Furthermore, right hind limb (RHL) errors revealed a main effect of EE, (F(1,42)=9.08, 

p˂0.05), where MPSEE animals showed significantly less errors than MPS rats (p<0.05). 

Enrichment did not show a significant effect on the TPS group.  

Figure 3.4. A) Cresyl violet stained section used for anatomical comparisons, B) 

ABC-DAB processed section of BDA tract tracing, and C) 20X magnification of 

corticospinal tract stained with BDA for integrated density measurement. 
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Figure 3.5.  Mean integrated density across all treatment groups. Fiber density in TPS 

and MPS animals was significantly lower than density in controls. EE increased 

integrated density in MPS. Asterisks indicate significances: effect of stress * p < 0.05, 

** p < 0.01, effect of EE #p<0.05. All values represent the mean ± SEM. 

Figure 3.6. Skilled Walking Task. A) Image of a rat crossing the horizontal ladder 

with normal paw placements, B) animal crossing with an deep limb slip or error 

depicted by the arrow, C) mean number of errors in each paw measure from the 

number of errors divided by the number of steps. Asterisks indicate significances: 

effect of stress * p < 0.05, effect of EE #p<0.05. All values represent the mean ± SEM. 
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3.5 Discussion 

 The present study confirms the hypothesis that ancestral stress affects skilled motor 

function in association with altered neuromorphology of the CST tract and pyramidal 

neurons. There were three main findings from this study. First, ancestral stress led to 

motor deficits as reflected by an increased number of errors in a skilled walking task. This 

deficit was improved with enrichment therapy. Second, ancestral stress decreased 

dendritic length and neuronal complexity in the parietal cortex, and enrichment therapy 

reversed these effects in the MPS group. Lastly, and possibly most intriguing, ancestral 

stress significantly decreased fiber density in the thoracic region of the CST, which was 

ameliorated with enrichment therapy.  

 The present study was the first to investigate the influence of PS in ancestors on 

motor system function in the F3 generation. Earlier research has provided evidence of 

reduced motor skills and impaired balance in the F1 generation exposed to PS (Schneider 

and Coe, 1993, Patin et al., 2004). A recent study demonstrated that trans- and 

multigenerational PS (across four generations) compromised skilled movement in males 

but not females in both skilled reaching and skilled walking tasks (Ambeskovic, 2013, 

Thesis). More specifically, in this study MPS males made more limb placement errors in 

skilled walking and exhibited a lower success score in skilled reaching performance. In 

the present study, there were no differences in the overall time it took to cross the ladder, 

or in the changes in overall score. However, supporting the previous study, we did find an 

increase in the number of errors made. These motor deficits may indicate impaired inter-

limb coordination and reduced placement accuracy, which are supported by recent human 

observations. For example, maternal stress during pregnancy results in lower motor 

development scores in offspring (Buitelaar et al., 2003, Huizink, 2012, Grace et al., 
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2015). Specifically, Grace et al. (2015) most recently found that pregnancy stress during 

the last trimester resulted in lower motor development (or “clumsiness”) at ages 10, 14, 

and 17 years. Mothers who experienced three or more stressful events during their 

pregnancy, such as marital problems, income problems, death of relative, had offspring 

with a lower motor competence than those who experienced between zero and two events 

(Grace et al., 2015). Another study by Buitelaar et al. (2003) reported that PS was 

predictive of lower motor development in infants at 8 months (Buitelaar et al., 2003). 

Moreover, one study also linked increased maternal cortisol levels to a decline in mental 

and motor developmental scales in infants (Huizink et al., 2003). Although the present 

study focused on males, findings showed that males exhibit more severe motor deficits 

than females (Hands et al., 2009, Ambeskovic, 2013) indicating that motor development 

may be a sexually dimorphic trait. 

 Disturbances of the developing cortex, which occur later in the ontogeny of the 

nervous system (last trimester), may be a key etiological factor for motor programming 

(Gramsbergen, 2003). The most rapid stage of cortical development mainly occurs during 

the second and third trimesters in humans, which corresponds to gestational day 11 to 

postnatal day 10 in the rat. This stage of neurodevelopment includes neurogenesis, cell 

migration, and dendritic growth, and therefore it represents a critical stage to establish 

CST axonal pathfinding and connectivity (Andersen, 2003, Gramsbergen, 2003). These 

developmental stages are characterized by maturation of fine motor control and posture, 

coordination and balance (Gramsbergen, 2003). 

The present observations of impaired motor performance reflect disturbances in 

motor system development, including the motor cortex and CST. Changes may also 

arguably be found in subcortical systems which were not investigated at this time. 
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Dendritic morphology, i.e., branching, complexity and length, reflect the synaptic 

connectivity. More complex dendritic branching provides more space for synaptic 

connections which ultimately alters the functional capacity of the respective brain region 

(Muhammad et al., 2011). 

The effects of PS on dendritic complexity have previously been studied showing 

that PS causes changes in dendritic arborisation depending on location as well as sex and 

age. For example, Muhammad et al. (2012) reported that PS caused a decrease in length 

in the basilar orbitofrontal pyramidal neurons in both males and females along with a 

decrease in spine density of the pyramidal neurons in the medial PFC (Muhammad et al., 

2012). Moreover, Bustamante et al. (2013) found that PS reduced dendritic growth only 

in male mice which was accompanied by reduced branching of apical dendrites in layer 

II/III pyramidal neurons of the parietal cortex (Bustamante et al., 2013). Another study 

found that PS-induced reduction in spine density is evident at postnatal day 65 but not on 

day 35, while no alteration in dendritic length was observed (Martinez-Tellez et al., 

2009). 

The effect of ancestral stress on pyramidal morphology has also recently been 

studied in animals that were generationally stressed consistently for four generations. 

Multigenerational PS exposure decreased spine density in the parietal neurons and 

dendritic length was increased in both males and females (Ambeskovic, 2013). 

Conversely, our results indicate a decrease in dendritic length, as deduced from the 

number of intersections in the Sholl-like analysis. All in all, results from these previous 

studies indicate that experience-dependent neuromorphology varies with the type of 

experience, its duration, sex and age of an animal (Murmu et al., 2006, Mychasiuk et al., 

2012). Differences in ancestral studies may be due to the type of stress used (restraint and 
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swim stressors in Ambeskovic (2013), versus social isolation), or the generational effects 

from the third to fourth generation. 

 Although motor deficits and dendritic complexity have previously been linked to PS 

across one and multiple generations, the novel finding from this study comes from the 

measurement of CST fibers in the spinal cord. Studies linking CST damage to changes in 

utero have been executed, however, these studies have only been related to nutritional 

restrictions or preterm birth (Spinillo et al., 1993, Quirk et al., 1995), which are often 

associated with PS. For example, infants who had restricted intrauterine growth have 

increased rates of long-term neurological and neuromotor problems that last into 

childhood (Spinillo et al., 1993). Further, prenatal and postnatal malnutrition in the rat 

leads to neuronal loss, reduced brain weight, and a reduction of the conduction velocity 

along the CST (Quirk et al., 1995). Malnutrition has also been associated with decreased 

diameter of corticospinal axons and reduced myelination of corticospinal fibers (Sima and 

Sourander, 1976, 1978). Moreover, illness severity of the very preterm neonate along 

with pain-related stress exposure has been found to contribute to slower microstructural 

development of the corticospinal tract (Ranger et al., 2013, Zwicker et al., 2013). Our 

results confirm the vulnerability of the CST in utero, as ancestral stress also reduced CST 

fiber density.  

 There are also many psychopathologies and related disorders associated with PS 

that have been linked to alterations in white matter tract density. These include anxiety 

disorders, depression and schizophrenia (Kim et al., 2005, Liao et al., 2014, Ublinskii et 

al., 2015). However, the majority of studies have been performed on areas related to 

emotional processing and associated behaviours including the cingulate gyrus and the 

white matter tracts of the limbic system. For example, in one study which compared 
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adolescents with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) to healthy controls, individuals with 

GAD showed significantly reduced fractional anisotropy (FA; uniformity of water flow) 

as measured by diffusion tensor imaging in white matter tracts of the limbic system (Liao 

et al., 2014). In studies investigating post-traumatic stress disorder in trauma survivors, 

researchers have found significant changes in FA in various white matter tracts, 

predominantly tracts that are proximal to the cingulate gyrus (Kim et al., 2005, Schuff et 

al., 2011). 

On the other hand, in patients with schizophrenia, a disorder which has been 

highly linked to PS (van Os and Selten, 1998, Holloway et al., 2013) and more recently 

ancestral stress (Yao et al., 2014, Babenko et al., 2015), there have been more studies 

investigating motor areas of the brain including the CST. For example, a decrease in FA 

has been found in the posterior limb of the internal capsule and an increase in diffusion 

coefficient in the motor cortex and associated areas of the CST (Ublinskii et al., 2015) 

Moreover, in early-onset schizophrenia, white matter maturation is delayed, especially in 

bilateral frontal lobes and the pyramidal tract (Gogtay et al., 2008, Douaud et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, multiple studies have linked a decrease in motor activity with the structural 

connectivity of the premotor cortex (Perez-Iglesias et al., 2010, Bracht et al., 2013, 

Kamiyama et al., 2015). Results from the present study show that ancestral stress alters 

CST density and causes changes in motor performance similar to the studies concerning 

associated psychopathologies. These insights confirm a link between ancestral stress and 

a possible increase in vulnerability to neurological deficits and psychopathologies.  

 A central aspect of the present study is the use of enrichment therapy to intervene 

adverse consequences of ancestral stress. Animals placed in an EE after weaning respond 

with improved neural morphology and restored motor skill. The effects of EE on dendritic 
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complexity have been vastly studied. EE enhances dendritic complexity and spine density 

in the hippocampus (Bindu et al., 2007) as well as in pyramidal neurons of the parietal 

cortex (Kolb and Gibb, 1991, Leggio et al., 2005, Mychasiuk et al., 2014), and in the 

somatosensory cortex (Johansson and Belichenko, 2002). The present results confirm 

these findings by showing that enrichment has an overall beneficial effect on dendritic 

complexity. However, studies on enrichment and motor deficits are less common. Our 

laboratory has shown that EE improves skilled reaching performance in healthy and 

lesion animals (Jadavji et al., 2006, Jadavji and Metz, 2009, Knieling et al., 2009). The 

impact of EE on adverse programming by PS has been studied twice, but with differing 

outcomes. One study showed a negative effect of EE on motor learning tasks and 

reaching performance (Ulupinar et al., 2015), and the other showed superior performance 

in motor tasks induced by EE (Zubedat et al., 2015). The present results in both trans- and 

multigenerational stress confirm the latter by demonstrating improved limb placement 

accuracy and fine motor control in treated animals. Lastly, the present study is the first to 

show that enrichment altered plasticity to alleviate some of the negative effects of PS on 

CST development and long-term connectivity. One other study was found which used 

enrichment to reverse detrimental effects in an animal model of cerebral palsy (Marques 

et al., 2014). This group found an average increase in the mean area of motoneurons and 

an  increase in the expression of synaptophysin in the ventral horn of the spinal cord of 

the enriched animals compared to the standard housed animals modeled for cerebral 

palsy. Along with synaptophysin as a possible mechanism for axonal mitigation with EE, 

in Chapter 2, mir-182 which was found to control axonal guidance and neurotrophin 

signalling pathways was found to be differentially expressed in standard and EE animals. 

As shown, mir-182 controls proteins such as Ephrin, which have been found to be 
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important in the proper guidance of motor neuron axons in the spinal cord (Kao et al., 

2012).  Overall, this could indicate that the beneficial effects of EE, as described in 

Chapter 2 and in particular the influence of mitigating microRNAs, may influence 

pyramidal cell morphology, CST development, and skilled movement. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 A growing body of evidence has linked motor disorders to altered prenatal 

neurodevelopment. In this study we show that ancestral stress causes alterations in 

pyramidal cell morphology of the parietal cortex along with changes in axonal density in 

the CST. These alterations manifested as poor motor control particularly in skilled 

movement ability as measured by the number of errors in a skilled walking task. The 

present findings in the motor system suggest similarities of neuromorphological changes 

to those seen in the limbic system in major psychopathologies. The adverse consequences 

of ancestral stress in motor system plasticity were mitigated by an early intervention 

therapy. The present findings provide evidence linking ancestral programming to motor 

system development and illustrates that both pre- and postnatal experience shapes motor 

skill and development.  
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Chapter 4:   

Developing the Cumulative Animal Allostatic Load Measure (CAALM): Applying 

CAALM to Measure the Burden of Ancestral Stress and Mitigation by 

Environmental Intervention  
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4.1 Abstract 

 Stress causes the body to react via allostasis by triggering multiple physiological 

systems to try and maintain stability.  If stress is chronic, it becomes more difficult for the 

body to maintain allostasis. One concept or model that has proven useful in understanding 

cumulative stress and the resulting mediators of the stress effect on the body is “allostatic 

load” (AL).  In this study, the cumulative burden of stress in the ancestral stress model 

was measured using a new allostatic load index termed the cumulative animal allostatic 

load measure (CAALM) which was measured as the sum of dysregulated physiological 

biomarkers.  Using the CAALM index, we assessed if ancestral stress lead to higher 

allostatic load, and if enrichment works to decrease allostatic load. Furthermore, we 

investigated if the CAALM index could predict future health deficits. It was found that 

CAALM is a valid method to predict the burden of chronic stress by measuring the ability 

to maintain allostasis. Moreover, this cumulative measure can be used to predict stress 

resiliency and vulnerability and the risk of neural deficits. Lastly, we showed that 

enrichment therapy can offset the adverse health outcomes linked to a high AL. 
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4.2 Introduction 

 The burden of ancestral stress is felt across all major physiological systems and 

influences many aspects of health. As shown in previous chapters, we know that 

generational stress from prenatal circumstances programs the HPA axis, alters brain 

morphology and anatomy, and that epigenetic mechanisms may be a key component to 

these changes. Importantly, our bodies are also equipped with the ability to adapt to the 

stressful environments, which is a crucial mechanism, but is also a pertinent risk to our 

health and well-being when exhausted. One term that has been helpful in defining these 

adaptive mechanisms is “allostasis”, which is defined as the ability to achieve stability 

through change (Sterling and Eyer, 1989). Stress causes the body to react via allostasis by 

triggering the multiple and often opposing physiological systems including the immune 

system, metabolic system and the neuroendocrine system. As shown in previous chapters, 

these events, if consistent or chronic, may lead to adverse health events.  It is often 

difficult to determine the ultimate cause of the adverse effects because stress is so 

dynamic in its cause and effect. This especially applies to ancestral stress, where changes 

occur not only in the offspring, but at each generation (Metz et al., 2015a). One concept 

or model that has proven useful in understanding cumulative stress and the resulting 

mediators of the stress effect on the body is “allostatic load”.   

 Allostatic load (AL) was first defined by McEwen and Stellar in 1993 as the cost of  

chronic exposure to fluctuating or heightened neural or neuroendocrine response resulting 

from repeated or chronic environmental challenge (McEwen and Stellar, 1993). AL refers 

to the cumulative burden of stress, which is expressed in the physiological dysregulation 

across numerous systems that are involved in regulating and coping with stress. The 
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benefit of the biological concept of AL is that it incorporates several elements of stress 

pathophysiology in one comprehensive model (Nugent et al., 2015). 

The AL model includes many multi-systemic interactions including primary and 

secondary mediators of stress, and has been shown to have the predictive capacity to 

detect individuals at high risk of tertiary outcomes (Juster et al., 2010). Primary mediators 

include stress hormones activated by the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary axis (SAM axis; 

epinephrine, norepinephrine), the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis; cortisol 

or corticosterone) and primary immune modulators or cytokines directly influenced by 

stress (e.g. interleukin (IL)-6). Secondary mediators that are a result of chronic or long-

term stress responses include metabolic changes (e.g., glucose, cholesterol, fat 

deposition), cardiovascular alterations (e.g., blood pressure) and immune regulators (e.g., 

IL-1β, IL-2). Tertiary outcomes or comorbidities from elevated primary and secondary 

mediators include a decline in health and cognition, accelerated aging, diseases of the 

metabolic, cardiovascular and immune systems (cardiovascular disease, diabetes), and 

also death (Seeman et al., 2001, Leahy and Crews, 2012). Figure 4.1 depicts the primary 

and secondary mediators of stress and AL, and tertiary outcomes in this study. 

The allostasis-adaptation, or allostasis-allostatic overload process is thought to 

include physiological mediators that are interconnected, reciprocal and non-linear in their 

effects [Figure 4.1; (Juster et al., 2010, McEwen and Gianaros, 2011)]. Non-linearity in 

this case would refer to the fact that changes in each biomarker could cause subsequent 

changes in any other biomarker in any direction.  This often makes it difficult to analyze 

cumulative effects when only considering single biomarkers. An AI would therefore 

facilitate the detection of sub-clinical consequences of stress and increase the diagnostic 

and predictive sensitivity by using a fingerprint of biomarkers instead of a single marker. 
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Thus, Seeman and colleagues in 1997 proposed operationalizing AL through the use of an 

allostatic load index [AI (Seeman et al., 1997)]. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Non-linear representation of the effects of stress on multiple systems of the 

body, illustrating that primary and secondary outcomes lead to adverse tertiary outcomes 

due to allostatic overload. Illustrated here are the potential interactions of the biomarkers 

used within this study. 

 

AI is measured as the sum of dysregulated physiological biomarkers (Seeman et al., 

1997) that in turn reflect a multi-systemic view of the physiological toll that is placed on 

the body for allostasis. AI first quantified in 1997 when Seeman and colleagues used the 

multiple biomarkers to predict cognitive decline associated with aging using the 

MacArthur Studies of Successful Aging (Seeman et al., 1997, Seeman et al., 2001, 

Seeman et al., 2004a).  The authors quantified AL through a series of ten biomarkers that 

are now commonly used in AI studies including; blood pressure, waist-hip ratio, serum 

high density lipoprotein, total cholesterol, glycosylated hemoglobin serum 

dihydroepiandrosterone sulfate, overnight urinary cortisol and overnight urinary 
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noradrenalin (or norepinephrine) and adrenalin (epinephrine). Together, these represent 

indices of cardiovascular activity, metabolism, HPA axis activity and sympathetic 

nervous system activity (McEwen, 2000a). In using the AI, Seeman and colleagues were 

able to predict associated high risk for cognitive decline. 

The AI is now commonly used in clinical and research populations to visualize the 

extent of dysregulation caused by multiple systems. The AI was shown to be able to 

predict adverse health outcomes, diabetes, physical and cognitive decline, and elevated 

mortality risk, and has been applied to many populations (McEwen, 2000a, g, Seeman et 

al., 2001, Seeman et al., 2004a, Langelaan et al., 2007, Danese and McEwen, 2012, Bizik 

et al., 2013). Studies demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of AI and have shown 

that it better predicts future health risks, especially high risk groups, than any biomarker 

individually (Seeman et al., 2001, Karlamangla et al., 2002). Essentially, the AI is a 

comprehensive model that better links often contradictory effects while providing insights 

into how individuals differ in their vulnerability or risk to develop diseases or tertiary 

outcomes (McEwen, 2000a). 

 Although the concepts of AL and allostasis has been mentioned in animal studies of 

stress and disease (Tannenbaum et al., 2002, Korte and De Boer, 2003, Van der Meer et 

al., 2004, Korte et al., 2005), there is currently no measure of AL, or an AI that has been 

used in animal models. In stress research, an AI could be useful as a more comprehensive 

interpretation of the impact of stress that we hypothesize would be helpful in predicting 

disease risk, susceptibility and vulnerability. Furthermore, an AI would facilitate the 

translation of animal studies to humans. Therefore, in this study we created an AI using 

biomarkers commonly used in stress research. We called the new index the ‘Cumulative 

Animal Allostatic Load Measure’ or CAALM.  
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The objectives of this study were to:  

1) Develop an allostatic load index for the use in animal models; 

2) Determine if ancestrally stressed animals have a higher allostatic load; 

3) Determine if environmental enrichment decreases allostatic load; and,  

4) Determine if allostatic load predicts adverse health outcomes in terms of neuronal 

deficits. 

 The present chapter will describe how CAALM was created, and how it was used to 

measure the cumulative effect of ancestral stress.  

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

 

4.3.1 Animals  

See chapter 2 for complete animal information.  

 Data used for the CAALM index was collected from F3 offspring rats born to one 

of the following three maternal lineages: non-stress controls (n = 16), transgenerational 

prenatal stress (TPS; n = 16), and multigenerational prenatal stress (MPS; n = 16). TPS 

rats were the F3 generation of a filial line in which only the F0 dams were stressed during 

gestation. MPS rats were the F3 generation of a filial line in which dams from each 

consecutive generation (F0, F1, F2) were gestationally stressed. At weaning, rats derived 

from the three lineages were assigned to either housing in standard cages, or housing in 

an enriched environment (EE). Thus, the following groups were tested: non-stress 

controls in standard (Control; n = 8) and EE (Control-EE; n = 8) housing conditions, TPS 
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in standard (TPS; n = 8) and EE (TPS-EE; n = 8) housing, and MPS in standard (MPS; n 

= 8) and EE (MPS-EE; n = 8) housing.  

 

4.3.2 Weight  

 Animals were weighed every other day between 7:30AM-9:30AM. Weight used for 

the CAALM index was collected at P120.  

 

4.3.3 Corticosterone Assay  

See chapter 2 for corticosterone assay protocol.  

 

4.3.4 Blood Glucose  

 Blood glucose was measured between 8:00AM and 9:00AM using an Ascensia 

Breeze Blood Glucose Meter (Bayer, Toronto, ON, Canada) with glucose test strips.  

 

4.3.5 Behaviour 

See chapter 2 for elevated plus maze and open field descriptions.   

 4.3.5.1 Morris Water Task  

 The Morris water task (MWT) was conducted over the course of nine days using a 

pool filled with room temperature water. The water was made opaque by adding non-

toxic white tempura paint and visual cues were placed on the walls for spatial orientation. 

A computer assisted tracking system (HVS Image Water 2020™) was used to track rat 

position and collect data obtained from an overhead video camera. Swim speed and 

latency were used as a biomarker for CAALM.  
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4.3.6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance H
1
 

 At 100 days old, 6.0mL blood samples were collected from the lateral tail vein 

while rats were anaesthetized using 4% isoflurane. Blood was transferred to centrifuge 

tubes and plasma was obtained by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for ten minutes at 4°C. The 

samples were then stored at –80°C until further processing.  

 4.3.6.1 NMR Data Acquisition and Processing 

 NMR spectra were collected on a 700 MHz Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer. 

The 1-D NOESY gradient water suppression pulse sequence noesygpr1d was used 

(Bruker). Each sample was run for 512 scans to a total acquisition size of 256k. The 

spectra were zero filled to 512k, automatically phased and baseline corrected, and line-

broadened by 0.3Hz. The processed spectra were then exported to MATLAB for 

statistical analysis. All peaks were referenced to formate (8.22δ) and a reference 

metabolite library was used. Concentrations were measured using the MestreNova 10.0.1 

qNMR plugin, referenced to an internal standard. 

 

4.3.7 Cytokine Multiplex Analysis  

 Cytokine biomarkers were quantified using a Discovery Assay® called the Rat 

Cytokine/Chemokine Array 27-plex (Eve Technologies Corp, Calgary, AB, Canada). The 

multiplex array was performed at Eve Technologies by using the Bio-Plex™ 200 system 

(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA), and a Milliplex Rat 

Cytokine/Chemokine kit (Millipore, St. Charles, MO, USA) according to their protocol. 

The 27-plex consisted of Eotaxin, EGF, Fractalkine, IL-1α, IL-1 β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, 

IL-10, IL-12(p70), IL-13, IL-17A, IL-18, IP-10, GRO/KC, IFN-γ, TNF-α, G-CSF, GM-

CSF, MCP-1, Leptin, LIX, MIP-1α, MIP-2, RANTES, VEGF. The assay sensitivities of 
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these markers range from 0.3 – 30.7 pg/mL. Individual analyte values and other assay 

details are available on Eve Technologies' website or in the Milliplex protocol. Cytokines 

used in the CAALM score included IL-2, IL-6, IL-1β and Leptin.  

 

4.3.8 Neural Density 

 See Chapter 2 for methods of brain extraction, preparation and mean gray value 

(MGV) measurement. 

 

4.4 Developing the ‘Cumulative Animal Allostatic Load Measure’ (CAALM) 

 

4.4.1 Biomarkers 

 An allostatic load index termed “CAALM” to differentiate for animal use, was 

developed using guidelines from the first operationalized study of AI (Seeman et al., 

1997). The index was developed using 12 biomarkers commonly measured in relation to 

stress physiology and behaviour in animal studies. Biomarkers were chosen so the 

CAALM score would represent markers of the acute (primary mediators) and chronic  

(secondary outcomes) manifestations of stress involving multiple system levels (e.g. 

immune system, neuroendocrine, metabolic). A score based on multiple systems will 

create a composite measure with a better predictive capacity (Seplaki et al., 2005). The 

biomarkers that were selected and measured are summarized below. 
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4.4.2 Rationale for Biomarker and Description   

 4.4.2.1 Neuroendocrine  

 Corticosterone is the primary hormonal mediator of the stress response in rats. In 

response to acute and chronic stress, the brain activates many hormonal pathways 

including the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA). This response leads to the 

release of corticosteroid hormones from the adrenal glands, which then consequently 

feed-back on the brain by binding to glucocorticoid receptors (GR) and mineralocorticoid 

receptor, terminating the stress response. This response has been shown to be 

programmed by prenatal stress (Glover et al., 2010, Harris and Seckl, 2011). Moreover, 

the effects of cortisol and corticosteroids are felt all over the body with primary targets 

including metabolism, immunity and memory.  

 4.4.2.2 Markers of Affective State 

 The open field (OF) task allows the quantification of locomotor activity, affective 

or anxiety-like behaviours, and exploratory behaviour (Smith et al., 2008, Jadavji et al., 

2011). The time spent in the margins of the open field was used as a marker for the 

CAALM index. The elevated plus maze (EPM) allows the quantification of motor activity 

and anxiety-like behaviours (Lister, 1987). A particularly robust measurement of anxiety-

like behaviours in response to stress is risk assessment, which was chosen for the AI (Roy 

and Chapillon, 2004). 

The Morris water task is most often used as a learning and memory task, but can 

also be used to assess hyperactivity by measuring swim speed or the latency to locate and 

escape to a hidden platform (Leggio et al., 2005). Both swim speed and latency were used 

as a marker for hyperactivity.   
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 4.4.2.3 Immune Markers 

 Three cytokines were chosen as immune markers for the CAALM index. Cytokines 

are small glycoproteins that regulate the physiological functions of immunity and 

inflammatory responses (Khan, 2008). The cytokines included in the CAALM index were 

the pro-inflammatory interleukins (IL) IL-1β, IL-2, and IL-6. IL-1β and IL-2 have been 

suggested to be mediators of changes in immune and neuroendocrine functions during 

stress at both peripheral and central nervous system (CNS) levels (Tanebe et al., 2000). 

IL-1β is a potent mediator of stress-induced reactions especially in the neuroendocrine 

systems that control the secretion of pituitary hormones which lead to the secretion of 

glucocorticoids. The presence of IL-2 has also been demonstrated in the hypothalamus, 

the pituitary gland and in the locus coeruleus, all of which are involved in the control of 

the neuroendocrine axes (Tanebe et al., 2000). IL-6 is the cytokine most documented in 

AL studies. It has major effects on non-immunological tissues and is termed a pleiotropic 

or endocrine cytokine for this reason. IL-6 is one of the most important biomarkers of 

chronic or systemic low grade inflammation. Numerous studies have shown that IL-6 is 

crucial for interaction between the immune system and the CNS in inflammatory disease 

and plays a role in both acute and chronic stress responses (Segerstrom and Miller, 2004). 

Overall, the cytokine biomarkers chosen play a physiological role as neuroendocrine and 

immune modulators. 

 4.4.2.4 Metabolic Markers  

  4.4.2.4.1 Body weight, blood glucose and leptin 

 Body weight is recognized as an indicator of chronic stress and AL, and excess 

cortisol is found to be positively correlated with body weight (Kiess et al., 1995). Blood 

glucose functions as a major source of energy and higher plasma levels are positively 
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correlated to elevated cortisol levels and weight gain (Eigler et al., 1979). A marker of 

increased body weight is leptin, which is a fat-derived hormone that plays a pivotal role in 

the regulation of body weight and food intake (Friedman and Halaas, 1998). Moreover, 

leptin is also thought to be involved in brain development, with its connection  to normal 

neuronal and glial maturation in the mouse nervous system (Ahima et al., 1999). Studies 

have shown that patients suffering from schizophrenia or major depression have normal 

body mass indices but reduced leptin levels. In order to determine pathologies associated 

with altered CAALM index it is useful to include both weight and leptin levels.  

  4.4.2.4.2 Lactate 

 Lactate serves as a marker of sympathetic nervous system activation (Hamann et 

al., 2001, Meyer et al., 2005), muscle activity and psychosocial stress (Kubera et al., 

2012), as well as liver function (Phypers and Pierce, 2006). Plasma lactate is also an 

alternative energy substrate to glucose and may act as the preferred energy source for 

activated neurons within the CNS (Smith et al., 2003, Glenn et al., 2015). Thus, these 

studies indicate that lactate levels may represent an indicator of cerebral activity. 

  4.4.2.4.3 Creatine 

 The primary physiological function of creatine is to buffer energy concentrations in 

tissues with large and shifting energy demands, especially in muscles and the brain (Wyss 

and Schulze, 2002). In the brain, creatine serves its primary role as an energy shuttle and 

regulator of energy homeostasis (Brosnan and Brosnan, 2007, Mak et al., 

2009). Deviations in creatine levels may indicate altered metabolic or mitochondrial 

function and energy demand (Allen, 2012).  
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4.4.3 Computing the Composite CAALM Score: Standardization and Measurement  

 In order to determine high risk measures, the sum of individual z-scores for each 

biomarker was calculated based on the samples distribution. Calculation of z-scores for 

standardization allows for each biomarker to have a weight which differs conditionally on 

its own deviation from the samples mean (Figure 4.2). Once the biomarkers were 

standardized, each individual marker was analyzed for high risk. The percentiles used for 

an indicator of high risk for each biomarker are listed in Table 4.1. 

 

 

 

 The AI is based on a clinical assessment tool in which biomarkers in the highest or 

lowest 25% were deemed high risk (Seplaki et al., 2004). Accordingly, values falling 

within the high risk percentile (above 75
th

) were dichotomized as “1” and those within the 

standard ranges as “0”. In some instances, lowest percentiles were given a score of “1” as 

scores too low presented as high risk. Faster swim speed in morris water maze, indicated 

by lower latency time, indicate higher anxiety and therefore higher risk. The CAALM 

score was then calculated by summing the number of biomarkers for which the animal 

fell into the high risk category, so that the overall sum value was between 0, indicating 

Figure 4.2: Formula for z-score calculation and illustration of percentile distribution 

at each score 
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low risk, and 12, indicating the maximum risk. It should be noted that cut-off points could 

be set to the 10
th

 percentiles (below 10 and above 90) as they could produce an even 

stronger predictor of health outcome. However, the 25
th

 and 75
th

 percentiles were chosen 

to maximise the predictive power for early signs of tertiary health outcomes. 

 

Table 4.1. Information on the biomarker’s category, the 10
th

, 25
th

, 50
th

, 75
th

 and 90
th

 

percentile along with the high risk cut-off levels (highlighted in pink). 

 

 

 

Percentile  

Category Marker Category Biomarker 10
th

 25
th

 50
th

 75
th

 90
th

 

Primary Neuroendocrine 

Corticosterone 

(ug/mL) 19.004 86.108 182.885 498.75 639.45 

Primary Immune IL-6 (ug/ml) 8.3 9.5 11.5 15 20.5 

Secondary Behavioural 

Open Field (margin 

time)  497.9 539 552.2 574.55 589.86 

Secondary Behavioural 

EPM (Risk 

assessment) 65 79 91 120.5 126.4 

Secondary Metabolic 

Blood Glucose 

(mmol/L)  5.800 6.200 6.900 8.350 9.54 

Secondary Immune IL-1β (ug/ml) 171.31 222.645 363.125 585.84 779.318 

Secondary Immune IL-2 (ug/ml) 21.188 40.585 81.235 120.54 156.893 

Secondary Metabolic Leptin (ug/ml) 5387.031 8008.255 10382.54 14871.96 26872.85 

Secondary Metabolic Weight (g) 523.7 558 597 624 653.6 

Secondary Metabolic Lactate (mmol) 1.336 1.583 1.868 2.147 2.347 

Secondary Metabolic Creatine (mmol) 0.225 0.265 0.323 0.351 0.379 

Secondary  Behavioural 

MWT (Latency 

Time) 4.772 7.178 9.366 10.851 12.457 

Elevated plus maze (EPM); interleukin(IL); morris water task (MWT) 

 

4.4.4. Statistics  

 Statistical computations were based on Statview software version 5.0 (SAS 

Institute, NC, USA). Descriptive statistics are reported where results represent means ± 

standard deviations. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the mean levels 

of each biomarker across all groups, followed by Fisher’s post-hoc tests or pairwise 
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student t-tests. The alpha level was set to 0.05 and significant p-values were designated 

with an asterisk or hashtag in all tables and figures. 

Because CAALM is an ordinal scoring system and is not normally distributed, the 

non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare the distributions of CAALM 

scores across groups. Pairwise comparisons were performed by collapsing groups and 

applying separate Mann-Whitney U tests. In order to investigate whether CAALM levels, 

along with individual biomarkers, could predict changes in neuronal density we computed 

Simple regressions (R) were used to determine the relationship between biomarkers, 

CAALM and MGV. 

 

4.5 Results 

 

4.5.1 Descriptive Allostatic Load Index 

 The means and standard deviations of individual biomarkers are summarized in 

Table 4.1. Corticosterone levels showed a main effect of Enrichment (Chapter 2). 

Animals that were ancestrally stressed had higher baseline CORT levels, although these 

results were not significant. However, enrichment significantly decreased the level of 

basal circulating CORT (F(1,42)=16.16, p<0.001) across all groups . The EPM revealed 

that stressed animals had more risk assessment behaviours (p<0.05) compared to non-

stressed.  Further pairwise comparisons also revealed that enrichment in the TPS and 

MPS groups showed significantly reduced risk assessment behaviours compared to the 

standard housing rats (p<0.05). Blood glucose levels showed an effect of Enrichment in 

the control group (p<0.05), and an effect of TPS (p<0.001) and MPS (p<0.0001) 

compared to controls. Latency in the Morris water task revealed a significant increase in 
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swim speed in CEE (p<0.05) and TPS-EE (p<0.05) compared to their respective control 

groups (C, TPS) and an increase in swim speed in MPS compared non-stress controls 

(p<0.05). Furthermore, MPS elevated lactate and creatine levels in urine compared to 

controls (p<0.05).  

 The 10
th

, 25
th

, 50
th

, 75
th

 and 90
th

 percentile distribution of each biomarker and the 

cut-offs used for dichotomizations are summarized in Table 4.2. The CAALM index was 

able to reveal effects of housing conditions on stress responses. Mean CAALM scores 

were highest in the MPS and TPS animals and were lowest in groups exposed to 

environmental enrichment. The summary of the average CAALM scores are shown in 

Figure 4.5A. CAALM scores were significantly different between treatment groups 

(H=19.866, p=0.0013). Specifically, MPS were significantly higher than control animals 

(p<0.0001), and TPS animals (p=0.0003) and enrichment had a significant effect on the 

MPS group (p=0.0023), while decreasing the score across all groups.   

 The individual weights of each biomarker above the high risk percentile in each 

group are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The dichotomized biomarkers showed significant 

differences in swim speed in the Morris water task (H=12.796, p=0.0254), IL-1β 

(H=11.51, p=0.0422), creatine (H=18.18, p=0.0027) and lactate (H=17.2, p=0.0041) 

levels. Figure 4.4 illustrates the score for each individual animal and biomarker in a heat 

map. Notably, all of the high risk animals (above a CAALM score of 5) have elevated IL-

1β and creatine. 
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Table 4.2. Summary of descriptive statistics. 

*denotes significant effect of EE (p<0.05), # denotes significant effect of stress (p<0.05) 

Open field (OF); Elevated plus maze (EPM); corticosterone (CORT); Blood glucose (BG); interleukin(IL); 

morris water task (MWT) 

 

Figure 4.3. Individual components contributing to the allostatic load score. Percent of 

animals designated as high risk within each biomarker further divided by group. Values 

represent each biomarker above high risk that was counted and divided by total number of 

animals in each group. Absent groups indicate that no animals were within the high risk 

category. *denotes significant effect of stress (*p<0.05), # denotes significant effect of 

EE (p<0.05). Elevated plus maze (EPM), Morris water task (MWT) 

  

 

Biomarker 

C CEE TPS TPSEE MPS MPSEE 

Mean ± Mean ± Mean ± Mean ± Mean ± Mean ± 

OF 552.3 29.25 560.52 15.00 551.32 45.82 525.73 54.99 557 27.03 523.17 42.35 

EPM 93.875 31.12 106.5 24.51 101.62 28.47 79.75* 33.01 89.87 19.43 86.00 * 35.20 

CORT 387.688 106.99 61.43* 56.96 501.05 287.47 58.68* 68.16 514.22 295.83 111.38* 174.65 

BG 6.325 0.52 6* 0.78 5.3375# 0.32 5.48 0.59 6.58# 0.34 6.35 0.65 

IL-1β 339.506 197.25 392.19 285.55 346.60 202.40 276.33 231.24 370.45 302.67 320.85 291.25 

IL-2 106.006 104.04 82.23 73.03 128.92 157.93 81.68 46.99 114.93 85.04 64.14 39.38 

IL-6 15.5 6.46 14.25 4.70 14.25 4.07 11.87 4.78 11 3.13 13.25 3.50 

Leptin 3.15E4 2.57E3 1.82E4 1.37E3 2.10E4 3.28E3 1.57E4 1.78E3 1.17E4 4.78E3 9.84E3 2.50E3 

Weight 574.75 56.12 556.87 59.80 591.12 27.32 586.75 50.94 598.75 47.88 579.25 90.42 

Lactate 1.61 0.21 1.49 0.16 1.89 0.36 1.83 0.28 2.08# 0.11 1.97 0.68 

Creatine 0.27 0.04 0.25 0.017 0.31 0.05 0.31 0.03 0.34# 0.02 0.33 0.11 

MWT  10.85 2.25 7.16* 2.47 10.59 2.97 *7.94 2.29 8.30# 2.36 7.36 1.92 
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Figure 4.4 Heat map illustrating the individual CAALM score for all animals in the 

ancestrally stressed groups broken down in to the individual biomarkers. Green depicts a 

score of 0, red depicts a score of 1. CAALM score is organized according to lowest risk 

score to highest risk in the last column. 

 

 

4.5.2 Predictive Value of the CAALM Index and Individual Biomarkers  

 

 Correlations for all individual biomarkers are shown in Supplemental Table S2 in 

Appendix A. Values that correlate to MGV include lactate (R=-0.42, p<0.05), creatine 

(R=-0.41, p<0.05) and the CAALM score (R=-0.551, R
2
=0.3036, p<0.05; Figure 4.5B). 

In order to determine if CAALM still has predictive value without the influence of lactate 

and creatine, both were removed from the AI index to test the predictive value. CAALM 

scores without the influence of lactate and creatine were still significantly different 

between treatment groups (H=13.110, p=0.0224). CAALM still had the largest values in 

MPS and TPS animals, with enriched environment lowering CAALM (Figure 4.6A). 

Moreover, CAALM without these biomarkers was still correlated to MGV (R=-0.490, 

R
2
=0.2401, p<0.05; Figure 4.6B). However, the significance factor was stronger when 

creatine and lactate were included in the index indicating that overall, using all 

biomarkers and a multisystem approach provides the highest predictive value.  
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Figure 4.5. A) The average CAALM in each group. B) CAALM score and mean gray 

value associations. CAALM was significantly correlated with MGV. Values represent 

Mean +/- SD. *denotes a significant effect of stress (***p<0.001), # denotes significant 

effect of enriched environment (p<0.05). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6. A) The average CAALM score minus lactate and creatine in each group. B) 

CAALM score minus lactate and creatine and mean gray value associations. CAALM 

minus lactate and creatine was significantly correlated with MGV. Values represent Mean 

+/- SD. *denotes significant effect of stress (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001), # denotes significant 

effect of enriched environment (p<0.05) 
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4.6 Discussion 

 The goal of this study was to create a comprehensive and cumulative model that 

measures non-linear effects of stress (McEwen, 2000a) and assesses the risk of chronic 

health impacts generated by trans- and multigenerational stress. Recent evidence suggest 

that transgenerational stress is a central risk factor in complex disease etiology (Zucchi. et 

al., 2013, Babenko et al., 2015, Metz et al., 2015d). However the burden of chronic stress 

induced by ancestral stress has not been systematically quantified. While indices for AL 

have become a valuable tool for predicting stress-related diseases (Juster et al., 2010), the 

lack of prospective human cohort data spanning at least three generations emphasizes the 

need for modeling ancestral stress in laboratory animals. Here we developed a novel 

allostatic load index for use in laboratory rodents termed “CAALM” based on guidelines 

by Seeman et al. (1997). The index was developed using 12 biomarkers commonly 

measured in relation to stress physiology and behaviour in rat and mouse studies. The 

findings show that most biomarkers when analyzed individually, did not predict high risk 

for neuronal deficits. However, when all biomarkers were standardized and dichotomized 

to dictate high risk, CAALM was able to predict neuronal deficits. 

Validity of this new tool was confirmed by CAALM predicting elevated AL in 

ancestrally stressed rats, showing that remote ancestral stress raises the risk for low 

neuronal density. This indicates that the cumulative burden of stress is greater in 

ancestrally stressed animals, and the compensation and adaptation to stress has increased 

their allostatic load and therefore vulnerability to stress-induced disease (McEwen, 2000). 

By contrast, treatment with enriched environment, a powerful therapy that improves 

recovery in animal models of neurological disease (Knieling et al., 2009, Baldini et al., 
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2013), reduces the cumulative burden by AL and improves neuronal density in ancestrally 

stressed rats particularly in the MPS group. 

 The CAALM index, like AI, was developed to measure the effect of cumulative 

stress based upon the notion of primary mediators leading to primary effects and then to 

secondary outcomes which lead to tertiary outcomes that characterize tangible diseases 

(McEwen and Seeman, 1999). In this study, the tertiary outcome measured was neuronal 

density as measured by MGV in the prefrontal cortex.  The PFC is particularly important 

in higher-order executive functions, sensory perception and social reasoning (Kolb et al., 

2012). Behavioural deficits and disorders characterized by alterations in neuronal density 

in the PFC include anxiety, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Brennan and Arnsten, 

2008) and depression (Frodl et al., 2010), to name a few. Moreover, studies have 

investigated the relation between PFC function and HPA axis activation and concluded 

that the PFC is a part of the regulatory circuitry involved in the stress response (Kern et 

al., 2008). The decrease in MGV may therefore diminish the cortical negative feedback 

on HPA axis activity and contribute to the observed slight increase in CORT levels. In 

this study, greater allostatic load was significantly associated with a decrease in neural 

density, as measured by MGV.  

 The MPS group, with the highest allostatic load score, seemed to benefit most from 

enrichment. This group is thought to have larger cumulative effects due to stress, as direct 

stress is present in each generation (see Chapter 2 and McCreary et al., 2015), and 

therefore the benefit of enrichment may reach multiple physiological systems. Many 

studies have investigated the effect of enrichment on allostatic load and measurement by 

the AI index in the human population. An “enriched” environment in the human 

population could be interpreted as those with higher socioeconomic statuses (SES) and 
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higher education, however, this study more closely relates to social enrichment, or 

increased social support. Both higher SES and education have both been correlated to a 

lower AI score (Seeman et al., 2004d), and notably, social support has also shown 

specific protection against AL, decreasing AI score (Seeman et al., 2004a, Brooks et al., 

2014). Findings of this study show that enrichment has the capacity to promote resiliency 

against the cumulative effects of AL, and may therefore represent a therapeutic and a 

preventative measure against some of the negative tertiary outcomes of AL. 

 

4.6.1 Advantages of CAALM Over Individual Biomarkers of Ancestral Stress 

 Biomarkers that exhibited a significant effect of stress when comparing raw means 

included risk assessment behaviour, blood glucose, swim speed, lactate and creatine. 

Biomarkers that showed a significant effect of enrichment included risk assessment, 

corticosterone, blood glucose, swim speed, lactate and creatine. This indicates that 

ancestral stress does affect the metabolic system, as measured by blood glucose, lactate 

and creatine, as well as behaviour, specifically hyperactivity and anxiety as measured by 

MWT and EPM. Moreover, enrichment can reverse some of these detrimental effects (as 

shown in Chapter 2). However, the majority of these individual biomarkers were not able 

to predict changes in neuronal density, the tertiary outcome. The individual biomarkers 

that were individually significant at high risk while acting as predictive indicators for low 

neural density included lactate and creatine. Changes in metabolism, as measured by 

lactate and creatine, assist in illustrating the large and pertinent effects of cumulative 

stress on metabolism. Impaired cerebral energy metabolism, which is linked to alterations 

in neuronal plasticity, is among the leading hypotheses in the pathogenesis and etiology 

of some psychiatric disorders including mood disorders, major depression and bipolar 
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disorder (Stork and Renshaw, 2005, Yildiz-Yesiloglu and Ankerst, 2006, Koene et al., 

2009, Wood et al., 2009, Kondo et al., 2011, Allen, 2012). 

 Other individual biomarkers that did not predict changes in neural density, but 

significantly contributed to the overall CAALM score included IL-1β, and swim speed in 

MWT. Notably, animals with ancestral stress had higher risk for elevated IL-1β and all 

animals with a CAALM score greater than 5 received an IL-1β score of 1. This score 

indicates increased inflammation and immune responses that may indicate compensatory 

mechanisms linked to an insufficient stress response by glucocorticoids, or an increased 

response due to higher metabolic rates (Johnson et al., 2012).  Understanding interactions 

between the stress response and the immune system will shed light on the association 

between HPA axis dysfunction and psychopathologies such as depression and 

schizophrenia that are associated with altered immune status. Moreover, high risk for 

immune dysregulation due to stress may also shed light on vulnerability and severity of 

certain autoimmune and inflammatory diseases (Marques et al., 2009). 

 A recent question proposed by Juster et al. (2010) and Seeman et al. (2001) 

concerns the masking of the predictive value of individual AL components. By breaking 

the AI into neuroendocrine and metabolic biomarkers, previous studies found that the 

individual clusters did not overlap and may therefore individually contribute to health 

risks (Seeman et al., 2001, Juster et al., 2010). Clustering biomarkers provide biological 

signatures that are vital in predicting morbidity and mortality (Gruenewald et al., 2006). 

Previous results show mixed support for the inclusion of a comprehensive AI instead of 

subgroups of fewer biomarkers (Juster et al. 2010). The present study addressed this issue 

in two ways. First, it was determined that CAALM was better correlated to MGV than 

individual biomarkers. Second, when lactate and creatine were removed from CAALM, 
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the index was still significantly correlated to MGV. The overall focus of an AI should be 

on identifying levels of biomarkers that identify high risk for better prevention of tertiary 

outcomes. 

 

4.6.2 Effectiveness of the CAALM Index  

 Stratification tools such as the AI and CAALM are effective discriminating tools to 

dissociate stress resiliency versus stress vulnerability. For example, a score of behavioural 

traits may provide a better characterization of an individual’s vulnerability to prolonged 

stress and stress-induced depression (Castro et al., 2012). Accordingly, our data show that 

higher multivariable CAALM scores are associated with increased risk to lower neuronal 

density. Likewise, ancestral stress also caused epigenetic variations, such as differentially 

expressed micro RNAs (miRNAs), which may explain increased disease vulnerability 

(see Chapter 2). Interestingly, some measures of stress such as corticosterone, did not 

vary much between transgenerational and multigenerational stress experiences, yet the 

respective overall CAALM scores were higher in the multigenerational group. This 

observation indicates that ancestral stress through allostatic mechanisms, promotes 

adaptation to stress in some functions, while creating vulnerabilities in others.  

 The value of assessing multiple biomarkers, including primary and secondary 

mediators, may improve high risk detection as well as intervention strategies to promote 

health and wellbeing (McEwen, 2003). Multivariable tools, such as AI and CAALM 

increase the ability to identify individuals at higher or lower risk for developing complex 

diseases due to stress. AI scoring are critical tools to stratify individuals at risk. As a 

result, targeted prevention strategies and personalized medicine approaches that focus on 

high-risk individuals may be more effective than population-based strategies (Zulman et 
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al., 2008). By determining high risk groups, treatment efficiency could be better 

delineated, as shown by the usefulness of enrichment in the high-risk multigenerational 

stress group. 

 

4.6.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Work on CAALM  

 The present study presents the first attempt to study the impact of cumulative stress 

and allostatic load in rats.  Potential limitations of this approach pertain to the following. 

Firstly, improvements could be made to the CAALM score and chosen biomarkers. This 

was a retrospective study, where the biomarkers were chosen after data collection. Our 

measures of AL were designed to summarize dysregulation across multiple physiological 

systems. Biomarkers were selected based on theoretical grounds from those assessed in 

clinical populations and from previous literature, and also reflected constraints of the 

project itself. Therefore I suggest, for more accurate comparisons to the human AI index, 

to include more measurements that were not included in CAALM. These would include; 

body-mass index, lipoproteins, as well as blood pressure measurements. Secondly, an 

index should include epigenetic signatures, such as miRNA and DNA methylation marks. 

Although this study made reference to miRNA data, there was not sufficient epigenetic 

data collected from each animal to include as a biomarker or predictive outcome measure. 

Lastly, the addition of temporal data, sampled at multiple time points throughout 

development and aging, would add to the predictive power and capabilities of the 

CAALM index. 

 Future studies should continue to elaborate on the ability to represent cumulative 

effects of stress in animals using the CAALM index or a new comparable index. The 

CAALM or similar indices should be applied to more animal models of stress or trauma, 
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including aging populations to determine the longitudinal effects of stress. The overall 

objectives for future work should focus on illustrating the global or cumulative effects of 

stress on multiple biological systems, which may allow researchers to better predict risk 

for adverse outcomes compared to individual elements of stress pathophysiology. 

 

4.7 Conclusions 

 Physiological systems are designed to adapt and respond to stressful environments 

in an effort to maintain allostasis. However, programming by ancestral stress may 

increase stress sensitivity and challenge allostasis to potentially provoke maladaptive 

responses with serious health consequences. For the first time we introduce an index for 

animals, CAALM, as a valid method to predict the burden of chronic stress by measuring 

the ability to maintain allostasis. We show that this cumulative measure could be used to 

predict stress resiliency and vulnerability and the risk of neural deficits. By contrast, we 

show that enrichment therapy can offset the adverse health outcomes linked to a high AL. 

As chronic stress, trauma and associated diseases create a rapidly growing economic 

burden to our society, refined detection strategies are of utmost importance for treatment 

and prevention. Future treatments using indices such as AI and CAALM could be adapted 

to include multiple levels of biological, psychological and social functions. Such 

optimized predictive and diagnostic strategies are critical to advance personalized 

medicine approaches to promote health in future generations. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Experiment 4: The “Two-Hit” Hypothesis: Impaired Neurodevelopmental Outcome 

in an Animal Model of Maternal Stress and Inflammation as Measured by T2-

Relaxometry 
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5.1 Abstract 

 Growing evidence suggests that maternal infection and stress affect the developing 

foetal brain and lifetime mental health trajectories. One critical mechanism in the priming 

of brain development may be the transition of pro-inflammatory cytokines, particularly 

interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), across the foetal-placental barrier. Other factors, such as stress, 

are known to trigger or synergistically aggravate existing inflammatory processes, thus 

exacerbating potential adverse effects on brain development. The purpose of this study 

was to investigate the effects of maternal stress and inflammation on offspring 

neurodevelopmental trajectories and mental health in later life. We used in vivo magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) to analyze maps of transverse relaxation times (T2) to provide a 

quantitative measure of brain tissue changes. The findings show that exposure to IL-1β 

and stress during gestation is associated with reduced neuronal density in the prefrontal 

cortex, an area critically involved in higher cognitive functions. The reduced neuronal 

density may indicate disturbed neuronal pruning during brain development, which 

represents a prominent neuropathological finding in human neurodevelopmental 

disorders. 
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5.2 Introduction 

 Prenatal stress has been linked to a greater risk of psychopathologies in later life, 

such as schizophrenia, autism, anxiety and depression. A unifying concept that links 

prenatal stress to psychopathologies is a stress-associated increase in allostatic load (AL) 

in the direct offspring and in subsequent generations (McEwen, 2000a). Another 

emerging model in neuropsychology that may help explain susceptibility to 

psychopathologies and has been shown to increase AL is the “two-hit hypothesis” or the 

“multiple-hit” model. The “multiple-hit” theory was introduced by Nordling in 1953, and 

presents the concept that risk of incidence, such as cancer in the studies by Nordling, 

grows proportionally as the number of biologically relevant mutations or alterations 

increase (Nordling, 1953). This theory has recently become relevant in psychiatric 

diseases where multiple adverse events, that are biologically significant, accumulate 

during development and early life, and result in the development of schizophrenia-like 

diseases (Giovanoli et al., 2013, Meyer, 2013). There are multiple variations of the “two-

hit” hypothesis and its connection to psychopathologies. For example, until recently, 

theories regarding schizophrenia indicated that the first hit may be genetic predisposition 

with the second hit being environmental (Bayer et al., 1999). Another study proposes that 

the first hit may be an early environmental insult, such as inflammation, during early 

development, with the second hit being subsequent latent or chronic inflammation (Meyer 

et al., 2011). Overall, the “two-hit” hypothesis indicates that two adverse events cumulate 

to cause allostatic overload and ensuing deficits are worse than those caused by an 

individual “hit”.   

 A clinically relevant two-hit model is one where inflammation and stress both occur 

during pregnancy. It is possible that women experiencing high AL, such as stress during 
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pregnancy, need only another insult or “hit”, such as catching a flu, to reach the tipping 

point that increases their offspring’s vulnerability to neurological deficits (Olson et al., 

2015). Inflammation, which may be caused by viral, bacterial, systemic infections or 

other immune events during pregnancy have been associated with an increased risk of 

psychopathologies, including schizophrenia, depression (Miller et al., 2009), bipolar 

disorder (Goldstein et al., 2009), and anxiety (Hou and Baldwin, 2012), among others 

(Khansari and Sperlagh, 2012). Specifically, studies have demonstrated that 

lipopolysaccharides (LPS), an endotoxin, as well as Polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid 

(Poly(I:C)), which is an immunostimulant associated with viral infection, cause 

neuroanatomical alterations and abnormalities in learning and behavior (Shi et al., 2003, 

Zuckerman et al., 2003, Golan et al., 2005, Meyer et al., 2006), with increased risk for 

schizophrenia and autism (Brown et al., 2000, Beversdorf et al., 2005, Feigenson et al., 

2014). 

 In this study, the original disturbance applied is prenatal stress, which is known to 

synergistically aggravate inflammatory processes, thus exacerbating potential adverse 

effects on brain development. Mutual interactions between neuroendocrine stress 

response pathways and the immune system are well documented, and studies suggests 

that inflammation occurs downstream of stress in pregnancy (Arck, 2001, Coussons-Read 

et al., 2005, Butts and Sternberg, 2008). In this study, we chose to use IL-1β as the 

inflammatory “hit”, the second hit, to exacerbate the stress response further. Because LPS 

and poly (I:C), most commonly used in inflammatory studies, stimulate the production 

and release of many pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α, 

(Fortier et al., 2004, Meyer et al., 2006, Cunningham et al., 2007), suggesting that IL-1β 

injected on its own would simulate similar immediate effects.     
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 We hypothesized that both prenatal stress and IL-1β administered together represent 

stressors that cumulatively increase AL in pregnant dams which will lead to more severe 

deficits in the offspring than any single event alone. We propose a “two-hit” hypothesis 

whereby each significant “hit” by a stressful or inflammatory insult may cumulatively 

challenge allostasis causing allostatic overload and subsequent consequences in the 

offspring. Additionally, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of 

maternal inflammation and stress on offspring neurodevelopmental trajectories and 

mental health in later life. Neurodevelopmental trajectories were investigated at 4 time 

points after weaning to establish a time course of brain maturation. The present study was 

based on in vivo T2-relaxometry to provide a quantitative measure of brain tissue changes
 

in an animal model of maternal stress and pro-inflammatory processes induced by IL-1β 

treatment. 

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

 

5.3.1 Animals and Experimental Design 

 The study involved eighteen male Long-Evans hooded rats, bred and housed at the 

Canadian Centre for Behavioural Neuroscience. The animals were housed under a 12 h 

light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:30 AM. The room temperature was maintained at 20
o
C 

with relative humidity at 30%.  

Rats were divided into three groups; Control (n =6), Stress only (n=6), and IL-1β 

and stress combined with inflammation (IL-1β +S; n=6). Pregnant rat mothers were 

stressed on gestational day (G) 12-18 by restraint and forced swimming applied in a semi-

random sequence (Yao et al., 2014). Groups of animals received daily intraperitoneal 
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injections of either 5 mg/kg IL-1β (IL-1β +S) or saline (Stress only) from G17 until 

delivery. Control mothers were administered a saline injection from G17 to delivery. At 

the age of postnatal day 30 (P30), P45, P60 and P90, the offspring were imaged using a 

4.7 T Oxford magnet (Oxford, UK). Animals were weighed each day prior to imaging. 

Animals were euthanized on P90 after final imaging, and brain tissue was collected for 

histological analysis. All procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines of 

the Canadian Council on Animal Care and approved by the University of Lethbridge 

Animal Welfare Committee. 

 

5.3.2 MR Imaging   

 Imaging was performed using a 4.7 T 330 mm horizontal bore magnet (Oxford, 

UK) and a MR6000 console (MR Solutions, UK). A 2-RF coil system consisting of a 

quadrature birdcage transmit coil (10 cm in diameter, 10 cm in length; Morris 

Instruments, ON, Canada), a homebuilt receive-only butterfly coil (2 cm in diameter) and 

PIN diode switching unit (Morris Instruments, ON, Canada), was used. The imaging 

protocol consisted of: a) Localizer images (Spin-Echo- Repetition time (TR)/ Echo Time 

(TE) 700/16 ms, 0.2x0.2x1.5 mm
3
) and b) T2 measurements (TE/ TR 22, 26, 35, 60, 

90/3000 ms, 0.23x0.23x2 mm
3
) and c) T2-weighted images (TE/TR 22/3000ms, 

0.23x0.23x2 mm
3
). Each imaging session lasted less than 60 minutes. All images were 

co-registered. T2 values were extracted from regions of interest (ROI’s) corresponding to 

the prefrontal cortex (PFC) from the fitted maps with Image J (NIH, USA). T2 

relaxometry was quantified during post-processing using a train of five images with their 

respective echo times. Images were fitted on a pixel by pixel basis to obtain the T2 maps 

(Figure 5.2) using customized software in IDL (ITT, USA). T2 data values diminish as a 
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function of reduced free water content and can be interpreted as elevated regional density 

of larger macromolecules or brain matter (Figure 5.1). 

Figure 5.1.  Illustration showing how neuronal density, macromolecules, water and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) affect the T2 value. T2 relaxation values decrease as a function 

of reduced free water content and elevated regional density of larger macromolecules or 

brain matter. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Graph illustrating the transverse decay of the MRI signal as a function of five 

different echo times used to create the T2 map. T2 relaxometry was quantified during 

post-processing where a train of 5 images, depicted here with their respective echo times, 

were fitted on a pixel-by-pixel basis to obtain the T2 maps, shown top right. 
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5.3.3 Tissue Collection and Histology 

 At the age of 90 days rats were euthanized with an overdose of Euthanosol® 

(Merck, QC, Canada) and perfused transcardially with phosphate buffer solution (PBS; 

approximately 200 ml) followed by a transcardial injection of approximately 200 ml of 

4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). Brains were extracted, stored in 

4% PFA and refrigerated for 24 h and then transferred to sucrose solution for at least 

three days. 

 Brains were cut with a microtome in coronal sections at a thickness of 40 µm and 

12 series interval. Sections were stored in 0.01 M PBS with a 1:1000 concentration of 

sodium azide. Every third series of sections was mounted and stained with cresyl violet to 

detect Nissl bodies. Photographs of the sections were captured using a motorized Zeiss 

AxioImager M1 microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) at 1X magnification.  

 5.3.3.1 Mean Grey Value 

 Quantitative cytoarchitectonic analyses were performed for cresyl violet-stained 

sections corresponding to an ROI measuring 0.64 mm
2
 on slides from 3.20 mm to -0.40 

mm relative to Bregma using Image J V1.36  (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html). 

The “absolute grey level index” was ascertained as the measured parameter (Zilles et al., 

1980). A step tablet was used (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html) to calibrate the 

optical density in the 8-bit images. 

 5.3.3.1 Cortical Thickness  

 Cortical thickness was measured on cresyl stained sections at Bregma level 3.20 

mm and -0.04 mm using ImageJ software (NIH). Brain coordinates were chosen based on 

Paxinos and Watson (Paxinos, 1998). Three measurements were made that were 
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positioned medially, centrally and laterally along the cortex with respect to the corpus 

callosum, which are illustrated in Figure 5.6.  

 

5.3.4 Statistical Analysis 

 Analyses were conducted using the statistical software StatView (version 5.0). Data 

were analyzed using parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Fisher's 

LSD post hoc comparisons whenever a main effect or interaction reached statistical 

significance. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.  

 

5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 Body Weight 

 Results for weight of animals across all groups at P30, P45, P60 and P90 are shown 

in Figure 5.3. There was a significant effect of treatment at P30 (F(2,15)=4.470, 

p=0.0300). IL-1β+S weight was significantly lower than the Controls (p=0.0114) and 

Stress group was lower than Controls, although this was not significant (p=0.0503). At 

P45, there was no overall effect of treatment, (F(2,15)=3.389, p=0.0610). However, post 

hoc tests revealed that the IL-1β+S group and the Stress group were significantly lower 

than Controls (p<0.05). At P60 body weight of IL-1β+S animals was still significantly 

lower than Controls (p<0.05), and at P90, the IL-1β +S group was lower but no longer 

significantly different (p=0.06).  
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Figure 5.3. Body weight of offspring at P30, P45, P60 and P90. The Il-1β+S group was 

significantly lower at P30-P60. Stress caused a significantly lower body weight at P45. 

Values represent means +/- SEM. *denotes a significance (*p<0.05). 

 

5.4.2 T2-Relaxometry 

 Results for the mean T2 value measured in areas corresponding to the PFC across 

all groups are illustrated in Figure 5.4. There was a significant difference between T2 

values in the Stress and IL-1B+S treated groups compared to Controls in the ROI drawn 

on a slice 1.70 mm relative to Bregma. Compared to Controls T2 values were significantly 

higher (p<0.05) in the Stress group at P30, P45 and P60 with the largest effect at P30. 

The T2 values were significantly larger in the IL-1β+S rats compared to the Stress group 

at P45 and was significantly larger than Controls at P45 and P60. At P90, the effect of IL-

1β+S was related to major changes in tissue density as measured by cresyl violet 

histology.   
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Figure 5.4.  T2 measurements at developmental milestones. T2 values were significantly 

larger in the IL-1β+S than in animals treated with stress alone at P45 or control animals at 

P45 and P60. T2 values were significantly increased in the stress group at P30, P45 and 

P60 with the largest effect at P30. At P90, only T2 values in the IL-1β+S group were 

significantly higher. Values represent means +/- SEM. * denotes a significance (*p<0.05). 

 

5.4.3 Mean Gray Value 

 The density of tissue in the ROI drawn on the coronal sections corresponding to 

Bregma level 3.20 mm (PFC) was significantly lower in the Il-1β+stress group compared 

to the control group (p<0.05). There were no differences in slices corresponding to 

Bregma level -0.40 mm (motor cortex; MC; Figure 5.5).   

 

5.4.4 Cortical Thickness  

 Figure 5.6 illustrates the measurements (A) and differences in cortical thickness 

across groups (B). There were no significant differences in cortical thickness across 

groups in the slice corresponding to Bregma level -0.04 mm (MC). There was a 

significant effect of treatment on the slice corresponding to Bregma level 3.20 mm (PFC; 
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F(2,144)=4.395, p<0.05). Specifically, there was a significant decrease in cortical 

thickness in the medial measurement of the PFC of the IL-1β+S rats compared to Stress 

animals (p<0.05). 

 

Figure 5.5. Graphic representation of the mean gray value (MGV) collected from the 

ROI drawn on the coronal sections corresponding to Bregma level 3.20 mm (prefrontal 

cortex, PFC) and Bregma level -0.40 mm (motor cortex). MGV in the PFC was 

significantly lower in the Il-1β+S group compared to the control group. There were no 

differences in slices corresponding to MC. Values represent means ± SEM. * denotes a 

significance (*p<0.05). 
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Figure 5.6. Graphic representation of the differences in cortical thickness measured 

medially, laterally and centrally (A). There were no significant differences in cortical 

thickness across all groups in the section corresponding to Bregma level -0.04 mm. There 

was a significant effect of treatment on the section corresponding to Bregma level 3.20 

mm in the medial area of the prefrontal cortex of the IL-1β+S rats compared to stressed 

animals. Values represent means ± SEM. * denotes a significance (*p<0.05). 

 

5.5 Discussion 

 Prenatal stress, in particular maternal stress, has been linked to an increased risk of 

neurodevelopmental disorders and psychopathologies, including schizophrenia, autism, 

and hyperactivity (van Os and Selten, 1998, Koenig et al., 2002, Ronald et al., 2010). 

Related consequences arise following prenatal immune activation, suggesting that these 

deficits of maternal stress and infection or inflammation may influence common 

pathways (Boksa, 2010, Howerton and Bale, 2012, Hsiao and Patterson, 2012). We 
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predicted that a combination of prenatal stress and inflammation, or the “two-hit” model, 

would lead to more severe deficits than a single hit of stress alone. The results from this 

study confirm the hypothesis that multiple hits during pregnancy synergistically 

exacerbate the consequences of a single stressor with regards to offspring brain 

development. 

The present study presents three main findings. First, prenatal inflammation, in 

combination with prenatal stress, reduced body weight during early and late adolescence 

and in adulthood. Second, T2 values were altered across development, with both stress 

and stress plus inflammation resulting in higher T2 values. Third, increased T2 values 

were only seen in the combined stress and inflammation group. Lastly, T2 measurements 

in MRI were confirmed by reduced neural density in adulthood. Overall, the present 

findings demonstrate synergistic effects of stress with pro-inflammatory processes 

disturbing trajectories of normal brain development. 

 The results of the present study revealed decreased body weight gain due to a 

combined impact of stress and inflammation, which was evident from early to late 

adolescence. Stress has long been recognized as a potential cause for intrauterine growth 

restriction in animals and humans (Barlow et al., 1978, Grimm and Frieder, 1987, 

Weinstock et al., 1988, Veenendaal et al., 2013), whereas prenatal inflammation does not 

seem to strongly affect offspring morphogenic parameters (Golan et al., 2005). However, 

Golan et al. (2005) focused on prenatal inflammation in mice and its consequences during 

the first month of life. The present findings suggest that prenatal stressors may affect 

offspring weight not in the early postnatal period but later in life. Growth restriction due 

to prenatal insults have been associated with anatomical and functional deficiencies of the 

developing brain (Kramer et al., 1990). Evidence for abnormal brain development in 
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stressed animals, especially those affected by two hits, also derives from findings of T2 

relaxometry.  

 Both prenatal stress and inflammation alone have been shown to cause alterations in 

brain anatomy and function (eg. Golan et al., 2005; Meyer et al., 2006; Mychasiuk et al., 

2012). In the present study, MRI T2 relaxometry was used longitudinally to detect 

changes during development in the brains of offspring treated with prenatal stress and 

inflammation. T2 relaxometry is an MRI method which utilizes the quantitative data 

provided from T2 maps. The T2 value is affected by water mobility and has been 

suggested to represent a particularly valuable marker of brain tissue changes in health and 

disease states by assessing “free” tissue water content (Kalviainen et al., 1995, Laakso et 

al., 1996, Raz et al., 2005). T2 relaxation measurements have been used previously to 

detect tissue abnormalities in Alzheimer’s disease (Laakso et al., 1996), epilepsy 

(Kalviainen et al., 1995) and aging (Raz et al., 2005). Only one other study has 

investigated the effects of prenatal stress on T2-weighted MRI signals, and found an 

increased hippocampus T2 time at approximately 120 days of age (Lui et al., 2011a), 

indicating decreased tissue density. 

In the present study, T2 relaxometry was measured from P30-P90 which is 

analogous to early childhood to adulthood in humans (Kolb et al., 2012), to detect 

changes in the prefrontal cortex, which is a central structure to the regulation of the stress 

response and mental health. Our results found that prenatal stress along with 

inflammation induced by maternal IL-1β treatment caused the most significant 

impairments as measured by a reduced tissue density at 45 days of age with lasting 

impairments in adulthood. The effect in the stress group was largest at P30 but 

diminished with older age. In a healthy developing rat brain, excessive synapse 
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production occurs between P0-P40, while cortical (more posterior or sensory regions) 

synaptic pruning occurs from P25-P100, while prefrontal cortex (more anterior) pruning 

(synapse elimination) occurs from P40-P160 before myelination occurs from P10-P180 

(Kolb et al., 2012). 

The present data suggest that the impact of prenatal stress on brain development is 

most recognizable at P30, whereas combined IL-1B+stress treatment caused the largest 

effect at P45. This observation indicates that different types of stressors may affect 

different stages of brain development, i.e., stress may largely influence synapse 

production, and inflammation may influence synaptic pruning. Overall, the present results 

confirm previous studies demonstrating reduced neuronal density, or other mechanisms 

leading to functional deficits, in the prefrontal cortex after stress (Mychasiuk et al., 2012) 

and inflammation (Zhou, 2015), which may occur as a consequence of abnormal synapse 

generation or pruning. The present MRI findings were confirmed by histology in 

adulthood, indicating that exposure to stress and IL-1β during gestation caused a decrease 

in neuronal density in the prefrontal cortex that lasted until adulthood.  Thus, multiple hits 

during pregnancy are more likely to cause lasting deficits than any single stressor alone. 

  Although the present study did not investigate the exact mechanisms of abnormal 

neuronal development, multiple studies have indicated roles of glucocorticoids and 

cytokines in neural development. In addition to their prominent function as regulators of 

the immune system, cytokines also modulate neuronal survival (Marx et al., 2001) and 

differentiation (Potter et al., 1999), as well as dendrite development and complexity 

(Gilmore et al., 2004), thereby exerting multiple effects on the developing brain. Maternal 

inflammation has been shown to increase pro-inflammatory cytokines in fetal brains 

along with other molecules responsible for neuronal organization such as the glycoprotein 
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reelin (Meyer et al., 2006), possibly altering neuronal connectivity and pruning. 

Moreover, glucocorticoids, released as early as gestational day 13, have been shown to 

act on neuronal maturation and all stages of the cell cycle, including replication and even 

programmed cell death (Flagel et al., 2002, Harris and Seckl, 2011). It can be expected 

that abnormal levels of glucocorticoids and cytokines during critical periods of early brain 

development in utero may adversely affect neurodevelopmental trajectories. This 

ultimately contributes to increased susceptibility to complex brain disorders with a 

developmental origin, such as schizophrenia and autism. 

 

5.5.1 Limitations  

 There are a few limitations of this study in need of discussion. First, one limitation 

to this study is the lack of animals which were treated with prenatal IL-1β only. This 

group of rats was included in the larger cohort, however, they were not available for an 

imaging study. It could be asked whether the effects seen in the IL-1β+S group is due to 

the effects of IL-1β only, and if IL-1β has a more powerful impact on brain development 

than prenatal stress. In addition to the imaging studies, behavioural data were also 

collected from all animals. These data are mentioned by Olson et al. (2015) and further 

details will be published elsewhere. However, it should be mentioned that the behavioural 

deficits in the offspring were largest in the IL-1β+S group. 

The second limitation to the present study is its focus on males. Sex differences 

are a significant factor in onset, symptomology, and treatment of abnormal brain 

development. For instance, boys present with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 2–3 

times more frequently than girls, and autism has a rate of 4–5 times higher in boys than in 

girls (Froehlich et al., 2007, Bloom et al., 2013). 
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Lastly, the contributing mechanisms by which exposures such as stress and 

inflammation program brain developmental trajectories in the present study remain to be 

determined. Additional brain tissue samples from these animals were collected and will 

be analyzed in the future. It is hypothesized that the mechanisms of stress and 

inflammatory cascades may involve converging pathways and will likely include 

alterations in the fetal placental barrier. This should provide a better understanding of 

how maternal stress and inflammation contributes to offspring development and 

maturation.  

 

5.6 Conclusions  

 Growing evidence suggests that stress and maternal infection affect the developing 

fetal brain and future mental health trajectories. The combination of inflammation and 

stress may be key to understanding the prevalence and susceptibility to psychopathologies 

and affective disorders. Critical mechanism in the priming of brain development may be 

the transition of pro-inflammatory cytokines, particularly, IL-1β, and glucocorticoids 

across the fetal-placental barrier. Here we show that multiple hits by a combination of 

maternal stress and inflammation, both which individually cause neuronal deficits, may 

aggravate the effects, increasing allostatic load, and cause lasting changes. Overall, 

results reflect disturbed neuronal development during maturation, which represents a 

prominent neuropathological finding in human neurodevelopmental disorders including 

autism and schizophrenia. Moreover, the present findings also confirm T2-relaxometry as 

a valid method for determining the effects of inflammation and stress during pregnancy 

on the developing brain with implications for the origins of mental illness. 
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Chapter 6  

6.1 Summary 

 The objectives of this thesis were to investigate the manifestations of ancestral 

prenatal stress across three generations in a rat model and to create an allostatic load 

index to assess and interpret the consequences on stress resiliency and disease 

vulnerability. Moreover, we designed a study to test how stress, combined with 

inflammation, may synergistically influence offspring development. Furthermore, this 

thesis investigated if postnatal enrichment is able to attenuate the effects of prenatal stress 

transmitted through the maternal ancestral lineage.   

 Findings revealed that ancestral prenatal stress, either occurring once in the F0 

parental generation (TPS) or occurring repeatedly in each generation (MPS) results in 

drastic alterations in many systems compared to unstressed controls. Additionally, our 

results demonstrated that EE reduced the adverse consequences of ancestral prenatal 

stress on hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activation, central nervous system 

(CNS) morphology, epigenetic regulators and related behaviours.  Using a new allostatic 

load index developed for animal models, we determined that cumulative ancestral stress 

has a higher overall allostatic load than transgenerational stress, and EE decreases this 

score in both models. Moreover, we developed a novel tool, the cumulative animal 

allostatic load measure (CAALM) index, which proved useful in predicting future health 

deficits induced by ancestral stress along with verifying the positive impact of EE.  

Lastly, observations show that endocrine and behavioural impairments linked to 

prenatal stress can be aggravated by additional insults, such as a second hit by 

inflammation, with consequences that last into adulthood. Summarized below are the 

neuromorphological, physiological, behavioural, and epigenetic changes programmed 
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from ancestral stress, and the effects of stress and inflammation in one generation. An 

interesting point of discussion arising from the topic of allostatic load and stress is the 

concept of individual resilience and vulnerability to related deficits, which will be 

discussed afterward. Lastly, future work and final conclusions will be presented. 

 

6.2 Adverse Effects of Ancestral Stress and Their Mitigation by Enrichment 

Therapy 

 According to our hypothesis, the present results indicate that stress response can 

indeed be programmed generationally, and can be alleviated by EE in animals (Figure 

6.1). In this study, stress was found to have a significant effect on the number of 

glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) in the hippocampus, which was accompanied by an 

increase in glucocorticoids, or corticosterone in this study. Our results are in line with 

other studies that have found lower GR density in the hippocampus (HPC) (Henry et al., 

1994, Maccari et al., 1995) and associated changes in circulating glucocorticoid levels 

due to prenatal stress. Changes in hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 

functionality and epigenetic alterations due to the programming of maternal stress, led to 

many morphological changes in cortical and subcortical brain regions, including the 

corticospinal tract (CST).  

 The present study investigated the influence of ancestral stress on neuromorphology 

in three distinct regions of the brain. These areas included the HPC, which in ancestrally 

stressed animals displayed lower GR density, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the parietal 

cortex, both displaying reduced cortical thickness and reduced dendritic complexity as 

measured by the mean number of intersections. These morphological changes have 

potentially complex consequences on behaviour and endocrinology. For example, 
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reduced thickness of the PFC may significantly affect higher cognitive functions. The 

PFC is particularly important in higher-order executive functions, sensory perception and 

social reasoning (Kolb et al., 2012). Moreover, studies have investigated the relation 

between PFC function and HPA axis activation and concluded that the PFC is a part of 

the regulatory circuitry involved in the stress response (Kern et al., 2008). The decrease in 

cortical thickness and density in the present study may therefore diminish the cortical 

negative feedback on HPA axis activity and contribute to the observed slight increase in 

CORT levels. Furthermore, ancestral stress decreased dendritic length or complexity of 

neurons in the parietal cortex. Lastly, and possibly most intriguing, ancestral stress 

significantly decreased fiber density in the thoracic region of the CST.  

 Programming of the developing brain and HPA-axis with prenatal stress leading to 

neuromorphological adjustments resulted in changes in motor activity and affective 

behaviour similar to those seen in previous studies (Holmes et al., 2006, Lupien et al., 

2009, Harris and Seckl, 2011). Results from the open field and the elevated plus maze 

tests showed that animals that descended from ancestral stress lineages, both TPS and 

MPS, were more vulnerable to anxiety-like as well as hyperactive behaviours. These 

findings agree with current literature that investigated PS (Li et al., 2007, Metz, 2007, 

Field et al., 2008, Gatzke-Kopp, 2011). 

The mainly adverse consequences of ancestral stress were mitigated by exposing 

animals to beneficial postnatal experience in an EE. EE rats spent more time in the open 

arms of the elevated plus maze, suggesting decreased anxiety-related behaviour in EE-

treated groups. Motor behaviour as assessed using the skilled walking task showed that 

ancestral stress led to motor deficits. This deficit was also improved with enrichment. The 

neuromorphological and behavioural consequences of ancestral stress were linked to 
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altered epigenetic regulation involving microRNAs (miRNAs). The potentially mitigating 

role of miRNAs was found to possibly play a role in influencing cortical 

neuromorphology, CST development, as well as associated locomotor and affective 

behaviours. 

 It is apparent that the mechanism through which stress contributes generationally 

involves a complex interaction between genes and environment, which is mediated by 

epigenetic regulators (Meaney, 2010, Dunn et al., 2011a). Accordingly, this study has 

found the transfer of generational stress include the programming of the HPA axis and 

altered behaviour linked to miRNA alterations or epigenetic modifications. The results 

revealed that functionally appropriate miRNAs were expressed that are associated with 

the respective phenotype of each group.  MiRNAs that were differentially expressed in 

the PFC due to stress were found in the literature to be relevant biomarkers in psychiatric 

diseases such as depression (Wan et al., 2015), and schizophrenia (Kocerha et al., 2009), 

as well as memory impairments (Griggs et al., 2013). Moreover, enrichment therapy in all 

cases reversed the effect of stress by either up-regulating or down-regulating the miRNA 

expression in the opposite direction as had been induced by ancestral stress. However, 

although approximately the same numbers of miRNAs were activated due to TPS and 

MPS, the number of miRNAs with respect to enriched conditions differed in the enriched 

TPS and MPS groups. The MPS group had three times the number of miRNAs 

differentially expressed compared to TPS, possibly indicating that the burden of MPS 

causes more miRNA activation in order to alleviate the stress effects by enrichment 

therapy. 
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Figure 6.1. An illustration of the overall effect of ancestral stress and mitigation by 

enrichment. Ancestral stress leads to changes in the epigenome and neuroendocrine 

system,  which leads to an overall change in central nervous system morphology and rat 

behaviour. Enrichment acts on each level in an attempt to reverse the effects of stress. 

Corticosterone (CORT), glucocorticoid receptors (GR), brain derived neurotrophin factor 

(BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), ephrin (EPH), pre frontal cortex (PFC).       
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6.3 The Two-Hit Hypothesis: Exacerbating Stress with Inflammation 

 Just as multiple generations of cumulative stress seem to exacerbate the stress 

response and overall allostatic load, inflammation during pregnancy, in combination with 

stress, also has this effect. In this study, we examined this proposition by combining 

prenatal stress with an inflammatory stressor induced by injections of the pro-

inflammatory interleukin IL-1β. 

 The present study involved in vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to gain 

clinically relevant insights into further mechanisms of stress-related changes in brain 

plasticity. The experiments used the analysis of maps of transverse relaxation times (T2) 

to provide a quantitative measure of brain tissue changes (Kalviainen et al., 1995, Laakso 

et al., 1996). T2 relaxometry proved useful in determining the effects of ancestral stress 

and inflammation on brain development. The MRI findings indicate that exposure to IL-

1β and stress during gestation caused a decrease in neuronal density in the PFC beginning 

in infancy and lasting into adulthood, as validated by histological examination. This 

observation may indicate disturbed neuronal pruning during early brain development, 

which represents a prominent neuropathological finding in human neurodevelopmental 

disorders. This concept of stress acting in aggregation with other insults is an area of 

research that is in the early stages, and worthy of future research. 

 

6.4 Development of the CAALM Index: Insights in to Individual Vulnerability and 

Resilience 

 The degree of interactions between different pathways and the outcomes of 

ancestral stress are complex, and are based on potentially accumulative, oppositional or 

antagonistic mechanisms among individual animals. Due to the complexity and non-
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linearity of the consequences of ancestral stress, we created an allostatic load index, 

similar to that used in humans (Juster et al., 2010), to determine the cumulative burden of 

stress. We used our established ancestral stress model to test the cumulative animal 

allostatic load measure (CAALM) index and found that cumulative ancestral stress in the 

MPS group led to higher allostatic load values as opposed to transgenerational stress 

lineage or non-stress control conditions. The results also showed that rats with higher 

multivariable CAALM scores had an increased vulnerability to lower neuronal density. 

Moreover, enrichment therapy reduced the allostatic load as indicated by single and 

combined allostatic load scores. Surprisingly, some animals were variable in terms of 

their allostatic load scores independent of their treatment, indicating a role for individual 

resilience or vulnerability in determining the CAALM index outcomes. 

 Stress resilience and stress vulnerability is influenced by sex (Van den Hove et al., 

2013) and environmental factors, such as prenatal and postnatal experiences (Bergstrom 

et al., 2008, Castro et al., 2012). Vulnerability refers to the inability to adapt to stressors 

that can become persistent states of stress, whereas resilience refers to the adaptive 

mechanism where one perceives adversity as minimally threatening, developing adaptive 

physiological and psychological responses (Franklin et al., 2012). In the present studies, 

although the transgenerational and multigenerational stress lineages showed similar 

trends with respect to endocrine, behavioural, epigenetic and morphological 

modifications, the CAALM index indicated that some animals, unique in their groups, 

exhibit either higher resilience or higher vulnerability to stress.  For example, two 

multigenerational stress rats showed allostatic load scores below 2, whereas the remainder 

of the group were above a score of 5. The two animals of lower allostatic load scores had 

arguably acquired or inherited traits that led to decreased CAALM scores. Such 
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individual differences point to an intrinsic cause to the variation in the severity of deficits 

due to stress, which may be based on ancestral experiences, as supported by the present 

line of research. 

Individual differences in stress resilience and stress vulnerability may stem from 

neurochemical, neuropeptide and hormonal mediators, along with behavioural traits of the 

psychobiological response of stress coping (Charney, 2004). The question of why some 

individual animals gain stress resilience and others do not addresses a timely topic which 

may provide new avenues for the treatment of stress-associated mental health disorders 

and complex diseases. The etiology of many psychopathologies and addiction remain 

largely unknown and an individual’s vulnerability to these conditions has become a focus 

area of current research. Our approach using the CAALM index allows for the individual 

assessment of stress resilient and stress vulnerable traits and offers a promising potential 

for translating the biomarkers and mechanisms of stress research in animal models to the 

clinical environment. 

 

6.5 Potential Limitations of the Present Studies 

 There are some potential limitations to the interpretation of the data presented in 

this thesis. First, the present research only included male animals, and as gender appears 

to be a critical factor with known sex biases in onset, symptomology, and treatment of 

stress-associated diseases, it would be important to investigate both male and female 

offspring in future research. Second, the ancestral studies included in this thesis only 

consider the third generation offspring. It would be useful to compare the effects size seen 

in the F3 generation to F1 and F2 generation phenotypes in order to understand the 

gradual impact of stress across generations. However, both of these limitations will be 
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addressed ultimately as this study is part of a larger study which addresses sex differences 

and the effects of stress in F0-F4 generations. These aspects of research will be able to 

further elaborate on stress resiliency and stress vulnerability traits that may develop  

across generations. Third, a limitation is that the development of the CAALM index was 

based on retrospective data, where the biomarkers were chosen after data collection was 

completed. The measures of allostatic load were designed to summarize dysregulation 

across multiple physiological systems induced by stress. Biomarkers were selected based 

on theoretical grounds from those assessed in clinical populations and from those 

presented in previous literature and were constrained within the project itself. I suggest, 

for more accurate comparisons to the human allostatic load index, to include a larger 

variety of biomarkers of stress for future studies involving CAALM.  

 Lastly, with respect to the use of animal models in general, and more specifically, to 

investigate ancestral stress and environmental enrichment, it is important to note the 

challenge in translating results to human populations. For example, in our studies, our 

control animals are housed in standard laboratory environments, which may be 

considered impoverished conditions. The enriched environments may just be simulating 

what animals encounter in the wild, and thus when interpreting these results, this factor 

should be taken in to consideration.  

 

6.6 Future Work 

 The present data provide insights into the mechanisms of transgenerational 

programming by stress with potential implications to the human population. Comparative 

studies will be possible in the future based on transgenerational human cohorts such as 

the Dutch Famine Birth Cohort (Veenendaal et al., 2013), Project Ice Storm from Quebec 
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(Laplante et al., 2008) and studies of the World Trade Center attacks trauma (Yehuda et 

al., 2005) based on studies of mothers exposed to adverse experiences during pregnancy 

and their children along with follow-up studies considering the multigenerational impacts 

of stress on future generations, including holocaust survivors’ offspring (Dekel et al., 

2013) and traumatic stress (Roth et al., 2014, Saile et al., 2014). Except for the Dutch 

Famine Birth Cohort, the above cohorts are based on prospective study design and 

therefore will take time to reach three generations. Animal models offer particular value 

for the isolated investigation of stress, transgenerational programing of disease and 

associated predictive biomarkers. Animal studies allow mechanistic studies and 

manipulations of biomarkers to identify potential therapeutic approaches, however, an 

iterative process of knowledge translation to the human cohorts will be the most critical 

step for the development of new predictive, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in 

personalized medicine approaches. 

Additionally, it is important to continue the investigation of longitudinal health 

trajectories in the transgenerational animal cohort to learn about health risks from early 

development to old age in relation to predictive and causative biomarkers. Moreover, 

future studies should continue to elaborate on the ability to represent cumulative effects 

of stress in animals using the CAALM index or a new comparable index. The CAALM or 

similar indices should be applied to other animal models of stress or trauma, including 

aging populations to determine the longitudinal effects of stress. 

 

6.7 Conclusions 

 Growing evidence suggests that many psychopathologies and neurodevelopmental 

disorders have their origins, at least in part, in a troubled prenatal environment. The 
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present findings and previous data suggest that stressful experiences during pregnancy 

can cause transgenerationally heritable phenotypes with altered endocrine status, 

modified neuroplasticity and contribute to associated pathological conditions. However, 

because the effects of prenatal and transgenerationl stress are complex, a method of 

quantifying the cumulative and often antagonistic effects of stress was introduced. 

The concept that ancestral stress may influence disease etiology for generations to 

come is an important revelation in regards to the increasing rate of neurological and 

psychiatric diseases in our society and a rapidly growing exposure to environmental risks, 

such as domestic violence and war, poverty and pollutants. Further, the knowledge that 

environmental enrichment can effectively reverse some detrimental effects of ancestral 

stress will need to be seriously considered in future approaches for prevention, 

intervention and therapies in health management. It is my hope that the awareness and 

warnings seen with regards to prenatal alcohol and nicotine exposure, may begin to 

include those of prenatal stress as well. 
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APPENDIX A: 

Supplemental Figures and Tables 

 

Chapter 2:  

 

 

 

Figure S1: Axon guidance signaling pathway as target for environmentally-

regulated miR-182 expression. Predicted direct targets of miR-182 are shown in red and 

include netrin, semaphorin, ephrin and their receptors. The 3'UTRs of these genes show 

up as high scoring targets in miR-182 binding prediction. The pathway suggests that miR-

182 regulates axonal pathfinding during brain development and maturation, which is 

altered by transgenerational stress and housing conditions. 
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Supplemental Table 1. Small RNA expression fold change with raw and adjusted p-

value. Included are values with a p-value<0.1. C, control; MPS, multigenerational 

prenatal stress; TPS, transgenerational prenatal stress; EE, Enriched Environment housing 

condition. In the order of smallest p-adj. values. 

Treatment small RNA log2FoldChange   SE Wald 

Statistic 

   p-value    p-adj. 

MPS vs C Rattus_norvegicus_chr2.trna4358

-GlyCCC 

2.935006 0.3861

2 

7.60117 2.93E-14 4.7E-12 

TPS vs C FR0403295|C/D 3.474859 0.8197

1 

4.23911 2.24E-05 1.2E-02 

TPS vs C rno-miR-10a-5p 7.276458 0.6199

4 

-4.15206 3.29E-05 1.2E-02 

TPS vs C Rattus_norvegicus_chr2.trna4358

-GlyCCC 

1.638738 0.4099

1 

3.99779 6.39E-05 1.6E-02 

TPS vs C rno-miR-182 1.499731 0.4858

5 

-3.47908 0.000503 2.5E-02 

TPS vs C rno-miR-124-3p 3.576407 0.1880

1 

-3.10761 0.001886 2.8E-02 

MPS vs C rno-miR-124-3p 2.938383 0.1948

6 

-3.28492 0.00102 8.2E-02 

MPS vs C rno-miR-182 1.55158 0.4985

7 

-2.76248 0.005736 3.1E-01 

TPS vs C rno-miR-3553 1.351694 0.7717

9 

-2.71747 0.006578 8.1E-01 

TPS vs C rno-miR-486 8.211783 0.1683

0 

-2.62079 0.008773 9.2E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-199a-3p 1.40123 0.4351

7 

3.21993 0.001282 9.7E-01 

MPS vs C rno-miR-486 2.758066 0.1892

3 

-2.03387 0.041964 9.9E-01 

MPS vs C rno-miR-10a-5p 4.505499 0.5967

2 

-2.02394 0.042977 9.9E-01 

MPS vs C rno-miR-24-3p 1.108923 0.2131

8 

-1.98813 0.046797 9.9E-01 

MPS vs C rno-let-7b-3p 2.90867 0.2958

4 

1.96806 0.049061 9.9E-01 

MPS vs C rno-miR-411-5p 0.746015 0.2024

1 

1.96534 0.049375 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-204-5p 1.161981 0.4168

7 

2.78737 0.005314 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-219a-5p 1.462179 0.6163

1 

2.37245 0.01767 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-375-3p 1.072906 0.4539

6 

2.36340 0.018108 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-21-5p 0.912857 0.3892

2 

2.34534 0.01901 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-211-5p 1.437792 0.6270

0 

2.29312 0.021841 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-7a-5p 0.956106 0.4564

9 

2.09444 0.036221 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

FR0024423|Piwi-interacting -1.28556 0.6681

4 

-1.92410 0.054342 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-3544 1.183926 0.6282

7 

1.88440 0.059511 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-26b-5p 0.626912 0.3404

4 

1.84143 0.065558 9.9E-01 
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MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-450a-5p 0.910405 0.4958

7 

1.83596 0.066364 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

FR0077443|Piwi-interacting 0.901941 0.5051

3 

1.78555 0.074173 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-200c-3p 1.091507 0.6122

8 

1.78269 0.074637 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

FR0059851|Piwi-interacting 1.029639 0.5996

6 

1.71701 0.085977 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-106b-5p 0.936773 0.5512

7 

1.69927 0.089268 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-let-7d-3p 0.473828 0.2789

2 

1.69879 0.089359 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-145-5p 0.552868 0.3293

1 

1.67885 0.093182 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-let-7e-3p 0.988459 0.5930

1 

1.66684 0.095545 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-136-3p -0.33601 0.2029

1 

-1.65596 0.097731 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-200b-5p 0.987452 0.5980

7 

1.65104 0.09873 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-187-3p 1.019519 0.6217

2 

1.63981 0.101044 9.9E-01 

MPS vs 

MPS-EE 

rno-miR-152-3p 1.076068 0.6689

3 

1.60862 0.1077 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C rno-miR-582-5p 1.01799 0.5019

2 

2.02819 0.042541 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

rno-miR-582-5p 1.01799 0.5019

2 

2.02819 0.042541 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C rno-miR-29c-5p -1.08965 0.5624

0 

-1.93748 0.052686 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

rno-miR-29c-5p -1.08965 0.5624

0 

-1.93748 0.052686 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C FR0192132|Piwi-interacting 1.049282 0.5908

9 

1.77575 0.075775 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

FR0192132|Piwi-interacting 1.049282 0.5908

9 

1.77575 0.075775 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C rno-miR-1306-5p 1.045943 0.5909

1 

1.77005 0.076719 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

rno-miR-1306-5p 1.045943 0.5909

1 

1.77005 0.076719 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C rno-miR-125a-3p 1.033198 0.5852

6 

1.76535 0.077505 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

rno-miR-125a-3p 1.033198 0.5852

6 

1.76535 0.077505 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C FR0313594|C/D -1.05611 0.6280

7 

-1.68151 0.092664 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

FR0313594|C/D -1.05611 0.6280

7 

-1.68151 0.092664 9.9E-01 

C-EE vs C rno-miR-1843b-5p -0.33416 0.2029

8 

-1.64622 0.099719 9.9E-01 

TPS vs 

TPS-EE 

rno-miR-1843b-5p -0.33416 0.2029

8 

-1.64622 0.099719 9.9E-01 

TPS vs C rno-miR-429 -1.82056 0.8068

3 

-2.25641 0.024045 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-3577 1.746913 0.7848

3 

2.22582 0.026026 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-3102 1.222738 0.5561

7 

2.19846 0.027916 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000034753|5S -1.86927 0.8537

3 

-2.18950 0.02856 1.0E+00 
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TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000034421|5S -1.80827 0.8389

1 

-2.15550 0.031123 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-30b-3p 1.761104 0.8198

1 

2.14819 0.031699 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000034612|5S -1.68545 0.8348

5 

-2.01885 0.043503 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-667-3p 0.82052 0.4080

0 

2.01104 0.044322 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000034413|5S -1.7104 0.8537

5 

-2.00339 0.045136 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000041881|5S -1.67308 0.8493

4 

-1.96985 0.048855 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-128-2-5p 1.645695 0.8423

9 

1.95360 0.050748 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-135b-5p -0.90651 0.4641

7 

-1.95296 0.050825 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000041036|5S -1.5774 0.8276

2 

-1.90595 0.056657 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000035238|5S -1.54693 0.8473

0 

-1.82570 0.067896 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-30d-3p 0.754134 0.4209

5 

1.79150 0.073212 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-541-5p 0.565428 0.3167

5 

1.78506 0.074252 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-151-3p 0.442087 0.2521

6 

1.75318 0.079572 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-25-5p 1.420034 0.8278

6 

1.71530 0.086291 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-141-3p -1.24529 0.7421

1 

-1.67802 0.093344 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C rno-miR-671 0.776569 0.4678

0 

1.66002 0.096909 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C FR0062876|Piwi-interacting -1.36453 0.8236

8 

-1.65660 0.0976 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000041010|5S -1.36884 0.8418

0 

-1.62607 0.103934 1.0E+00 

TPS vs C ENSRNOG00000040834|5S -1.37447 0.8455

7 

-1.62552 0.104051 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-103-3p 0.313884 0.1724

7 

1.81985 0.068781 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-132-3p 0.280005 0.1590

8 

1.76012 0.078388 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-873-3p -0.60339 0.3589

2 

-1.68111 0.092742 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-541-5p 0.466462 0.2869

2 

1.62571 0.104011 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-191a-5p 0.371252 0.2303

6 

1.61156 0.107057 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-434-5p -0.78145 0.4866

0 

-1.60591 0.108295 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C rno-miR-27a-3p -0.43036 0.2686

9 

-1.60169 0.109224 1.0E+00 

MPS vs C Rattus_norvegicus_chr1.trna2048

-SeC(e)TCA 

1.765595 0.6182

0 

2.85598 0.00429 NA 

MPS vs C FR0024423|Piwi-interacting 2.16298 0.7631

6 

2.83423 0.004594 NA 

MPS vs C FR0403295|C/D 2.070462 0.7641

1 

2.70962 0.006736 NA 

MPS vs C rno-miR-3553 1.289105 0.6838

7 

-2.48192 0.013068 NA 
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MPS vs C rno-miR-3577 1.728112 0.7448

1 

2.32018 0.020331 NA 

MPS vs C rno-miR-342-5p -1.59533 0.7678

8 

-2.07758 0.037748 NA 

MPS vs C FR0392512|H/ACA 1.485154 0.7578

1 

1.95978 0.050022 NA 

MPS vs C FR0249489|Piwi-interacting 1.200728 0.6357

1 

1.88880 0.058919 NA 

MPS vs C FR0327571|Piwi-interacting 1.391373 0.7661

0 

1.81616 0.069346 NA 

MPS vs C ENSRNOG00000040834|5S -1.25947 0.7233

7 

-1.74111 0.081665 NA 

MPS vs C rno-miR-30d-3p 0.786133 0.4527

1 

1.73648 0.08248 NA 

MPS vs C FR0107401|Piwi-interacting 0.998947 0.6032

6 

1.65591 0.09774 NA 

MPS vs C FR0234140|C/D -1.23158 0.7459

0 

-1.65112 0.098713 NA 

MPS vs C rno-miR-1306-5p 1.145874 0.7081

6 

1.61810 0.105641 NA 
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Chapter 3: 

 

Figure S2. Individual photomicrographs of A) grouping and B) individually stained 

pyramidal neurons stained with BDA. 
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Chapter 4: 

 

Supplemental Table 2: Correlations coefficients and significance 

 R P-Value 

OF, EPM 2.84E-04 0.9989 

OF, CORT 0.08 0.7051 

OF, BLOOD GLUCOSE 0.13 0.5237 

OF, IL-1β 0.18 0.3652 

OF, IL-2 0.03 0.892 

OF, Leptin 0.12 0.5456 

OF, IL-6 0.37 0.0542 

OF, Weight 0.19 0.3253 

OF, Lactate 0.09 0.6412 

OF, Creatine 0.12 0.5379 

OF, MWT 0.42 0.0265* 

OF, MGV 0.36 0.0613 

OF, CAALM -0.51 0.0047* 

EPM, CORT -2.57E-03 0.9897 

EPM, BLOOD GLUCOSE -0.03 0.8766 

EPM, IL-1β 0.01 0.9527 

EPM, IL-2 0.01 0.9439 

EPM, Leptin 0.09 0.6596 

EPM, IL-6 -4.40E-03 0.9824 

EPM, Weight 0.09 0.636 

EPM, Lactate -0.15 0.4571 

EPM, Creatine -0.14 0.4887 

EPM, MWT 0.14 0.4829 

EPM, MGV 0.23 0.2365 

EPM, CAALM -0.33 0.0818 

CORT, BLOOD GLUCOSE 0.2 0.3063 

CORT, IL-1β -0.08 0.7017 

CORT, IL-2 0.2 0.3155 

CORT, Leptin 0.05 0.7871 

CORT, IL-6 0.16 0.4238 

CORT, Weight 0.14 0.4695 

CORT, Lactate -0.06 0.7809 

CORT, Creatine -0.08 0.6819 

CORT, MWT -0.08 0.6709 

CORT, MGV -0.19 0.3403 

CORT, CAALM -0.13 0.5063 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, IL-1β 0.11 0.5856 
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BLOOD GLUCOSE, IL-2 -0.12 0.5535 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, Leptin 0.22 0.2702 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, IL-6 0.1 0.6205 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, Weight 0.03 0.8831 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, Lactate 0.02 0.9179 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, Creatine 0.02 0.9029 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, MWT -0.05 0.8042 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, MGV -0.17 0.3932 

BLOOD GLUCOSE, CAALM 0.22 0.2662 

IL-1β, IL-2 0.18 0.2155 

IL-1β Leptin -0.17 0.2582 

IL-1β, IL-6 0.19 0.1901 

IL-1β, Weight 0.18 0.2186 

IL-1β, Lactate 0.27 0.0684 

IL-1β, Creatine 0.27 0.0684 

IL-1β, MWT -0.21 0.2911 

IL-1β, MGV -0.32 0.0903 

IL-1βIL-1β, CAALM 0.46 0.0143* 

IL-2, Leptin -0.11 0.4725 

IL-2, IL-6 -0.09 0.5537 

IL-2, Weight 0.08 0.5932 

IL-2, Lactate 0.23 0.1162 

IL-2, Creatine 0.23 0.1162 

IL-2, MWT 0.2 0.1799 

IL-2, MGV -0.29 0.0879 

IL-2, CAALM 0.35 0.0147* 

Leptin, IL-6 0.47 0.0108* 

Leptin, Weight 0.15 0.4644 

Leptin, Lactate -0.31 0.1115 

Leptin, Creatine -0.31 0.1041 

Leptin, MWT 0.06 0.7675 

Leptin, MGV 0.14 0.4844 

Leptin, CAALM -0.12 0.5434 

IL-6, Weight -0.23 0.2358 

IL-6, Lactate -0.22 0.2701 

IL-6, Creatine -0.23 0.2424 

IL-6, MWT 0.28 0.1515 

IL-6, MGV 0.18 0.3533 

IL-6, CAALM -0.12 0.5532 

Weight, Lactate 0.17 0.3914 

Weight, Creatine 0.18 0.3538 
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Weight, MWT 0.01 0.9568 

Weight, MGV -0.25 0.2025 

Weight, CAALM -0.15 0.4611 

Lactate, Creatine 0.98 <0.0001* 

Lactate, MWT 0.27 0.1728 

Lactate, MGV -0.26 0.0249* 

Lactate, CAALM -0.02 0.9171 

Creatine, MWT 0.27 0.1702 

Creatine, MGV -0.25 0.0329* 

Creatine, CAALM -0.05 0.8054 

MWT, MGV -0.09 0.6548 

MWT, CAALM -0.34 0.0769 

MGV, CAALM -0.56 0.0016* 

*denotes significance (p<0.05)   
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APPENDIX B:  

Systematic Review 

Environmental Enrichment as an Intervention for Adverse Health Outcomes: 

Postnatal Therapy for Prenatal Stress 
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Abstract  

 Prenatal stress has complex neurological, behavioural and physiological 

consequences for the developing offspring. The phenotype linked to prenatal stress 

usually lasts into adulthood and may even propagate to subsequent generations. The 

mainly uncontrollable exposure to stress and the lasting consequences emphasize the 

urgent need for treatment strategies that effectively reverse stress programming. Exposure 

to complex beneficial experiences, such as environmental enrichment (EE), is one of the 

most powerful therapies to promote neuroplasticity and behavioural performance at any 

time in life. A small number of studies have previously used EE to postnatally treat 

consequences of prenatal stress in the attempt to reverse deficits that were primarily 

induced in utero. This review discusses the available data on postnatal EE exposure in 

prenatally stressed individuals to determine if EE is a suitable treatment option to reverse 

the adverse consequences of stress programming and enhance stress resiliency. Moreover, 

This review addresses the cumulative stress hypothesis, which proposes that EE mitigates 

adverse consequences of PS, versus the mismatch hypothesis, which proposes that EE is 

inefficient to reverse adverse fetal programming associated with PS. From the articles 

included, it is clear that EE reverses most behavioural, physiological and neural deficits 

due to prenatal stress. Differing responses may be dependent on the timing and variability 

of stress and EE, exercise, and the potential vulnerable or resilient phenotypes to prenatal 

stress. Results from this study indicate that enrichment may provide an effective therapy 

for clinical populations suffering from the effects of prenatal stress.  

 

 

Keywords: Maternal stress, pregnancy, prenatal stress, enriched environment, mismatch 

hypothesis, HPA axis, vulnerability, resilience 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  Stress during pregnancy, in particular psychosocial stress, is felt by more than 80 

percent of women (Woods et al., 2010). Prenatal stress (PS), induced by exposure to 

social, physical or environmental distress during pregnancy, threatens the natural 

regulatory capacity of the endocrine, immune and nervous systems in the developing 

fetus (Koolhaas et al., 2011). A stressful situation experienced by the pregnant mother 

activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis to initiate the release of stress 

hormones, such as cortisol in humans or corticosterone in rats. The corticosteroids may 

enter the fetal circulation (Migeon et al., 1956) and program the offspring`s HPA axis 

activity and stress response in later life (Bosch et al., 2007, Glover et al., 2009). In 

addition, the effects of maternal stress can be passed on to the offspring through 

epigenetic mechanisms (Mueller and Bale, 2008, Oberlander et al., 2008) and through 

changes in maternal behaviour and care (Meaney, 2001, Champagne et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, paternal effects of stress on maternal behaviour (Mashoodh et al., 2012) and 

offspring development (Mychasiuk et al., 2013) have also been investigated . Epigenetic 

changes transmitted from the father by stressing male rats during spermatogenesis, found 

that stress led to decreased stress reactivity and slowed the development of motor 

function (Mychasiuk et al., 2013). In addition, the paternal stress altered DNA 

methylation patterns in offspring which was visible in adolescence. While programming 

by PS may primarily have the purpose to better prepare the offspring for survival in 

adverse environmental conditions, the adaptive benefit may come at a physiological and 

metabolic expense, thus generating adverse health outcomes. 

Adverse health outcomes linked to PS concern the endocrine and immune 

systems, with secondary health outcomes manifesting in the elevated risk of 

psychopathologies and neurological disease (Glover, 2011), reproductive health and 

pregnancy outcomes (Arck, 2001, Yao et al., 2014), along with hypertension and diabetes 

(Lindsay et al., 1996). For example, PS, mainly through dysregulation of the HPA axis, 

may alter neurodevelopment and lead to altered dendritic morphology (Mychasiuk et al., 

2012), and the susceptibility to affective and hyperactive behaviours [(Ronald et al., 

2010) for review on PS and brain development see Charil et al., 2010)]. These phenotypes 

have been shown to persist to future generations (Zucchi. et al., 2013, Yao et al., 2014). 

Based on the evidence that PS adversely effects health and is passed across multiple 

generations, treatments to prevent or reverse the detrimental effects of PS are of 

significant interest.  

 Enriched environment (EE) is a non-invasive treatment that produces robust 

changes in neuronal morphology and behaviour. In experimental studies, housing animals 

in an EE provides them with rich social, motor, cognitive and sensory stimulation. EE 

was first studied in the 1940’s by Donald O. Hebb when he brought rats to his home and 

had his children play with them, essentially “enriching” their environment. He noted that 

rats reared as pets in his house performed better on memory tasks compared to rats reared 

in standard conditions (Hebb, 1947). Further study by Hebb’s team found that laboratory 

dogs that were treated as pets are superior in problem-solving than those reared in simple 

or deprived environments (Clarke et al., 1951). In addition, the authors suggested that 

social behaviour and motivation appeared increased in the enriched dogs (Clarke et al., 

1951). 

 Since Hebb’s first experiments, the combination of a multimodal stimulation in 

EE in animal studies has proven to produce many beneficial anatomical, molecular, and 
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behavioral changes. Neuroanatomical studies have shown an increase in cortical weight, 

thickness and an increase in dendritic organization in EE rats (Rosenzweig et al., 1962, 

Bennett et al., 1964, Jung and Herms, 2014). Molecular studies have shown that EE 

causes an increase in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which is involved in 

hippocampal (HPC) neuroplasticity and cortex (Falkenberg et al., 1992). EE effectively 

promotes recovery from neurological disorders, such as stroke (Kolb and Gibb, 1991, 

Knieling et al., 2009), traumatic brain and spinal cord injury (Fischer and Peduzzi, 2007) 

and has protective effects in neurodegenerative disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease 

(Jadavji et al., 2006, Jadavji and Metz, 2009). Notably, EE has considerable translational 

value for preclinical studies. Enriching an environment has significant ecological validity 

for the human population and better reproduces the human lifestyle than a standard 

shoebox cage with pair housing. Furthermore, EE strategies have also been successfully 

applied to the human population. Although enrichment in a complex human environment 

can hardly be standardized, a wealth of studies has shown that specific experiential 

treatments promote endocrine, neuronal and behavioural functions. Exposure to 

mindfulness meditation (Lutz et al., 2008), music lessons (Metzler et al., 2013) or 

physical activities (Anderson and Shivakumar, 2013) represent just a few of the intriguing 

examples. Despite these successes, only few studies have used EE to reverse the 

consequences of PS. 

 Given the extensive use of EE in animal studies of brain plasticity, it is somewhat 

surprising that relatively few studies have applied this treatment to PS. One reason for 

this lack of studies may be the expectation that EE is insufficient to address the drastic 

impact of PS. For example, the complex environment offered by EE encourages extensive 

physical exercise, which may elevate the stress response (Larson et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, EE houses animals in larger groups compared to regular housing conditions 

in standard shoebox cages. The interaction in a large social setting may at times generate 

aversive behaviours, depending on the space provided (Marashi et al., 2003). 

Accordingly, EE has been reported to cause neuroendocrine effects that are similar to 

chronic stress (Moncek et al., 2004). In addition, Larrson et al. (2002) suggested that the 

rich physical and sensory stimulation generated by EE may represent a mild, recurring 

stressor due to the repeated introduction of novel objects (Larsson et al., 2002).  

The use of an EE to treat consequences of PS requires a cautionary note. Two 

hypotheses, the hypothesis of cumulative stress and the mismatch hypothesis, create 

concern over the appropriate postnatal environment for prenatally stressed individuals. 

The cumulative stress hypothesis states that aversive experiences in early life predispose 

individuals to be more vulnerable to aversive challenges later in life (Nederhof and 

Schmidt, 2012). In this hypothesis, cumulative or chronic stress causes an individual to be 

unable to cope with stressors and as a result, the wear and tear of stress takes a toll on 

health. Here, one could expect that EE would have a beneficial effect, essentially 

reversing the adverse health outcomes promoted by PS. On the other hand, the mismatch 

hypothesis states that aversive experiences early in life trigger adaptive processes, which 

render an individual to be better adapted to aversive challenges in later life (Nederhof, 

2012, Nederhof and Schmidt, 2012, Santarelli et al., 2014). If this hypothesis proves 

correct, one would expect that prenatally stressed offspring, who are essentially being 

prepared for a stressful environment, would not benefit from being placed in an EE. Due 

to these two contradicting hypothesis, it is important to review the current findings on PS 
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and EE to determine if EE is a suitable treatment option to reverse the adaptive or 

detrimental effects of PS. 

 This review will summarize the current literature addressing the effectiveness of 

postnatal EE to treat adverse outcomes associated with PS. Specifically, the review will 

focus on the question of whether deficits due to PS can be reversed through exposure to 

EE in later life with the goal of supplying a comprehensive overview of the current 

literature in the field.  

 

2. METHODS  
 In March 2015, Web of Science and Pub Med were searched for “Enrichment” or 

“Enriched Environment” and “Prenatal Stress”. After the independent captures were 

merged and duplicates removed, the initial search yielded a total of 183 articles. 

Eligibility criteria included English articles, non-conference proceedings and research 

articles. There were no research-based articles which involved human subjects, so all 

articles reported in the following pertain to animal studies. A final capture of 15 articles 

was used for full analysis and data extraction. Studies that focused on multiple treatment 

groups in addition to PS and offspring enrichment were included, but only the groups of 

interest were included in the data extraction.  

 Summarized here are the types of PS and EE used in the studies, and the overall 

behavioural, morphological and molecular changes induced by PS and EE. Emphasis was 

placed on studies relating to brain and behaviour, i.e., the effectiveness of EE in reversing 

behavioural and neuronal deficits due to PS. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Forms of Prenatal Stress and Environmental Enrichment  

 A variety of techniques can be used to induce PS in animal models. The studies 

that investigated EE used prenatal stressors that ranged from maternal social and 

psychological stress (i.e., predator stress and social isolation) to physical stress (i.e., foot 

shocks, restraint and swim stress). In addition to these stressor types, the time at which 

the stressor was given (gestational day (G) 12-18 or G13-15), the duration of the stressor 

(between 3-6 hrs, every day or every other day), the order of stressors (if more than one, 

random or non-random) and the time of day at which the stressors were given, differed as 

well. These factors contribute to the overall effect size and severity of PS in animals 

(Charil et al., 2010) and influence the efficacy of EE therapy. 

 Along with stressor variability, postnatal enrichment paradigms also differed 

vastly amongst the included studies. In general, there are two categories of enrichment in 

the literature included in this review; physical enrichment and physical plus social 

enrichment. Physical enrichment is defined as enrichment using physical or sensory 

stimuli to enrich the environment. This type of enrichment may include toys, elevated 

platforms, exercise wheels and novel objects that change on a regular basis. Social 

enrichment involves the housing of multiple animals in one large condominium in order 

to promote social interactions and play. These categories are further divided into the cage 

dynamics (size of cage, platform levels etc.) as shown in Figure 1. Other manipulations to 

the environment not included in the illustrations include novel food, various materials for 

bedding, sand or other material for somatosensory stimulation, the time spent in the EE 

and the frequency of introducing novel items (every day, once a week, etc.). Also, in 
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some cases, food was frequently moved to different locations to encourage foraging and 

explorative behaviour. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of types of enriched environments. This illustration 

depicts the variability in enrichment paradigms used across studies, including variation in 

the physical and sensorimotor components and the social dynamics.  

 

 

3.2. Reversibility of Prenatal Stress with Enriched Environment 
 The effects of PS and the impact of EE in the respective animal models of PS 

were recorded for three categories; behavioural, morphological and molecular. A 

summary of the effects of PS and EE is provided in the following. 

 

3.2.1. Influence of EE on Behavioural Outcomes Induced by Prenatal Stress   

 Fourteen of the 15 studies reported behavioural outcomes of PS and EE. Many 

behavioural paradigms were used to measure changes in affective disorders, fear, 

addiction, learning and memory, and motor abilities. The particular behavioural changes 

are summarized in Table 1. 
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3.2.1.1. Affective Disorders, Fear and Addiction  

 Anxiety-like behaviours were measured using Open Field, Elevated Plus Maze, Y-

maze, social behaviour test, and the Defensive Withdrawal task. In all cases, PS had an 

anxiogenic effect (Laviola et al., 2004, Pascual et al., 2015, Zubedat et al., 2015), with 

increased emotionality, as indicated by elevated locomotor activity, increased time spent 

in closed arms and reduced frequency of age typical rough and tumble play (Table 1). EE 

had an anxiolytic effect and lowered emotionality. PS was found to increase depressive-

like behaviour as measured using the Forced Swim task which was restored with EE 

(Table 1). Moreover, the amount of fear, as measured by the defensive withdrawal task 

after acute stress was increased in PS rats whereas animals placed in an EE showed no 

effect (Qian et al., 2008). Lastly, addiction and attention was measured using Paired Pulse 

Inhibition (PPI), Object Recognition Task (ORT), and Conditioned Place Preference 

(CPP). PS increased addictive behaviour in terms of greater preference for morphine 

(Yang et al., 2006) and impaired selective attention as measured by ORT and impaired 

partial sustained attention as measured by PPI (Zubedat et al., 2015). Behavioural 

measurements of addiction were sex-specific, with females showing decreased PPI due to 

PS and EE, whereas males showed an increase in PPI due to EE only (Emack and 

Matthews, 2011).  

 

3.2.1.2. Learning and Memory  
 Learning and memory measured by the Morris water task (or maze), showed 

impaired performance due to PS in all included studies (Koo et al., 2003, Yang et al., 

2007, Lui et al., 2011c, Li et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2012a, e). The effects of EE were 

either restorative, eliminating any impairments, as measured by the time to find platform 

that was similar in both controls and PS+EE, or were additive, which was reflected by 

improved learning and memory performance as indicated by a decrease in the time to find 

the hidden platform compared to controls. In all cases, EE seemed to reverse any adverse 

effect of PS on learning and memory performance (see Table 1 for overview). 

 It should also be mentioned that one study used electrophysiology (Yang et al., 

2007) to study neuroplasticity associated with learning and memory functions. The study 

reported that long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) were altered 

by both PS and EE; PS impaired LTP and facilitated LTD in the hippocampus, and EE 

treatment counteracted the PS effect on LTP and LTD (Yang et al., 2007). 

 

3.2.1.3. Motor Skills  
 Behavioural tests for motor skills in PS- and EE-treated animals included rotorod, 

string suspension and skilled reaching tasks. PS animals across all studies showed 

superior performances in motor learning tasks (Ulupinar et al., 2015, Zubedat et al., 

2015). EE however, showed differing effects, with one study showing a negative effect in 

motor learning tasks and reaching performance (Ulupinar et al., 2015), and the other 

showing superior performance in motor tasks (Zubedat et al., 2015). The major 

differences between these two studies were the duration of stress (G13-15 versus G14-21) 

and the type of stressor, one using restraint and the other using a combination of restraint, 

swim and mirror strength (see Table 1). Notably, EE had a larger benefit when the stress 

regimen used variable stressors and for a shorter period of time (Zubedat et al., 2015). 

The two reports of motor performance both provided full access to exercise with the 
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inclusion of a running wheel within the enriched housing (Ulupinar et al., 2015, Zubedat 

et al., 2015).  

 

3.2.2. Influence of EE on Neuromorphological Changes Associated with Prenatal 

Stress 

 Four of the 15 studies pursued neuromorphological analyses including spine 

density of granular cells in hippocampus (Peng et al., 2011), Purkinje cell morphology 

(dendritic area and dendritic perimeter) and granule to Purkinje cell ratio (Pascual et al., 

2015, Ulupinar et al., 2015) and T2 relaxometry (Lui et al., 2011a). All but one study 

reported that PS induced neuromorphological changes. Regions of interested included the 

cerebellum and the hippocampus, in particular CA1 and dentate gyrus. Overall, PS 

decreased dendritic area and perimeter, spine density, granular cells in the HPC, and these 

consequences were rescued by EE (see Table 1). PS did not affect cerebellar morphology; 

however, it should be noted that there was no control for the PS condition (Ulupinar et al., 

2015). In cerebellum, EE significantly increased the density of granule cells and the 

granule to Purkinje cell ratio in males. Females showed no significant alterations in 

cerebellar morphology. 

One study used MRI T2 relaxometry as a measure of neuronal density (Lui et al., 

2011a). T2 relaxometry measures free water concentration where an increased T2 signal 

implies increased neuronal loss or possibly increased fiber density or anisotropy (Roch et 

al., 2002; Fabene and Sbarbati, 2004; Eriksson et al., 2007; Jansen et al., 2008). This 

study was in agreement with previous reports, showing an increase T2 signal in the 

hippocampus, indicating neuronal loss (Kalviainen et al., 1995, Kalviainen et al., 1997).  

 

3.2.3. Effects of EE on Molecular Manifestations of Prenatal Stress  
 Ten of the 15 studies assessed molecular markers as a function of PS and EE. In 

the ten studies, 14 markers were used including markers of synaptic plasticity and 

development, neurogenesis and neuronal growth, stress response, immune regulation, 

attention, and fear-related learning. These changes are summarized in Table 2. 

 

3.2.3.1. Synaptic Plasticity and Synapse Development 
 Markers of synaptic plasticity in the cortex and hippocampus included neural cell 

adhesion molecule (NCAM), synaptophysin (SYP), N-Methyl-D-aspartate receptor 

(NMDAR), B1-integrin and Tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA). NCAM is a reliable 

index of synaptic density as it plays a pivotal role in neuronal development, regeneration, 

and synaptic plasticity (Koo et al., 2003). SYP is a synaptic vesicle protein that is used as 

an index of synaptic numbers and density and indirectly as a measure of neuronal 

transmission (Nakamura et al., 1999). Integrins are important in early programming 

(Huang et al., 2006) and regulate long term potentiation and synaptic efficacy through the 

activation of NMDAR and calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II signaling cascades 

(Shi and Ethell, 2006). tPA is highly expressed in brain regions involved in learning and 

memory, fear and anxiety, motor learning, and stress response (Melchor and Strickland, 

2005). Moreover, tPA is thought to increase synaptic strength, as it is elevated after long-

term potentiation. Overall, markers of synaptic plasticity in the cortex and hippocampus 

revealed downregulation in PS and upregulation after EE exposure (Koo et al., 2003, Lui 

et al., 2011c, Peng et al., 2011, Li et al., 2012). One exception however, showed that a 

decreased expression of hippocampus b1-integrin and tPA could not be reversed by EE 
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(Liu et al., 2011). Both are associated with learning and memory consolidation in the 

adult brain, while mediating synaptic stabilization and strength (Koo et al., 2003). These 

molecular changes support the behavioural findings related to learning and memory. 

 

3.2.3.2. Neurogenesis and Neuronal Growth 
 Markers of neurogenesis and neuronal growth included 5-Bromodeoxyuridine 

(BrdU), BDNF and growth-associated protein 43 (GAP-43). BrdU is incorporated into the 

DNA during the cell cycle and is widely used as a mitotic marker during development 

and to identify newly generated neurons in the adult brain (Kolb et al., 1999). BDNF is a 

neurotrophic protein which regulates activity-dependent dendritic and axonal 

neuroplasticity along with synapse generation and transmission (Levine et al., 1995, 

Thoenen, 1995, Schinder and Poo, 2000). BDNF is a prominent marker of structural and 

functional changes in neuronal populations. GAP-43 is involved in neurite formation, 

regeneration and plasticity and has shown to play a key role in stress-induced damage to 

the hippocampus and to regulate dendritic branching in vitro (Chao and McEwen, 1994, 

Gauthier-Campbell et al., 2004). Overall, markers of neurogenesis and neuronal growth 

were downregulated due to PS, with the exception of one measurement at P15, where 

upregulation was found (Zhang et al., 2012a). By contrast, these markers were 

upregulated by EE treatment (Koo et al., 2003, Zhang et al., 2012a, e). 

 

3.2.3.3. Components of the Stress Response  
 In response to acute and chronic stress, the brain activates many hormonal 

pathways including the HPA axis. This response leads to the release of corticosteroid 

hormones from the adrenal glands, which then feedback on the brain by binding to 

glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) and mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs). GRs are of 

primary interest when investigating PS because they are activated by high levels of 

corticosteroids or cortisol, and they assist in terminating the stress response through 

negative feedback regulation. Moreover, GRs participate in memory consolidation and 

various other behavioural responses (de Kloet et al., 2005). 

 When comparing levels of cortisol in maternal and fetal plasma samples, 

researchers have shown that fetal concentrations of cortisol are linearly related to 

maternal concentrations (Gitau et al., 1998, Gitau et al., 2001) indicating a transfer of 

HPA programming from the mother to her offspring (Bosch et al., 2007, Glover et al., 

2009). Out of the studies investigated here, only two measured stress-related 

physiological changes. In these two studies, baseline markers of the stress response, 

CORT and GR, were downregulated due to PS and upregulated due to EE (Emack and 

Matthews, 2011). In one case, CORT was upregulated in the PS group, but this occurred 

after an acute bout of stress, and EE further reversed this effect (Morley-Fletcher et al., 

2003).  

 

 

3.2.3.4. Other Relevant Measures  
 Other measures included markers of immune regulation as well as molecular 

markers linked to fear-related learning, activity and attention. Markers of immune 

regulation included CD4 and CD8 T Lymphocytes and interleukin (IL)-1B, IL-10 and IL-

2 cytokines. These markers show an increase in inflammatory immune activity due to PS 

and a reversal due to EE. The measure of activity and attention included dopamine 
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receptors (DRD 1 and 2) in the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Dopamine receptor D1 

(DRD1) and D2 (DRD2) are key receptors that regulate growth and differentiation of 

dopaminergic neurons (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 2012) and are known to have a 

decreased expression during stress (Scheggi et al., 2011). 

Fear-related learning was also measured using gastrin-releasing peptide receptors 

(GRPR). GRP and the GRP receptor (GRPR) are distributed throughout the central 

nervous system and play an important role in regulating amygdala-dependent fear-related 

learning (Shumyatsky et al., 2002). Previous studies revealed that GRP modulates the 

expression of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) in the amygdala (Kent et al., 

2001a). Markers of activity and attention, and fear-related learning were not affected by 

PS in these studies, but were positively modulated by EE (Qian et al., 2008). 

 

4. DISCUSSION  

 The present review investigated if environmental enrichment offers an effective 

treatment option to reverse adverse behavioural, physiological, and neurological 

consequences associated with early programming by stress in utero. This review provides 

an aggregated summary of the effect of PS and EE to address the cumulative stress 

hypothesis, which proposes that EE mitigates adverse consequences of PS, versus the 

mismatch hypothesis, which proposes that EE is inefficient to reverse adverse fetal 

programming associated with PS. We reviewed the current findings on PS and postnatal 

EE to determine if EE provides a suitable treatment option to reverse adverse effects of 

PS.  

 Of the initial number of captured studies, 15 were eligible for review. These 15 

studies specifically investigated behavioural, physiological, neuromorphological or 

molecular aspects of PS and postnatal EE therapy. Across all studies, EE seems to have 

overall beneficial effects on animals that were prenatally stressed. This review revealed 

that EE, for the most part, reverses behavioural, morphological and molecular 

consequences of PS. The efficacy of EE, however, may depend on the timing and 

variability of stress and EE exposure, susceptibility and resilience to PS, and is especially 

dependent on the application of exercise. Thus, the findings of this report support the 

cumulative stress hypothesis suggesting that EE offsets the cumulative wear and tear 

induced by PS and subsequent HPA axis programming and elevated stress sensitivity. 

Thus, EE may present an effective and clinically relevant experience-based therapy to 

treat stress-associated disorders and consequences of early trauma. 

 

4.1. The Influence of Variability, Timing, Vulnerability and Resilience 

 It is apparent that differences in the nature and intensity of PS affect the severity 

of symptoms and therefore the effectiveness of enrichment therapy. In terms of timing, 

one study found that enrichment did not reverse the main effects of PS, however, the 

stress paradigm used in this study was unpredictable and could be considered severe 

(Emack and Matthews, 2011). The results of this study suggest that shorter bouts of 

stress, or acute stress late in pregnancy, may have greater long-term effects on HPA 

activity and related behaviours. Where stress was unpredictable and variable, enrichment 

did not improve learning and memory or alter SYP levels in the hippocampus (Emack and 

Matthews, 2011). On the other hand, another study found that enrichment had a larger 

positive effect on motor abilities when stress was more variable for an acute time period 

(Zubedat et al., 2015). This could indicate that the timing and variability may affect 
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behavioural functions and systems differently (motor versus memory). In terms of 

severity, the most severe stressor included in this review was 6 hours of restraint stress 

daily for 8 days during late pregnancy (Lui et al., 2011). This study found that EE was not 

able to reverse the molecular deficits in β-1 Integrin and tPA in the HPC that were 

generated by PS.  

 Another consideration is that individual animals, depending on their gender, 

species and/or age may respond differently to PS based on transgenerationally 

programmed stress  resilience and stress vulnerability (Franklin et al., 2010; Yao et al., 

2014). Evidence points to large variations in phenotype observed among PS individuals in 

a study that suggests differences in vulnerability and resilience to PS (Boersma and 

Tamashiro, 2015). Stress resilience and vulnerability, according to the mismatch 

hypothesis, may be related to stress imposed during the prenatal environment as well as to 

the possible stress induced by enrichment. The stress associated with enrichment may 

pertain to extensive physical exercise, the encounter of novel objects, presence of social 

competitors and larger, open spaces which the animals may perceive as threatening. 

Vulnerable individuals may present with a recurrent maladaptive response to 

stressors and resilient individuals may recognize a stressful situation as minimally 

threatening enabling the development of a more appropriate, adaptive physiological and 

psychological response (Franklin et al., 2012). Although these changes were not 

addressed directly by the articles subject to this review and there was limited work that 

included females, the data suggest a slight gender difference. It seems that PS causes 

females to become more vulnerable to stress of enrichment, and males to be more 

affected by the PS itself. For example, one study showed that enrichment had an opposite 

effect in males and females where enrichment in females diminished the ability of 

sensorimotor gating in PPI tests. Furthermore, in another study, prenatally stressed 

females showed no significant alterations in cerebellar morphology indicating greater 

resilience to stress due to PS (Pascual et al., 2015). These results help confirm the role of 

sex steroids in stress vulnerability and resilience (Emack and Matthews, 2011). However, 

the number of studies including both males and females was only 3 of 15 articles. It is 

therefore important to include the underrepresented females in future studies to more 

thoroughly understand sexual dimorphisms in the response to PS and EE.  

 It should be noted that although previous animal studies have indicated variability 

in stress resilience or vulnerability as a function of strain, there were no strain differences 

noted in the studies included in this review. Studies have suggested that Wistar rats may 

be more “anxious” compared to the Sprague Dawley strain (Rex et al., 2004). These 

results could suggest that intra-strain differences may play a role in stress response and 

the effectiveness of EE. According to the mismatch hypothesis, it is possible that the 

susceptibly anxious Wistar rats would be less likely to benefit from EE exposure. 

 The cumulative stress and the mismatch hypotheses may also play variable roles 

at different time periods in life. Therefore, an important consideration concerns the age of 

the animals at which they were housed in an EE. It has been suggested that individual 

differences in early programming and the postnatal environment encountered during 

critical periods of brain development determine whether the cumulative stress hypothesis 

or the mismatch hypothesis is more applicable (Boersma and Tamashiro, 2015). In the 

majority of studies in rats, EE was applied at weaning, on or around postnatal day (P) 21, 

and measurements were collected approximately in adolescence (at P60). However, one 

group investigated GAP-43 expression at 3 time points; pre-weaning, pre-puberty and 
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early adolescence, with EE subjected at P10-P30 (Zhang et al., 2012a, e). Here, GAP-43 

expression increased significantly on P15 and then decreased from P30-P50. This 

indicates that during earlier stages, the response to PS may be restorative or protective for 

the nervous system, and later ages may indicate a rather maladaptive response to PS. 

 

4.2. Exercise as an Essential Component in Enrichment 

 Each of the reported studies, except one, involved enrichment paradigms that were 

designed to stimulate physical exercise. This particular aspect of enrichment may have 

the largest influence on functional improvements in prenatally stressed animals 

(Harburger et al., 2007). Supporting studies have been designed to measure the effect of 

the physical exercise component of EE. One such study compared voluntary and forced 

activity with or without the addition of a learning task in hippocampal neurogenesis of 

adult mice (van Praag et al., 1999). Their results showed that neurogenesis was only 

increased in mice that had voluntary access to running wheels (van Praag et al., 1999). In 

line with this finding, the one study included in this review that did not result in beneficial 

effects used an EE that lacked an exercise paradigm (Emack and Matthews, 2011). Thus, 

the inclusion of an exercise facility in the EE may be vital for its benefit. Moreover, in 

paradigms that lacked social enrichment, there seemed to be no less beneficial effect of 

enrichment, further emphasizing the positive benefits of physical enrichment. Recently, a 

group of researchers proposed a standardized EE design, which may assist in obtaining 

more consistent results across studies (Fares et al., 2012).  

 

4.3. FUTURE IMPLICATIONS  

4.3.1. Enriched Environment as a Therapy for Ancestral Stress  

 Growing evidence indicates that programming by PS not only affects the F1 

generation, but also propagates to further generations of offspring (Zucchi et al., 2012, 

Yao et al., 2014, Babenko et al., 2015). Transgenerational programming by prenatal stress 

or postnatal trauma across two or three filial generations of the paternal and maternal 

lineages have been suspected to alter stress response (Morgan and Bale, 2011, Zucchi et 

al., 2012), elevate risk of metabolic disorders (Yehuda et al., 2005) and 

psychopathologies (Babenko et al., 2015) and promote pregnancy complications (Yao et 

al., 2014). Since exposure to ancestral stress is uncontrollable to the filial generations, a 

vital question is whether EE presents an effective therapy to protect or even reverse 

adverse health outcomes in a stress lineage. Indeed, our unpublished findings suggest that 

EE is able to restore phenotypic and epigenetic manifestations linked to ancestral PS 

(McCreary et al., 2015). This work supported a central role for epigenetic modifications 

as one of the primary mechanisms of stress transfer and reversal by environmental 

enrichment. Epigenetic changes can be brought on by prenatal experiences prenatally, 

during development, or be passed on from the parent to the offspring (Meaney and Szyf, 

2005; Franklin et al., 2010). Because epigenetic regulators readily respond to 

environmental conditions and so allow rapid modifications to a changing environment, 

these processes may advance the discovery of predictive epigenetic signatures linked to 

disease and initiate the discovery of new diagnostics and therapeutic interventions for 

future generations. 
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4.3.2. Implications for EE Therapy in Human Populations 

 The results from previous studies and this review spark a discussion about the 

potential use of enrichment therapies in human populations affected by prenatal or 

ancestral stress. Surmounting evidence from human epidemiological studies suggest that 

PS raises risk of metabolic diseases and stress-related psychopathologies (Entringer, 

2013). Earlier reports indicated that specific experiential treatments, such as mindfulness 

meditation (Lutz et al., 2008), music lessons (Metzler et al., 2013)  or physical activities 

(Anderson and Shivakumar, 2013) promote a healthy human lifestyle. Based on the 

promising findings from such specific experiential therapies, it is reasonable to assume 

that a more complex experiential therapy, which combines aspects of social and physical 

enrichment, has beneficial effects on health outcomes in prenatally stressed individuals or 

other populations at risk. For example, strategies that involve Centering Pregnancy® to 

form social support groups for prenatal care were proven successful in promoting 

maternal and newborn health outcomes (Benediktsson et al., 2013, Trotman et al., 2015). 

Community support groups or policies that facilitate access to lifestyle enrichment may 

be central prerequisites to develop an effective strategy that targets improved health 

outcomes in communities. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 The last decade is highlighted by considerable efforts to unravel the mechanisms 

of how maternal stress impacts offspring lifetime health trajectories. Although the 

consequences of maternal stress can be complex and long-lasting, there still is no 

recognized therapeutic approach to offset the consequences of adverse programming by 

PS. In this review, the articles included suggest effectiveness of postnatal EE to treat 

adverse outcomes associated with PS in terms of behavioural, physiological and neural 

deficit as long as physical exercise is a part of the enrichment paradigm. Differing 

responses to EE may be dependent on the timing and variability of stress and postnatal 

enrichment, and the resiliency or vulnerability of the phenotypes to PS. The advanced 

understanding of the mismatch hypothesis and the vulnerability to postnatal environments 

may help us understand how EE can be catered towards individuals at risk. 

The present analysis illustrates the relatively small number of studies that 

addressed EE therapy in the context of PS and recommend cautionary conclusions due to 

the variability in stress and enrichment procedures, and the lack of data in females. Future 

studies therefore should consider sex differences and also include advanced ‘omics 

technologies, such as epigenomics, in order to identify potential prognostic biomarkers 

and therapeutic targets. Since adverse experience linked to PS is reflected by or even 

causally linked to epigenetic marks, EE may provide a suitable therapy to reverse stress-

associated epigenetic changes through beneficial experience. The present analysis 

presents EE as a powerful, clinically relevant multi-modal experience-based therapy to 

treat stress-associated disorders and consequences of early trauma in populations put at 

risk by poverty, violence, limited opportunity and lack of social support. 

 

  



 

 

 

Ref. Prenatal Stressor Type of EE Animals  Measures Behavioural Outcomes of PS Behavioural Outcomes of PS+EE 

Emack & 

Matthews 

2011 

G32–66 

1 of 4 stressors every 2
nd

 day  

1. Novel environment (2/day) 

2. Social stress (2/day)  

3. Forced foraging 

4. Intermittent food  

N=6-10     P25 

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

 

 

Guinea Pig  

♂ & ♀ 

P35, P50 &  

P70 

 Open Field 

 PPI 

 

Male: PS elevated locomotor 

activity 

PPI: 

Females: PS decreased PPI 

 

Females: decrease in locomotor activity 

PPI: 

Males: EE increased PPI in both control 

and PS offspring 

Female offspring: both PS and EE 

decreased PPI 

Koo et 

al., 2003 

G4-5 to G20-21  

Immobilization stress for 6 

h/day  

N= 10-12    P21 

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

exercise  

SD Rats 

♂  

P60 & P90 

 Y-maze test 

 Water-maze   

PS  impaired learning & memory 

performance 

 

EE enhanced cognitive functions 

 

Laviola et 

al., 2004 

G11-G21 

Restraint and white light for 

45 min 3X a day 

N=2     P22 

Physical  enrichment 

and exercise  

 

SD rats  

♂  

P38-P43  

 Open field  

 Social 

behaviour test 

PS reduced age-typical rough-

and-tumble play 

PS increased emotionality 

 

Increase in the amount of positive species-

typical behaviour (i.e. rough-and-tumble 

play) and reduced emotionality 

 

Li et al., 

2012  

G13- G19  

Restraint 3/day at 45mins 

long 

 

N=4      P21-P34  

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

exercise  

 

SD rats 

♂ & ♀ 

P35  

 EPM 

 Water-maze 

 

PS  impaired learning & memory 

performance 

 

PS displayed more anxiety like 

behaviour 

 

EE reduced anxiety-like behavior in PS 

offspring 

Learning & memory was partially 

increased 

Lui et al., 

2011 

G14-21 

Restraint  

6h/day  

 

N=6-8    P22  

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

exercise  

SD rats 

♂  

P22-120 

 

 Water-maze 

 

PS adult offspring showed cognitive 

deficit 

 

EE improved cognition in PS-EE group. 

 

Morley-

Fletcher 

et al., 

2003  

G11-22  

Restraint and bright halogen 

light for 45 minutes 3X/day  

N=2      P22    

Physical  enrichment 

and exercise and 

suspended items  

SD rats 

♂  

P22-P60  

 

 Social 

interaction  

 

PS decreased social play EE markedly increased social play in PS 

rats 

Pascual et 

al., 2015 

G14-G21  

Restraint stress for 45 

minutes  3X /day  

N=6-8   P22   

 Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

exercise and 

suspended items (EE 

for 2hrs/day) 

CF-1 Mice 

♂  

P22-P52 or 

P82 

 

 EPM  

 Open field  

 

At P82, PS increased anxiety-like 

behaviour 

 

EE decreased anxiety like behaviour due 

to PS 

Qian et 

al., 2008  

G11-21 

Bright light stress for 45 

minutes  3X/ day  

N= 10 P21    

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

exercise and 

suspended items 

Wistar Rat 

♂  

P21-P60  

 

 Defensive 

with-drawal  

 

Acute Stress increase amount of 

fear in DWT 

 

Acute stress had no effect on fear in DWT 

in EE animals 

1
7
6 



 

 

 

  

Ulupinar 

et al., 

2015 

G14-G21 

Restraint 3 h/day 

N=12  P21   

Physical  enrichment 

and social enrichment 

with  multiple 

containers and extra 

exercise  

Wistar Rat 

♂ & ♀ 

P49-P60 

*no 

controls 

 Rotarod  

 String 

suspension  

 Skilled 

reaching  

Males: PS positively affected 

reaching performance compared to 

EE animals 

Male: EE negatively affected performance 

in the  Motor-learning tests and reaching 

performance 

Females: EE positively affected reaching 

performance 

Yang et 

al., 2006  

G13 - 19  

10 foot-shocks (0.8 mA for 1 

s, 

2–3 min apart for 30 min/day. 

N= 10 P22 

Physical and social 

enrichment with  

multiple containers 

and exercise 

Wistar Rats  

♂  

P22, P52 

 CPP to 

morphine 

 Forced Swim  

CPP:  PS increases  addictive 

behavior (greater preference to  

morphine) 

Forced Swim: PS caused higher 

depressive-like behavior 

CPP:EE counteracted PS-induced 

addictive behavior changes 

Forced Swim: EE restored PS-elicited 

depressive-like reactivity in offspring 

Yang et 

al., 2007  

G13 - 19  

10 foot-shocks (0.8 mA for 1 

s, 

2–3 min apart for 30 min/day. 

N= 10 P22 

Physical  and social 

enrichment with  

multiple containers 

and exercise 

Wistar Rats  

♂  

P60 

 Water-maze 

 Electro-

physiology  

HPC 

Water-maze: Prenatal stress 

impaired the spatial learning task 

(longer latencies to escape) 

Electrophysiology: PS impaired 

LTP and facilitated LTD 

Water-maze: EE rescued spatial learning 

deficits  

Electrophysiology: EE treatment 

counteracted PS effect on LTP and LTD 

Zhang et 

al., 

2012A  

G13-G19 

Restraint 45min 3X/day  

  

Neonatal handling: P4 

to P10 (15 mins/day) 

EE:  N=12   P11  

Physical  and social 

enrichment exercise 

and suspended items  

SD Rats  

♂  

P10, P20, 

P45 

(MWM at 

P45)  

 Water-maze PS impaired the spatial learning and 

memory ability 

 

EE with neonatal handling promoted the 

spatial learning memory ability of PS rats 

Zhang et 

al., 

2012B  

G13-G19 

Restraint 45min 3X/day  

 

N=12 P10  

Physical  and social 

enrichment exercise 

and suspended items  

SD Rats 

♂  

P15, P30 &

 P50 

 Water-maze PS impaired spatial learning & 

memory  

 

EE enhanced spatial learning and memory 

compared to controls and PS group 

 

Zubedat 

et al., 

2015  

G13–15   

G13: Swim stress (5min) 

G14: Mirror stress (5min)  

G15: Restraint stress: 

3X 30 mins 

N=8 P30 

Physical and social 

enrichment with 

exercise (added 

sandbox in order to 

diversify the cage 

texture, diet enriched) 

Wistar Rats  

♂ 

P95 

 Open field  

 Object recog. 

 Rotor-rod 

 PPI & startle 

response 

PS had a clear anxiogenic effect. 

PS increased startle response and 

immobility in startle reflex test. 

PS group showed superior 

performance in the Motor-

learning task. 

PS impaired selective attention 

(ORT) as well as partial sustained 

attention (PPI) 

EE had an anxiolytic effect. 

EE decreased startle response and 

immobility in startle reflex test. 

EE increased both PPI and ORT 

performance. 

EE group showed superior performance in 

the  Motor-learning task 

1
7
7 
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Table 2. Summary of the molecular markers of prenatal stress and environmental 

enrichment and related outcomes (Hippocampus: HPC, Dentate Gyrus: DG, Prefrontal 

Cortex: PFC, Nucleus accumbens: NAcc)  

References Marker Area of interest PS EE 

Synaptic Plasticity and Development 

Koo et al., 

2003 
NCAM  HPC, Cortex ↓ ↑ 

Koo et al, 2003 

Li et al., 2012, 

Lui et a., 2011, 

Peng et al., 

2011 

SYP  HPC, Cortex  ↓ ↑ 

Lui et al., 2011  NMDAR HPC  ↓ ↑ 

Lui et al., 2011  β-1 

Integrin  

HPC  ↓ - 

Lui et al., 2011  t-PA HPC ↓ - 

Neurogenesis and Neuronal Growth 

Koo et al., 

2003 
BrdU  HPC (DG) ↓ ↑ 

Koo et al., 

2003 
BDNF HPC, cortex ↓ ↑ 

Zhang et al., 

2012A, B  
GAP-43  HPC  

(P15 and P30-50) 
P15 ↑ 

P30- P50 ↓ 

 

↑ 

Stress Response 

Emack and 

Matthews, 

2011 

Laviola et al., 

2004 

Morley-

Fletcher et al., 

2003 

CORT  Peripheral ♂   ↓ 

 

↓ 

 

↑ 

 

♂  ↑    ♀ ↑ 

 

↑ 

 

↓ 

 

Li et al., 2012  GR HPC ↓ ↑ 

Immune Regulation 

Laviola et al., 

2004 
CD 4, 

CD8 

Spleen, PFC  ↓ ↑ 

Laviola et al., 

2004 
Il-1b Spleen, PFC  ↑ ↓ 

Activity and Attention 

Emack and 

Matthews, 

2011 

DRD-1 

and DRD-

2 

NAcc  - 
 

↓ 

Fear Related Learning 

Qian et al., 

2008 
GRPR Amygdala  - 

 

↑ 
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